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: yt SELECT COMMITTEE TO | 
av 5 a 7 Ss is t oY STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

a a” te fs 1] p 3 RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES . 

h * i 1: iy : ) (PURSUANT To &. RES. 21, KTH CONGRESS) : : 

a. x" ay WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 | 

re ioe lt November 15, 1975 - —_— 
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he, ae ALLINFORMATIONCONTAINED = 
Oats } HEREINIS U F ) 

¢ Sea aaks 
: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. Mol i tee 

Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination oes 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General ; 
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20530 : 

a . want . 

7 . 

Dear Mikes | Aig 
. ca: afar. om 8 

The Select Committee requests immediate delivery of docu- ee 
ments, summarves of which were made available to the a 
Committee stalf pursuant to cur resuest of Sesterrer it, oe 

1975. Epecificai.), the Committees recuests cCocurments, 
ihCLuding, relevant communications berween tne Sureau ans ; 
“the ¥ thite Housé, relating to the following activities cf ° 
the F FBI “(dates are approximate): { 

l. Name check on David Brinkley, 2/16/65. 
. send 

2.. Name check on David Brinkley, 5/29/65. 
Ee 

Name check on John Chancellor, 7/19/65. Bok. ae 

Name check on Peter Arnett, 7/22/65. 

ui ee | 

@ 

n . Beno ; we 
goe Name cnésk on Hanna nrendt and: wenty OCNeEYr ODScnSsnts : 
> Of the Vietnam War who sent 2 tolegram to tne Write 

ey Ny House, 6/4/65. 

O< 6. taro Sects By Sees eone See sa es Sas Pons e <eseS | 
. ~ Gf42 oO. tae Presice tt Cri chs sis tates. states 6 eos] d 

Ss opolicy, 7/39/65. 
~ i 

: t 3 : ‘ 
x 7s. SSrter oo Detects hic es va She Tee a ose Besser Ss aes 
eas Senator Everatt Dirksen's contact with Vietnam smcassa- NN 
‘SN Gor Bui Diem, 1lis3/6és. : 
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Mishaei E. Shahéen, Jr., Esq. 
Page Two - November 15, 1975 

8. Name check on Peter Tisaqer: 2/24/66. 

9. Name check on Senator Stephen M. Young, 2/25/66. 

10. Name check on H. Stuart Hughes, 3/24/66. 

li. Name check on George Hamilton, 3/31/66. 

12. Name check on Ben W. Gilbert, 4/6/66. 

13. Name check on Richard B. Stolley, 4/6/66. 

14. Report of criticism by Senator Wayne Morse of United 
States policy at a rally in New York City on 4/11/66, 
4/12/66. 

15. Name check on William Beecher, 1/4/67. 

16. Name check on Barbara Kilstein Garson, 1/9/67. 

17. Name check on Joseph Kraft, 1/27/67. 

183. enone on Joachim Joesten, 1/30/67. 

19. Blind memorandum from Director Hoover to Marvin 
Watson regarding Senators Clark, Fulbright, Gruening, 

Hartke, Morse, McGovern, and Pell, 2/10/67. 

Sincerely, 

Perreoutl 
vsonn T. B11ifé 
PITector 

‘Domestic Intelligence Task Force 
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WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 , 

agaressee: _ SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
CULTR [)LHM (Memo [Report datea___LL/17/75 
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aption eptfon of Document: Activities (SSC). (SSC letter , 
11/25/75) ( ome SAheck/ on! 19 piderbsed) 
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Received by: G Ste DAAKAD 

Title: 

Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FBI 
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MOTE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

~~ 

TO: Intelligence Community Staff 
ATTN: Central Index PRE 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

(LNT [| vocouenr [[onierine | [iveview[ [restwow [ [ome | BN BYY7S 

- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED Se Ullal wyopona dy 
IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Memoranduts and enclosures 

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, othér- . CLASSIFICATION OF 

wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 
, U, C, S, TS or 

Codeword) 

S80 letter 11/15/78 | gg 

. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Taformation handling 

8. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

Materials relating to uame checks requested by the White # 
on iS individuals. — ” — 

62°116395 

FMK:ihb ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 
(4) IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75 

| CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 
3791 (6-75) 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. : 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. . 

e Date the abstract and put on any ‘internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

® If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 

pages may be attached if necessary. 
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SSC REQUEST 11/15/75 

(In furtheranee of SSC request 9/18/75, IV and VI) 

co 1 Th \ 

ALINE ORM NC im nel 
DATE v\ 
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Ison 

tmont 

at 

Teach . 

sper 
Yohan 

~~ 

ee NOTE: See M, A. Jones to DeLoach memo dated 1215 
Sp 

1 = Mr. Tolson (sent with cover memo) . 
1 Mr. Belmont (sent with cover memo) 
1 ~ Mr. Mohr (sent with cover memo) 

February 15, 1965 3. Gw 

BY LIAISON x 5” 
ALL I OR CLASS SED | Qs 
HEREIN i is ; i 
OATE {2 VO ae |b LE 23 

; : y \ S. 
Honorabis Marvin Watson = 
Special Assistant to the President D ve 
The White House K' 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear ir. Watson: 

© Mrs. Mildred Stegall has requested an FBI name check 
on David Brinkley. ‘QOIMUUMOOD KO w,IsjRO UOHDU 

dsau ur patndoi.d sp quawnoop sry], 

UOJUOD OYL PUD OL, WWUOD 4NO 

Mr, Brinkley has never been the subject of an Fai 
investigation, and our files contain no derogatory information concerning 
him. 

‘17a 042 fo waosddon ssasdxa oy? 7 

t 

“US Ld pazrdougnoun 02 pasojosip oq 20U hou 37 fig shurpoosoud ynaciffo 02 pazuuy sr asn SZ] “wassup Lof 20U St pun ysanba. uno 02 asuo 

Civil fingerprint cards were located in the files of the 
FBI Identification Division which may be identical to fir. Brinkley. 
These fingerprints were searched through the criminal files of the} 
Identification Division and no arrest record was located, o' 

Ji ; 
“13 of 

sincerely yours, i: 
S s / 
ao Lad 
G7? cx 

> Se, ‘ 

Px \/ Op 
I 

ah 
=-65, Captioned 

"Name Check Request for White House, * 

# Mr, DeLoach (Sent with cover mena 
— GA&le (sent with cover memo) 

» Rosen (sent with cover memo) 
CFF ma Sg 

IMM Aen Ope ee, 
" ———— a - ok / * ON a onsite 
Sear ie ‘L uk . {8 FER a 

ee ° 
Mer aey , 

eee matt Room CI] teLetype unit L_] 2 : ener 
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GSA GEN, EG. NO. 27 : - 

UNITED STATES GO 

OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 

MAY 3967 EDITION 

2NMENT 

Memorandum 

Mr. DeLoach 

oe 

DATE: 215=65 

SUBJECT: NAME CHECK REQUEST FOR WHITE HOUSE 

Mrs. Mildred Siegal of the White House Staff has 
reguested a name check on David Brinkley. 

Attached is a letter to. Honorable Marvin Watson, 
Special Assistant to the President, reflecting the results of this 
check, | 

RECOMMENDATION: 

. That the attached letter over the Director's signature 
to Mr. Watson be approved and sent by liaison. 

Enclosure 

SI X-/S— Zs 

1 - Mr. Tolson ~ Enclosure es aor 
1 = Mr. Belmont ~ Enclosure | j f- 33 Med § 
1 - Mr. Mohbr ~- Enclosure NOT RECORGESR ms 
i - Mr. DeLoach - Enclosure 128 FER 26 15u5 © 
1 ~ Mr. Gale ~ Enclosure an ne : 
i = Mr. Rosen = unclosure ‘ . ‘a +. os pie SS Yoo 
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May 29, 1965 

| BY LIAISON: 
| 
| 

Sse ay 
| es eS > 
| Honorable Marvin Watson ~§ 2B 
: Special Assistant to the President 5 £95 & 
Oy The White House NED Sees 
/ ALL INFORM ie Sees 

4 Washington, D. C. HEREIN! un m as 
: DATE yo &® oe 

Dear Mr. Watson: os -g8Se 
: 

Mrs, Mildred Stegall has requested an FBI ni: name BS Ss 
check‘on Mr, Alan Davis Brinkley who was born on dime 2, 1949, gg 
in Washington, BD, C. Sse 

S593 
2... «68 

Mr. Brinkley was never the subject of an FBI ei x8 
investigation and cur files contain no derogatory information concerning «<8 
him, The files of the Identification Division of the FBI contain no arrest 28% 
record identifiable with Mr. Brinkley based on the information furnished. 3¢°'S 
The material forwarded by Mrs. Stegall in connection with this request “s.38 
is being returned herewith. hy Ss 

eH As 

4 BSE Sincerely yours, Son 
: j Fg sh 

a 70 Seo 
ee gly  S 4 . 4% pte Pan Sys 

Enclosure Ae ee aS 
1 =» Mr. Belmont _ yt 4 rar ss 

1 = Mr. Mohr , a | : “More Lit soe 

° i oii > { u > RQ Hw 

1 = Mr, DeLoach ( sent direct ) { ges 
1 we Mr, Gale 

: - SS Se 

i= Mr. Rosen | 

: NOTE: To be delivered by Liaison by Mr. DeLoach's Office. 
nent _DRM3cai + “,] fr 

an) eran REG. I 

ip 
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July 19, 1965 

M BY LIAISON 

+ £ 
Honorable Marvin Watson | 7 2 = 
Special Assistant to the President : 2-[ ws > 
The White House Y fant => w 
Wash On D. Ci A, — “wp - ington, NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION” s 

; | Dear Mr. Watson: ss; Unauthorized Dis¢losure = 
' Subject to Criminal Sanctiong 

. This will confirm an oral report given to you on 
Jui; 17,4965, in response to your request for a name check on . 
John ¥. ‘hancellor, who was born on July 14, 1927, at ita 
Tilinois. sS2s 

sae 
Mr. Chancellor was never the subject of an FBI sar § 

i investigation and our files contain no derogatory information 2 S 

§<5* concerning him, Information, however, was furnished to the FEI we 
pe on February 19, 1965, by a confidential informant Who has furnished ® 2 /;. 

ae reliable information in the past, that John WilHant*Chancellor. and 3 Fey 
z. other National Eroadcasting Company reportéts Had requested visas 3 S~3 
we for travel to Cuba to film a documentary about agriculture and — _&sg % 

: education. These visas had been denied by the Cuban Ministry £ISZTH 
_ of Foreign Relations acting through the Czechoslovakian Embassy | 34° 

in Washington, D. C. 

TeiN HasSat us 

b pup 78 

| | 3. 

poe Civil fincerprints were located in the files of the FEI =. : 

x Identification Division which may be identical with those of Mr. Chancellom #5 

4 \ ° These fingerprints were searched through the criminal files of the = _s 

fn \ Identification Division and a record was located, | . Sas = 

Styh 7 iialrt 7 — Oo 26 Seg 

: - 1. Mr. Belmont ahs _— a io ene isroay ot: 

“—— —\L >/Mr,- Mohr | “NOTE: To be ae b é Se 
bch — : y liaison by SS 

: —— . —_ DéLoach (sent age) _ Mr. DeLoach's ‘Office. Classified "Seest 

pre “Cli = Mr. Ro e ‘* 1% -] 73 Meto sensitive nature of source report oh 

aaecee tt "L  secrtr Cuban visa data, eas 
g ERH:kjb, (10) | PR “GES. 
poe ers: he ear Grou = i. g 5 

vies ] exclu e ie pet fi.9 nc aad \ ps Sok 

967 ra 
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N CONTAINED July 22, 1965 Ae  UMGLASSIFIED — DATE BY Youre’ BY LIABON 
if This document is prepared in respon, B22 tai : nation outside your Committee, rite uae Ce request and ts not for dissemt- 

your Commi''-e and thr peut Its use ts limited to official preceedin ge b nel without the express approval of ao es pee to unauthorized person. 

Honorable Marvin Watson a oe nit. ke Special Acsistant to the President Neer, (GE The Vhite House -, 1a. i Washington, D. Cc. 

Dear Mr. Watson: 
o> 

| , The President has requested an FRI name check on -- Air, Peter{Arnett, a Wew Zeslander wan ip &newspaperman in | | c- Vietnam, “a 4 | . ae py T 
: 

i er eee _ wy. Mr, Arnett has never been the subject of an FBI COE investigation, and our Giles seniain no pertinent information concern she him, The files of the Kientification Livicion of the FEI contain no. = ng ee C22 BH Rirest record identifiable with the éubject of this name check inguirss ¢ based on the information furnished, : | . a 
 g 

a .* 

1 = Mr. Belmont 

. d 

1~Mr, DeLoach{ 3 # hey. | < 1- Mr. Gale © | anne to | _ 1-= Mr. Rosen 
Wir jah Tolson 

a= " RLR:cs (10) ue 
—rasemencarees Yo } . 

7 SOP 
.” = i 

| FBUS 9 B83. . ) CONS ag . : Vv : 
: : " Soe 
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@ é FES 
to | SS 

: ; ~$ Ss 

“ * | &98 3 
, SIs 

duns 4, 1965 S$ss 
2. 29d - x FX § 

+ AINED acy SO ce 

LLINFORMATIC coe BY LIAISON ces 
t AOREIN| pla : 8 aSS aa DATE J \ 8 S98 

Ko ~ ® =~ 

i ° S | - , 883k 
— Honorable Marvin Watson a f < 3.8 SS 
ee _ Special Assistant to the President r & 82°28 
4 The White Mouse af Nw 7 SR SS ; A ; 0 gh ee < “st » 2 w% = 

' Was shington, D.C. Oe te pr ee ce 
Sele gar 2 EO KL BeOS 

7 > en ae ae = = o "tw 

Dear Me, ‘Watson: Poe ie Oe OE Os x EE ac 
| i ai ‘ on : “. a S38 - “4 a : = oS i a S. | Bee liso. Reference is made to the President's request wr S88 

to me earlier ‘adny while I was at the White Bouse with “ * &g8 
respect to tre telenrram he received from the artists. - Seg 
Accordinsly; attached are memoranda containing the results a 
of an FBY name cnecsof Hannah Arendt and twenty other oo 
individuais mentioned in that telegram. a 

| | When this 1 . ittal j 2 ee : hen tiis letter of transmittal is detached from os 5 
. . its enclosures bearing a security classification, thislettercan . $92 
| be declassified, | wee Bes 
| a ee ir <& $e 
i ro 2 sy” ~. a : 4 

- sent hOr Sincerely yours,-- ee, con 
SO re, hei | VA. eR, ght 

| gr f Le oy Son aos ° a eet <\ a oe Me _ on 
| ENCLOSURE 24 “a af ser mi sir peut. “ens “38 FOR Sf AK) Wor 

oe" i a b | \ x 2 % ae Ne 

oe OBE UD, biccens FO 

! Enclosures (L8y~ 
| Ys : : 

1 - Mr.. Mohr - Enclosures (%) 
1 - Mr. DeLoach ~ Enclosures (18) - (sent 7 Z ) aetrin 

( oere 

me - Tolson 

oe Me Mr, Belmont - Enclosures ae) i - Mr, Gale - Enclosures (18 

| 
| 

Belmont oe ae ase ct, } Daten —vtk Mie pieah TSS 
Mohr “ 

: DeLoach ae “Seen si: a; 7 

| Ss -_ wentematic ' JUN 8 1365 | Contad 
| see ea ‘aeenmenaiiaaat. 

Gale ——______— Y Waly “ee ee eee 
Rosen; \ nd : es i ry 

|, sullivan ——_. aoe A‘ 
- “Travel. 

! re tae i NOTE: To be delivered by liaison by Mr, DeLoachis Office. e 
ele, Foom, e y 
mes iN At ee MM: ar LO od 

| os MAIL ota TELETYPE unit L_1 J P (10) : 
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WAO79 PD 
2 : CONTAINED 

KM NEWYORK NY 3 1225P EDT ALL INFORMATP ON Saif . 
; ae : | | HEREIN! U BY ‘~ THE PRESIDEN’ : DATE a | - 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

DEAR PRESIDENT JOHNSON: WE WHO HAVE CONSIDERED OURSELVES 

-~ FRIENDS OF THE ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT ROBERT LOWELL IN HIS 

__ DECISION NOT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE WHITE HOUSE FESTIVAL OF 

THE ARTS ON JUNE 14TH. THOUGH HE HAS SPOKEN ONLY FOR HIMSELF, 

_ WE WOULD LIXE YOU TO KNOW THAT OTRERS OF US SHARE HIS DISMAY 

AT RECENT AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY DECISIONS. WE HOPE THAT 

PFOPLE IN THIS AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES WILL NOT CONCL'DE = 

( THAT A WHITE HOUSE ARTS PROGRAM TESTIFIES TO APPROVAL OF 

5 ADMINISTRATION POLICY BY THE MEMBERS OF THE ARTISTIC COMMUNITY. 

TO THE CONTRARY, AS THE WEEKS PASS SOME OF US HAVE BECOME MORE AND. 

MORE ALARMED BY A STANCE IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS WHICH SEEMS INCREASINGLY | 

BELLIGERENT AND MILITARISTIC | | ~ ye 

1 HANNAH ARENDT [STANLEY xuvtTZ\Louts SIMPSON | JOHN BERRYMAN 
ee eee ee . er TT 

© 

gic DWIGHT uscoont a D SNODGRASS] ALAN, DUGAN MARY MCCARTHY 
sia PERETTI IO, ay Pharm Spal PIETY } wae! ag KOT nat ET Cons anand “ 

en ee 

PES Ra ar tn TET ERE ene Oe TL TR EAI” 
. aeons ener EC eh RAIS TA me neers OE 

Q » 
a 

WILLIAM STYRON| JULES FEIFFER| BERNAT MALAMUD, PETER TAYLOR) 
eae TT i ahaa 

age et hE EY 

comeimen ere 

2 . . UN \- 

DYILIP GUSTON [LARRY eae 1 “wane LILLIAN HELLMAN] 
ance Ns IEP EE 
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~giuly 30, 1965 
TION CONTAINED oe 

ALL INFORMATI ae | 
HEREIN |S UNC “Svapaa - BY LIASON 

mp dvle DATE | 

ee = a 
FASE SIDE FOR 
SSEMI NATION. 

Honorable Niarvin Watson 
Special Assistant to the President SEE EVE h. Bis 
The White House E 
Washington, BD. C. ADD. 

Dear hir. Watson: 

Reference is maue to the name check request 
from B.rs. Stecall relative to the 31 inciviauais who sent 
telezrams to the rresiuent on July 23th criticizing the United 
tates’ policy in Vietnam. 

Attached are separate memoranca relative to 
the following incivicuals incluceu in this name cnecs aces "OOIPUMULOD Wnohk spisynod worzDU 

inohk 02 asuodsas Ur pasndaid 8r quaWNIOD SY J, 

. * 

“8 ab ha Ageia REE BO: ash alannah hin PNET GE Hel gpd Mabel aberreabaae Ad 2 “anata ik yA Shale Being Laban she Stage ent ede ah web ot hsbc AARISA? rae iy Hor PSN Tr ACUTE AB ASN aaa a tC pe lanes sterol a posers cea! al neato epileomtet whew are pene ice 

Mr. anders. Bernard Albert, Alexancria, Virginia 
Howara Broisky, Chicazo, illinois 
Joraan A. Good, Sen Francisco, California 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Hofiman, W.orristown, New Jersey 

» Tg - 
HOOU ONIGVAY- 1,949 P @Q 2OU fu 443209 OY} PY 94, ;UMWOD LNok O9e Hd AT € WE Tar 

” [2&7 242 fo yoaouddn ssaudxa oy. ynRoyzm you 
Ly 82 OSR S4y 

‘ 

everend Farley Wheelwright, Fire Isiand, New York oS. 3 
S38 

&z s , & a * Pa a aS 

FEI files contain no pertinent eee information RSS 
relative to the icliowiny inuivicuais who were incluced in this | SQg 

' eas mame check request. Also, the .iles of the Iuent ication Livi sion -. Se 
a 3 

Q Me De 

‘A of the F5!I contain no arrest cate inemiiiable with them based : Ze 
% ok “wa > 

r. Upon the bacazrouna information suomitiea in connection wita x eS 8 2. 
’ i oe ° \ this name check request. : oe Pee ee. aes 
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. Honorable Marvin Watson 

+ 

, = # 

EME PERERA. ARS etek | 

Miriam Brofsky, Chicago, Ulinocis 
Mrs. Louis Zmerman, Chicago, Illinois 
‘Mr. and Mrs. dohn-Pullenwider, Salem, Cregon 
Druee-fricteid, Flushing, New York 
Delores R. Helman, Wheaton, Maryland 
Gabriel Huck, Balimore, Maryland 
Ariene Ross, Elmhurst, New York ‘ 
Mrs. Ceboreh sherman and irs. Susan Gotitried, 

Chicaco, iilinois 
doany cuss man, New York, New York 
Mes. Huth Traum, New York, New York 
S. H.-illiams, fichuond, Virginia 
MM. VY. Young, New York, New York 

There are also enclosed the sixteen telegrams on 
which this name check was based. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosures (21) 
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IMMEDIATE . . gee l: 
Transmit the message that follows by coded teletype: — Uncexte’ {7 wi sv 

Dag et nate tate by et ne 

KR KK KKK KK KK KK KK KK KK KK KK KK KKK KK KK K 

To: ( THE PRESIDENT FELD DISSEMINATION 

[] SECRETARY OF STATE watioNAL SECURELY INFORMATION 

h 

sess 
oe ok a> 1 

, Unauthorized Disclosure aa ac = ee 
! - (] DIRECTOR, CIA Subject to Crirhital Sanctions s OF S 

(J DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY cogs 

(4 AND NATIONAL INDICATIONS CENTER AST f 
a Ss 4 

(1 DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 8595 | 
Sh 

ON as Ye 
C1) DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE » Ses | 

YSS2z ES 
(1 WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM, ATT.: SECRET SERVICE (PID) NS as 

(For disseminating classified data to Secret Service) | “SEB | 

a - a © 238 3 

{J SECRET SERVICE (PID) BY PLAINTEXT TELETYPE we ee yore | 
sama jeans “by fo > j 
a MA SS 

(] ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER) ‘ ) ei RSs 
Pe saree ey 2S 

Ss, Ses 5 {bree ‘ et peer? ‘EDS 

(et LATE Mousi LPP ie Fian Grice | Jitter frond Ad h es 7 &/8 

On | 
Se. “poe —S | 

From: DIRECTOR, FBI - sy ie ae 
weT. Af. fe , J ootttaraartion = Ss ; 

Classification: S468 7 Me feveigh dott S34 | 

Subject: L4,2Ae FY OF UIE TAM es 3 

ee . f = S i 

{Text of message — on next page. ) 

VIA TE LETY: PEL ea _ / 
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FROM s 

AM 11-9-68 HL 

{TY 

ATT.: MR. BROMLEY SMITH 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM 63 | 

IA TELETYPE 
NOV AQ 198% ; 

ENCIP Viste HERED | DepZsoe 

S—E—G-R-E—T—- NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION 

EMBASSY OF VIETNAM 

ON NOVEMBER NINE,. INSTANT, A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO 

HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED AS 

FOLLOWS : | 

SENATOR EVERETT DIRKSEN OF ILLINOIS CONTACTED VIETNAMESE 

AMBASSADOR BUI DIEM, INSTANT DATE, ADVISING DIEM THAT HE 

WOULD LIKE TO SEE DIEM AT TWELVE O'CLOCK CNOON) AT THE 

VIETNAMESE EMBASSY, WASHINGTON, D.Ce, CONCERNING A VERY 

URGENT MATTER. 

EMBASSY TO SEE HIM. 

GP-} 

ENDAMD 

DIEM ADVISED DIRKSEN THAT HE WILL BE AT 
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SECRET 

February 24, 1966 

DiSsaddxa ay? 7ROYPIN 10U 09 044 pilin aajumog 4noh 

"2a]TVUUMOD Ano opisyno U077DUu 

| ye _BY LIAISON 7 
7 cqarnation CONT cert : 

3 

Honorable Marvin Watson WHERE SHO | a < 

Special Assistant to the President clas (? = 
The White House LAG BY: =. ss ‘achi ciFitd. bik a Washington, D. C. oN ASGIFY ON: 2 

D = 8% 
Dear Mr. Watson: : ae 

wee CU ft ee ag a, 

O Mrs. Mildred Stegall has requested a name check regarding § 
Mr. never Lisagor, Chief of the VW ashington Bureau of the “Chicago Daily News." : 

: Sots 322 ween oS ee 

A check of the central files of the FBI disclosed that Mr. Lisagor 
was born on August 5, 1915, at Keystone, West Virginia. Ke graduated from 
the University of : i fichiean in 1939 and joined the staff.of the "Chicago Daily New 
as areporter. He enlisted in the U. 8. Army.in June, 1942, and was discharie 
in November, 1945, During his military service he served as Editor of “Stars 
and Stripes." tie rejoined the staff of the "Chicago Caily News" after his dis- 
charge from the Army in 1945. Mr. Lisagor was assigned to the "Chicago Daily ¢: 

ae 
PAZLLOUSNDUN 02 PI$O}2 Peavoid [owi{f{o Of payer st asnr Sz] 7 

SLad 
13 

‘3 ee 40f{ 70u $2 pun ysanbos snoh 02 asuodsas ut patndaid s2 JuamUnNIOp Sty 
News" Washington Bureau in the mid-1650's and was named Chief of this Bureau “< 
in January, 1959, Mr. Lisagor resides at 1528 North Ivanhoe Street, Arlinzton, 2s) 

iy Virginia. = a 

at , . | at 
_-FBI-files reflect that Mr. Lisagor has been in frequent contact = 2 «1 . 

in Washington with Soviet and satellite officials in connection with his duties as 3 :' 
a leer wasn Gi particular interest have been his contacts with Serzei R. “™ ° 
Striganov, former Soviet Counselor who has béen identified as an intellizence ~ 
ofiicer, aa with Mirko Kalezik, Yugoslav Embassy eg 3) yy pV 

2 Ban REGIS 40 YL ZY] ey 
oa Mr. ‘Lisagor was intérviewed in 1955 oes his contact a 
_* twith a Paasinn correcrondent for Trrs'Ntviet Mews Agency in Yashington to . a 

=" 

Geiernaie if ue Cou iurnisa peruneal wu0ormation reisziing to tie activities. of ee 
nice eee individual, who was known to have an intelligence assignment in tuis country, 
or _ fir, Lisazor was most cooperative on this occasion and expressed a willingness 
ras Geese 
toopet LO GUDRS any aaformation tiat: nught come to ais aitention. ii-appears nai ime 
‘stlahan 
‘onrad __ KUnerous contacts Mr. Lisagor nas had with Soviet and satelljie officials curing’ 

«his assignment in Washington have nee: concerned with. his sa 
pier Corr eopondent,, » *G) Py | y, _ | — 4Y 
fee = 1 - Mr.’ DeLoact (sent direct) 1- Mr. Gale ° ‘#= Mr. Rosen’ ae We 
= — NO TES ab Por-fet quest of =i Mildred Stegall, ‘White as Staff. ELR:nal (8) : 

HW 55085 Docld:32989542 Page 1900 0 we \ : as 



Honorable Marvin Watson 

In July, 1953, a Government official who had frequent contact 
with correspondents in W ashing ton characterized Mr. Lisagor’as a good 
reporter but lacking in discretion because of his reputation for "talking too 
much, " especially at the National Press Club. 

In this regard, the President advised me on June 4, 1955, of 
his concern about leaks which had occurred in the Administration and referred 
specifically to information leaked to the "Washington Post" by a State Department 
official that the FBI was sending men to the Pominican Republic. 

The President also mentioned that he was disturbed about an 
article which had appeared in the June 3, 1955, issue of the "Chicago Daily 
-News" concerning Russian bombers reportedly being stationed in Hanoi. This 
article, written by iir. Lisagor, contained information which was known only to the 
Secretaries of State and Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Stall, 

A discreet inquiry into this matter disclosed that waunelis 
Mr. Lisagor obtained this information from the late Marsuerite Higgins, a journalist 
who was married to William EB. Hall, a retired Lieutenant General of the Air Force. 
General Hall has clase contacts with members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and it 
was presumed that he had obtained this information and furnished it to his wiie. 
She did not use the information herself, apparently to preciude attention being 
drawn to her, but gave it instead to Mr. Lisagor, who reported it in the "Chicago 
Daily News. " 

The fingerprint files of the Identification Division of the FBi 
contain no arrest data identifiable with Mr. Lisagor based upon background 
information submitted in connection with this name check request. 

Sincerely yours, 

_ AW 55065) Docld: 32989542 Page 20 == . 
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NATE 1 Mr, DeLoach \28 rt 
1 ~ Mr. Mohr ‘Alid 

‘ } \y x 
1 ~- Mr. Wick } 

Ll ~ Mr. Baumgardner &LVss ee Honorable Marvin Watson | wcdeoe ze... Thompson SS SS 

; Special Assistant to the Presiceut "YL Mr. Reddy S-Qs & 
The White House [si £8 
Washington, D. C. SESS 

sires. 
2 

Dear Mr. Watson: Se estat 
j Ses 

: - * See 
In response to your request of Assistant ‘ S Q's 

to the Director C. D. DeLoach of this Bureau, there _8 ass 
is enclosed a memorandum which sets out information = 8 gis & 
regarding Senator Stephen M,. Young at = 

wee | @ Ba R 
o oe 8." te 

fs Sincerely yours, 2 fay SS 
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March 24, 1966 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED BY LIATSON 

HEREIN I6 UNC ‘Bred ala . 

DATE 1 - Mr, DeLoach 

oo 1 - Mr. Sullivan 

Honorable Macvin Watson 1 ~ Mr, Wick 

Special Assistant to the President 1 - Mr. Bland 

The White House 1 - Liaison 

Washington, D. C. 1 - Mr, Mack 
1 - Mr, Rushing 

Dear Mr. Watson: ‘ 

In connection with an article appearing in "The 
New York Times,'' March 23, 1966, headlined "Miss Knight 
Given Rebuke for Action Sought by FBI" and an article 
appearing in "The Washington Post," March 24, 1966, head- 
lined "Spying on U. S. Travelers by Embassies Assailied," 
both dealing in part with the Denartment of State's action 
in alerting its embassies in Parisyand Moscow regarding 
future travel abroad of H, Stuart~Bushes, a professor of 
peevory at Harvard University, I thought you would be 
interested in this Bureau's procedure in handling such 
matters, 

Whenever it is determined that an individual caf 
security interest to this Bureau intends to travel abroad 
or is traveling abroad, available information regarding 
the individual is furnished to the Department of State 
because of its interest in individuals whose activities -~ 
abroad may be inimical to the best interest of the United 
States, 
we advise the Department of State that we would appreciate 
any pertinent information it may receive regarding the 

= —_ 

.” 

Also in view of our interest in the security field, 
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Honorable Marvin Watson 

person while abroad, In cases of this nature, we neither 
request a survelllance nor Investigation of the activities 
of such a person,. The referral of such matters to embassies 
abroad is a decision to be made entirely by the Department 
of State, 

In the case of H, Stuart Hughes we did advise 
the Department of State on February 9, 1966, of proposed 
future travel abroad on his part. At that time, we furnished 
that Department available information concerning him contained 
in our files and indicated that we would appreciate any 
pertinent information it might receive regarding Hughes while 
he was abroad, 

I am greatly concerned that the State Department 
has made public the fact that the FBI has a security 
interest in Hughes. We handle our security matters in a 
confidential manner and in this instance I am vigorously 
protesting to the Department of State its handling of this 
ease, 

I am enclosing for your information a memorandum 
dated March 24, 1966, setting forth available information 
contained in the files of this Bureau regarding H, Stuart 
Hughe Se 

The facts in this matter have been brought to 
the attention of the Attorney General, 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 

2 « ‘ on 
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Honorable Marvin Watson 

March 31, 1966 

BY LIAISON 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINE
D 

HEREIN Is U CLASSIFIED : 

Sate BY alata 

Special Assistant to the Fresident 
The White House 

Washington, D. C. 

Hear Mr. Watson: 

“you inwiew of the President's personal interest. 

c 
ot 

x med me > 
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t \j 
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5 rh% BF 

GY Enclosure - 

see 
bss 

1 
1 

1 - Mr. Tolson -; (sent with cover memo) 
- Mr. DeLoach " tt 
~ Mr. Jones . “ 

sincerely yours, 

Vv 

‘The enclosed memorandum is being furnished 

NOTE: See Wick to DeLoach memo dated 3/30/66 re "GEORGE 
HAMILTON, MOVIE ACTOR, WHITE HOUSE MATTER" 
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—, TION ON CONT : 
ALL INF oe Sif 1ED sex 
HEREN| Wea By Lass April 6, 1966 Ros = 
DATE ; SQ 8 Q, 

BY LIAISON SS o 
: Sas 

/ Fee RS 

ph PBS 
= rr ®& ce 

monorable Marvin Watson Ws sas. 

Special Assistant to the President oer SASS 
The White House igs 8 SOS 
* : pct “oe 3 3 
Washing

ton, 
BD. c. y* Q Oo S 

; fase oo C39 = 3 = 3 

ae “ man io do Lek Afr Es , of g teres a Sesh S her he 

a! Dear Mr. Watson: ee / sas2 3 
/ [i WE Aare “2 & 

ana QQ co boneng D wy 

wa Mildred Stegall has requested a name check +S Ss 
Sh ow 

on Mr. Ben W. Gilbert, who is Deputy Managing Editor of 'The S88 oe 
Washington Post." 3 3's i 

Mr, Gilbert has never been the subject oi an #21 7233 
inquiry; however, FBI files contain the following information & Ss 

concerning him. Mr. Gilbert voluntarily appeared at FSi 2 FB 
Headquarters on April 3, 1953, and related the following infor- © S83 

mation concerning his background. — bs 2 88 
ro ot 
or Cf 2 

{® Mr, Gilbert stated that he was born Ben Wertheimer $38 
Goldberg, but in 1940 at Solambia, | Missouri, he legally changed ¥ss 
his name to Ben William Gilbert. However, previous to legally oe 
changing his name and while a student at City College of New York, S338 

he signed a Young Communist League (¥CL) membership card as Ses 
| BerOG ilbert and attended weekly meetings of the Far Rockaway . a 
: Branch of the YCL during the all and Winter of 1936-37. He 
: stated that the discussions at these meetings concerned public z 

avents. He said that the program was primarily the "Popular 
Front program of that day which appealed to him as it represented 

J a determined fight against the rise of Fascism. Sir. Gilbert said be 

pe that the crowd with which he grew up and attended school at City TY 

AS College during the depression days from 1933 to 1937 was 85 per 77: ef oe ee 1 

Tolssa = cent Jewish, living in constant fear of the NaziRh@dinf Germany - 7 
Mohr. and never expecting to graduate from college into a job. He 
Wick 
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Rosen es “1 Mr. Rosen 
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Honorable Marvin Watson 

recalled that after a few months, in the Winter of 1937, he began to 
question the "Popular Front"! program of the YCL and the hich- 
handed methods of those in charge of the organization. He, therefore, 
severed his connections with the YCL. Ue stated that after he made 
this break he then confessed his former membership to his father, 
who was strongly anticommunist, and that he has told at least two 
dozen persons about his membership in the YCL. Mr. Gilbert stated 
that he has never sought to conceal his membership, even though he 
is ashamed of it, realizing that it was a mistake on his part, 

Mr, Gilbert advised that during this period at the 
City College of New York he had no cther organizational affiliation | 
other than in the American Student Union. Ht is noted that the 
American Student Union has been cited as a communist front by 
the Special Committee on Un-American Activities. 

Mr. Gilbert recalled that while at the City College 
of New York he had signed several petitions, but the only one he 
eould remember specifically was a petition in benali of Morris -— 
Schapges, the New York school teacher and Communist Party member 
who was convicted of perjury in New York City. 

Mr. Gilbert advised that since he left the City College 
of New York in 1937, he has had no connection with any communist 
organization and that he has, in fact, developed a record of anti- 
comnfunist activities. He soecificaily denied that he has ever been 
at any time a member of the Communist Party. (100-350813-17) - 

FBI files contain no additional pertinent information 
concerning Mr. Gilbert. 

The fingerprint files of the FBI Identification Division 
contain no arrest data identifiable with Mr. Gilbert based upon the 
backeround information submitted in connection with this name 
check request. 

Sincerely yours, 
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April 6, 1966 

. O 
Mrs. Mildred Stegall has requested a name 

check’on Richard 5/' Stolley, who is the Washington Bureau 
Chief of "Life Magazine, i120 Connecticut Avenue, Northwest, 
Washington, D, C._ 

BY LIAISON 

ae 
. fon cee wer, g- sss 
Honorable Marvin Watson ont y S82 
Special Assistant to the President grouse! so 3 
The White riouse eos Wor ex -ae 

pi Washington, D. C. | reel S S 
x oe one . 

Dear Mr. Watson: S 

LDUL IUOIUOI 9%) PU 

J ayy fo maosddn ssasdu $2 98” Sot ‘ : StS 
The central files of the FBI contain no WS ae 

ee mas a ee : ov ct 1 S33 
derogatory information identifiable with Mr. Stolley. Also, BS 
the fingerprint files of the Identification Division of the FBI Se 
contain no arrest data identifiable with him based upon the RF B 
background information submitted in connection with this S38 
name check request. = =e 

,R* 

Sincerely yours, Ss 
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lL ~ DeLoach 
L ~ Wick 
1 =~ Sullivan 

4/12/66 DATE: 

A 
L ~ Baumgardner 
1 - Liaison 
il - Wells 

“DEMONSTRATIONS PROTESTING vase STATES 
INTERVENTION IN VIETNAM 
INFORMATION CONCERNING ait INFORMATION CONTAINED 
(INTERNAL SECURITY) HEREIN IS UNC 

DATE 10 
SSIFIED 
RY 

Due to the interest of the President in protests 
concerning United States policy toward Vietnam, we have 
prepared a Summary, copy attached for ready reference, setting 
out current and planned future activity in this matter. . 
High lights of the summary are as follows: 

The Foreign Policy Council of New York Democrats, 

pis erie 

Callahan 
Conrad 

Felt 

Tavel 

Trotter 

Tele. Room 

Holmes 

Gandy 

New York City, sponsored a rally at New York City on ke 
which was attended by 5,000 to 6,900 people. 
was chaired by a former ’ Communist Party members 
Morse was the principal speaker. 

troops will be needed within Six months, 

The rally 

He claimed that Congress 
had been told by the Administration that we cannot win a 
war with China and that 300,000 troops are needed in Vietnam. 
He contended that Congress was also advised anes three million 

& Oss 

Senator Wayne 

Ske Deo we ww 

On 4/11/66, seven individuals ee the Old 
Post Office Building, Atianta, Georgia, as a protest against 
the war in Vietnan. 

Demonstrations will be held at New York City on 
4/16/66 and at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on 4/23/66. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the enclosed memorandum to the Honorable 
, ‘Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the President; the Vice 

President; Secretary of State; Secretary of Defers e: Director 
of the Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General; 
and the Honorable Thomas C, Mann, Department of State, be 
transmitted by the attached routing slips. 
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Honorable Marvin Watson 3 § = 
Special Assistant to the President ac" § 

The White House ALL: INFORMATION. com AINED S838 

Washington, D, C, _— se fabs 
Dear Mr. Watson: a o es 

| “23°53 
: ,. xs 

Reference is made to my letter of December 30, 1966, sss = 
setting forth results of FRI investigatic:: concerning the possible leak &38 ~ 
of information in the article by WHE fun Meecher which appeared in Soq 
"The New York Times" issue Of J scciuber 27, 1366. ‘fs Ba. 5 

There is attached a memorandum setting forth results of Ss S" 
interviews with four persons who have previously been unavailable e8 = 
because of their absence from Washington, D. C. We had also planned Ree? 
to interview Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Hokerts Vance and 8& a 
Under Secretary of the Army David 5. MecGiffert, as well as Fred S. S of! 
Hoffman, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Department of Defense; how- 2 
ever, i:f. Vance and wir. .icGiilert are still out of town and we have hoe : 

learned ir. Hoffman is ill with hepatitis. In view of this and since &/, 
investigation strongly indicates that the information in Beecher's oy’ 

. article was the result of educated speculation, we do not plan to PB x 
interview these individuals. ot SS 

RAMS. Ree3 G2 poate mi §!* 
©, 

This ‘alerts our inquiry in the eda of additional » 
O information which would warrant further ree ot cos ie 

ef 4 he? 
Wl ee Pe your's, wa «JAN 6 We 

Enclosure | Tiere oe | ea ae e 7 ie | a Loy 

he NOTE: -See memo Wick to DeLoach, 1/ 3/67, captioned ' iliiam | 
see ———1SBeecher Article in 'The New York Times Times' 12/27/ 66, Special Inquiry. " 
atlahon — 

lt 1 - Mr. DeLoach 
‘en 1 - Mr, Sullivan (dire ect) f . WW eet 
‘vel . = Mr. Wick: (direct). 3 oe tt We | Ss . 
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January 9, 1967 

BY LIATSON 

» 
Honorable Marvin Watson 3 
Special Assistant to the President 
The White House ° 
Washington, D, Ge- 

og Moh 

“ZO OY) JRoYyqUt JOU 
pECLASSS 

Dear Mr. Watson: on [0 

The following is being brought to your attention 
as of possible interest to the President concerning Barbara 
Kilstein-Garson, the authoress of the recently publi Shed 

2 ¥ 

(io ssatd 

2}UOD OYY PUD Ooyyzt 
‘DOUUULOD ANOIL GplSzZHO WOrzoOU 

NS 
S 
A) 

Su 

: 
: 
=. 
S° 

S 
Ss 
R 
“= 

S 

e 3 S 

pamphiét entitled "Macbird," which is a ludicrous portr ayal | <3 & 
of the President and other United States Government offi- S238 
cials through the casting of them in the principal roles of sae o 
"Maabath." ~~ te ne =i¢ : + Mey a Stee 

QL on xo a 

Tt has been reported that 20,000 copies ef the ~~ ra 
pamphlet have been printed and additional printings are S29 
contemplated, LS 3 

“Seg 

Barbara Kilstein Garson has been the subject of ao 
a security investigation by this Bureau because of her aS 

| activity in the Young Socialist Alliance and the Fair 88 S 
! Play for Cuba Committee, details of which are set forth (8es 
> >.4:in the attached memorandum, | “Be, 

LM 7 a : gm sd 
| : | The above information LS being enitcead 4 to the... 88, 
} Acting BecOrney ECTOe <0. 3 = mn - 3 y iL GPA ~ 

Upon removal of classified-material this letter 
« 

becomes - nc eae ama ‘i Vv 
eA zt oe _ UAE ENO EAE  senczaniice 

We “aM aan 11 67 
“ ae na . Sian Cow 
oe Stet 

SOT i 31067 Far 

100- -437689 tferbs : 
: ERS:rdb ¢ S ~ SEE NOTE PAGE TWO ~ 

“¥ Enelos . : 
2 ah ' 

{a = wn L : : ‘, : ENCLOSURE 3 Delivered to Mi-red Stegall At 
MAIL ROOM TELETYPE unit L_| thf eS wi ; bad 

; % . hoe! 
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Honorable Marvin Watson 
Special Assistant to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Watson: 
Rene Lee ately a et AE el het fe 

_ See ett ae 

! Reference is made to the ame check-request from 
| Mrs. Mildred Stegall regarding g Josey Sthakraity a nationally syndi- 

cated columnist. ean hres Piers 
pe ot net 

4d ph FT 

CK, /o3 weit Aa ce 

Although no investigation has been conducted by this 
Bureau concerning Kraft, our files reveal that a coniidential source 
abroad has advised that Eraft, as a journalist for the "New Yor& 
Times" and a correspondent for r the "Saturday Evening Post, " lived 
with the rebels in Aiveria during August-September, 1957. The 
"Saturday Evening Post" published an article based on his stay there, 
and portions thereoil were reprinted by various papers. The Algerian 
¥ront of National Liberation (FLN) furnished the elements for this 
‘story and claimed to be satisfied with it. 

» 
cd 

x 
re 
5 

The same source stated that Kraft would be in a rosition | 
toturnisn a great deal of information concerning the Aigerian rebels. 
The source indicated that Kraft appeared to have been in contact with 
groups whose organization and methods were similar in all respect 

.to those used by clandestine communist parties and that Kraft did not 
appear always to have distinguished the part played by communisra in 
the Algerian Nationalist hiovement. The source believed that it is 
possible that Krait was an agent, either peers or ae 
oi the LN, 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Honorable Marvin Watson 

In sexne of Kraft's columns, he has been critical of 
the fbi andme, There was no basis in fact for the statements made 
by Kraft with respect to this criticism and many ef his stateraents 
were found to be erroneous, It was further determined that some of 
Kratft's statements were based on false accusations originally made by 
other long-time critics of the FBi. Hrait was also author of the book, 
"Profiles in Power," published in 1958 and last reprinted in 1866, 
wherein he was again critical of my administration of the FRI, How- 
ever, this crilicisra appeared to oe a repetition of criticism made 
about the FSi and me by other long-time critics of the FEI, 

in connection with the aforementioned book, a listing 
of Brait's other credits indicated that he was a special writer on the 
campaign plane in 1960 for John F, Kennedy, 

in March, 1855, a reliable source advised that Kraft 
was in contact with the Algerian Ambassador to the United States, 
During a discussion about Vietnam, Myraft is alleged to have stated he 
could not uncerstand how President Johnson was ever converted to his 
present policy in Vietnam, especially in view of the fact that Kraft 
considered President Johnson a “scared man" on things of that nature. (@ 

FBI files contain no additional pertinent information 
| which pertains to Mr, Kraft, 

The fingerprint files of the Identification Divisicn of the 
¥BI contain no arrest data identifiable with Mr. Kraft based upon 
background information supmitted in connection with this name check 
request, 

ne cooy of this communication has not been sent to the 
Acting Attorney General. : 

Sincerely yours, 

NOTE: This communication is classified "Confidential" [to peeciide 
disclosure of our interests in official representatives of a foreign 
government, | For the most part, Kraft's criticism of the FBI, ’ 
mentioned above, deals with the type of criticism first voiced by Such 
individuals as Fred J. Cook and former Agents Turner and LAévine. 
The criticism also Ss to the FBI's alleged shortcomings in the 

i eteue eet “bo lONFIDENTIAL Vv 
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: THE WHITE HO sE ‘MEMORANDUM 
Washington 

DATE; January 24, 1967 

TO : Mr. Cartha D. DeLoach, FBI 

FROM  : Mildred Stegall 

SUBJECT : FBI Investigation ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN Is UNC SY 

DATE maaiai|edy 

poees of cag 
4 i eS 

1 ¢ 

Subject's Name Joseph Kraft 

Date of Birth 
ep POR SP A a Ea Ria 

Present Address Publishers Newspaper Syiidicate 

MARVIN WATSON has requested: 

[J Gopy of Previous Report 

| xx Name Check 

[| Full Field investigation 

The person named above is being considered for: 

[J White House staff position 

der” [ ] Presidential appointment 

we ee ‘ > 
ie et [ | Position with another Agency 

— - 

Oe eas | . /ASATTACHMENTS: 

[ ] SF 86 (in duplicate) 

[-] SF 87, Fingerprint Card 

CJ Biography 

REMARKS: 

REPORT SHOULD BE DELIVERED BY FBI TO: MILDRED STEGALL 

a 
isd CSUR cw. Sf 
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ec Mr. DeLoach SS 
Mr. Subdiavan S i. 

HEREINIS,U UICLASSIE oe “ “} : : 
ruary 10, 1967 wee VY 

fen, i = aes ed 
No specific information is available indicating gig tte 

ti that eriticism by United States Senators, on February 6, L967, (lok. 
as concerning the bombing of North Vietnam, follows a pattern see goo 

prompted by any particular source. A summary of information “sz, a 
concerning such criticisms is set forth below: 

410 t 

ie ST 4 
Yniae 
unos 

207. 
mun 

Loft oS 
United States Senator Joseph 8. Clark - Pennsylvania 

7 senator Clark was Supported by the Communist Party 
of Pennsylvania curing his campaign for the United States sena 
in 1956 although there is no indication that Senator Clark eitka 
Sought or acquiesced in this support. AS early as 1963, Senate 
Clark spoke before a meeting cf Women Strike for Peace, & paci 
group, which has been extremely active in organizing demonstra 
tions against United States policy toward VYictnam. 

repTRa Up" 
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Ott uv é y 4 
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40 

alo sky. 
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r 

1pL0Ld In December, 1966, Senator Clark was quoted in the 
: press aS stating that the three major threats to america are t 

“A . military-industrial complex, the Federal Bureau of Investigati & ol and the Central Intelligence Agency. 

fart ® 

“ 4U9ZU09 9 
8 

UF? 

wey $2 OSit Sa7 

4. < hee 

[ZH 24 P 2Q 30 
WN United States Senator J. W. SE ~ Arkansas 
| GNaror x righ yhairman of the Senate Foreign 
Le Relations Committee. He is ere the leading critic of 

United States policy toward Vietnam. Senator Fulbright was 
previously highly critical of United States action in the 
Dominican Republic. He and members of his staff are frequently 

‘ in contact with members of the Soviet Enbassy. 

(Gane B 

tf{fO 02 waz 

‘ RDUN 02 PASO79S8r 10299 
20U 8t PUD 4SAN 

hs id= 
i. a 

(YM RE hes 
rn United States Senator Ernest Gruening ~ a ee Te 7 da Efi 

| Np HENnator CeuSHine Was Editor of "The he Ha tion® in 1933-18: 
v "The Nation" has been highly critical of United States eenics 

Enh, eowaee Vietnam. Senator Gruening and his staff have been con- 
Aue tacted by members of various Iron Curtain embassies at Washingt 

al C. He was one of the principal speakers at a dinner sponsore 
sg by the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee on December 10, 1965. 

ass “This group has been cited as a communist front by the Comes 
on Un-American Activities, United States House of ».coreencatives. 

1 ead So7 
Mee Senator Gruening pas been an outspoken O7LTLG 6. oaive 
oe States policy toward Vietnam. He has spoken on many, occasions 

Wick LO «ot demonstrations protesting United States action in Vietnam, 

pa 

a burp “WULOSSUp 4 
‘se 

CT  AHeSe demonstrations have included such organizations as Students 

Cod —____ for a Democratic Society and the W.E.B. DuBois Ciubs of Anerica, 
eH Communist-inspired, Marxist-oriented youth group. Students for 
reana_cr yer jomocratic Society is a militant youth group which kas received 

HARE 9 al This information was requested by Marvin Watson, 

et (4) Syecial Assistant to the President, and prepared in 
blind memorandum form at his SPEC Gp reques es 
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‘" DeLoach 

support from the Communist Party and which has been deseribed 
by Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist Party, USA, 
as &@ group which the Communist Party has “going for us." 

In conjunction with United States Senator Wayne L. Morse, 
Senator Gruening had a brief printed in the "Congressional 
Record." This brief, which was drawn up by 2 group of Lawyers 
who oppese the war in Vietnam, conmtconds that~tise United States 
has no legal basis to support its actions in Yietnan,. 

United States Senator KR. Vance Hartke - Indiana 
~~ Senavor Lurtske, who nas Criticized United States 
policy toward Vietnam, accepted an invitation to attend a recep~ 
tion at the Polish Embassy, Washington, D.C., on July 22, 1966. 
This reception was held to commemorate the Nationai Liberation 
Day of the Polish People's Republic. 

United States Senatar Georse S. NecGovern ~ South Dakota 
senator McGovern Stoke on viay 1%, Lyod, at a rally 

in Chicago, Illinois, sponsored by the Chicago Committee Lor a 
Sane Nuclear Policy, a pacifist group. Senator iicGovern stated 
that the United States vas making too much of the communist 
take-over of Cuba. 

United States Senator Yayne L. Morse ~ Oregon 
Senator worse naS been associated, either as a speaker 

Or aS @ Sponsor, with various organizations which have been 
described as subversive by the Attorney General or by the 
Committee on Un-American Activities, United States House of 
Representatives. In 1953, Senator Norse's sister was reported 4 
to have stated that she had been a member of the Communist Party. 
In May, 1961, "The Worker,” an east coast communist newspaper, 
carried an cpen letter to Senator Morse from Victor Perlo, a 
communist economist and writer. Perlo stated in this letter that 
Senator Morse was performing a public service in trying to “dig out 
the roots of our Government's tragic policy toward Cuba," 

Both Senator Morse and his staff have been contacted 
on numerous mecasions by members of the Soviet Embassy. informa- 
tion was received in Harch of 1966 concerning a reported meeting 

vor between Senator tlorse and Chu Ting-min, a Chinese alien who 
Cena CAPpeared to be acting on behalf of General Li Tsung~jen in promoting 

Callahan & Settlement between the United States and Communist China, as well 
Conrad ——___-__— . . . * : : 
Fett. @S advocating the unification of China. General Li Tsung-jen 18 

oo ee ne former Chinese nationalist official who defected to ‘Communist 

Sullivon China in July, LOGS. 
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many occasions, publicly 
eriticized United States policy toward Vietnam. He frequently 
speaks before groups throughout the United States on this 
subject. He has been reported as intentionally entering into 
controversial areas so that his services as a sneaker, Lor 
which he receives a fee, will be in demand. 

Senator Morse has, on 

United States Senator Claiborne Pell ~ Rhode Isiand | 
Senator veil is a former employee of the United States 

Department of State. During World War II he was active in 
aiding individuals wha had been confined to concentration camps 
in Europe. He was reportedly arrested on several occasions 
while working in communist countries, Senator Pell has attended 
receptions at the Soviet Embassy and has been contacted by 
members of that Embassy. 

Three Soviet officials are extremely active in con~ 
tacting members of Congress or members of their stafis. These 
Seviet officials are Anatoli G. Myshkov, a suspected Soviet intelilii-g 

‘gence officer, and Viktor V. Kopytin and Vitali ¥. Petrusenko, 
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both of whom are Known Soviet intelligence officers. hiyshkev, 
the First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy, has been active in 
handling political matters and since January 1, 1965, has made 
numerous contacts with Congressional personnei, including 
Senators Clark, Fulbxvight, Hartke, McGovern, and Horse. 
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Ly The Attorney General November 17, 1975+ 
: > AS 

: ees 1 - Mr. H. N. Bassett 
Director, FGI 1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar os 

se 1 = Mr. ab. G. Deegan \e 

U. 5. SENATE SELECT COMMETTER Bane ep ee ee : 4 
PDN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC). ALLINFORMATIONCONTAINED oe 3 

DATE U veD. rladel oyzfitialedy 3, 
[\ 

Peference is made to SSC letter dated October 17, 1975, —. 
requesting documents pertaining to the FBI*s Special Squad at the -.. 
Atlantic City, 1964, Democratic National Convention. 7 | 1 

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the 
Committee is the original cof a memorandum in response to Item one 
of the aforementioned request. 

Ay 

Also enclosed for your retords is a copy of the , 
memorandum which is being delivered to you with the materials «> 
which are being delivered to the SSC. fi poe 

3 roe 
Enclosures - 2 : 

\ 62-116395 uae 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

, Special Counsel for 
intelligence Coordination , * 

4 ~~ 

: « * A 7 g : neers 

44 RDS:klm = REC-1. ( +. ffir B42 [3 
| (11) SEE NOTE PAGE 
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best lo WS, 2, 

The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

The material being delivered to the Attorney General 
and the SSC that contains comments of PRI personnel involved in 
the coverage of the 1964, Democratic National Convention wes 
obtained by SA Robert D. Shea through Mr. J. Allison Conley, 
Deputy Assistant Director of the Inspection Division. Reference 
is made to paragraph number (8), Part I, Item 7c, in the 10/28/75 
FBI memorandum. The response to this particular Item had been 
previously partially furnished to SSC by our memorandum of 
10/28/75. Paragraph number (8) is as follows: "A11 302's and 
any other material or reports reflecting the FBI's inquiry into 
this matter." Exact copies of the material now being furnished 
are maintained in the Office of the Senstudy '75 Project. 
Arrangements have been made for a representative of the Legal 
Counsel Division to deliver the attached memorandum as well as 
the material being provided to the SSC. No response was made 
to Item two of this request in view of Departmental instructions 
set forth in their letter of 10/21/75. No response was made 
to Item three as all this material has previously been furnished 
to the SSC. 
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- Mr. J. A. Mintz 
(i- J. B. Hotis) 

- Mr. W. R. Wannall 
H. N. Bassett 

- Mr. W. O.\Cregar 
62-116395 

Reh oN 

a ff 

ALL INFORMA MATION CONTAINED ale November 17, 1975 
SSIFIF. | 

HERE! ee 1 - Mr. J. &. Deegan 
DATE L 1 - Mr. R. D. Shea 

x 

gs by J. S. SIATE SELECT COMMETTES To ‘ 
STUDY GOVERNGENTAL OPERATIONS VWITi | 

RESPECT TQ INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (Ssc) 
L0oriZzed pEersoi- 

Reference is made to SSC letter dated October 17, 
1975, requesting documents pertaining to the FOI's Special 
ring at the Atlantic City, 1964, Democratic National Convention 
DAG 

eguest and is not for dissemi- 
t to official proceedin 
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4 not &. disclosed to unauti, 

Etem one of the aforementioned request concerns SfOG's 
interest in "All memoranda and interviews, whether in 302 form 
or otherwise, of personnel comprising the Special Squad, said 
interviews done in connection with the Inspection Division's 
inquiry of the FSI's role at the 1964 DNC." 

Ns, 

the purpose of this memorandum is to effect delivery 
to the SSC of information and material relating to Item one. 

in tespect to Item one,the S50's attention is invited 
to PBL memorandum of October 28, 1975, previously furnished. 
Tnis memorandum contained a respotse to paragraph number (8), 
Part I, Item 7c, of SSC letter dated August 27, 1975, to the 
Department of Justice, which attached an August 27, 1975, 

» SUpplement to an SSC request of Aupust 26, 1975. Included among 
6) 6 ehte Materlals that pertained to the 1964 DNC which vere delivered 

Admin, with the abovementioned memorandum, was a memorandum from 
ees oe Director H. 0. Bassett of the Inspection Division, FBI, . - 
Files& con tO Associate Director NH, P. Callahan, dated January 28, 1975, at 
les captioned “Spécial Squad a& Democratic National Convention, “ 

: Atlantic City, New Jersey, August 22, 1964 through fucust 28, 1964." 
Lwtoooy Page 9 of this memorandun contains comments of Supervisor Conrad 
Plon. & Evel: ‘Thompson orally furnished a? ae, to oo B vega ding 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Addressee: SENATE SELECT COMMITTER 

CULTR CR LHM (_]Meme [1] Report dated _ 11/17/75 

U.S. SEN&TE SELECT COMMITTEE 
: Cantidn of Document: 

SSC letter 10/17/75 

FBI i fo y 
g 

Originating Office 

Delivered by: | : bf 

Received wy. rw Zl pevecte Hb bea 

Title: Clhrfee 

| | 
Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FBI | 
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SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

13/37/75 
DOCUMENT i BRIEFING od INTERVIEW TESTIMONY OTHER 

- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names’ if appropriate) 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
Memorandum and enclesures HEREIN | 

DATE 

. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- . CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, S, TS or 

SSG Letter 11/17/75 Codeword) 

¥ 

. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate oe words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

infozrmetion handling 
intelligence Collection 

. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

Materials furnished regarding FBI's Special Squad at Atlantic City, 
1564, Demeeratie National Cenvention 

62116395 

FMR :lhb ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 
(4) IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e if additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 

noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be_ entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. IJf£ actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 

pages may be attached if necessary. 
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"January 26, 1975 

/ | 
' To: Mr. Bassett a 

MATION CONTAINED ai ALLINFOR 
-ASSIFI 

Frém: SA Elmer’ Lee Todd HEREIN IS U 

oe ee DATE {2 0. BY 

Following are the details of my participation in the coverage of 
the 1964 Democratic National Convention at Atlantic City, New Jersey. 

: 1. Assistant Director Cartha D. DeLoach 

- 2. My instructions from Mr. Deloach were to insure complete 
coverage of organizations of a militant nature which were present in 
Atlantic City during the period of the Convention and to insure that advance 
knowledge was obtained regarding any acts or intended acts of violence 
which might be disruptive at the Convention. 

3. In Atlantic City a special phone number was set up whereby 
sources reporting on the various organizations could call to report informa- 
tion they had received concerning intended demonstrations or other activities 
of a violent nature. These various sources were to call and ask for "Eimer" 
when reporting their information. 

4, All information received by me was taken in long-hand notes and 
given to SAs Donald Hanning or Hobson Adcock who handled the paper work 
required. 

. 5. The information obtained was furnished as set out above; 
however, it is my impression that memoranda or communications dictated 
by SA Hanning or Adcock were submitted daily to FBI Headquarters. 

6. On the Friday hefore the week of the Convention I attended a 
meeting in Mr. DeLoach's office attended by various individuals including 

'SAs Hanning, Adcock, Harold P. Linebaugh, Milton Jones and others at 
which time it was specifically stated by Mr. DeLoach that the sole purpose 
of the assignment was to be aware of and on top of any violent-type demonstra- 
tions by various organizations gathering in Atlantic City, New Jersey. 

This document 1s prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to off'-‘al nroceedings by 
your Commit’ ¢ and the content may not be disclosed to wnauthorized person- 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Elmer Lee Todd to Mr. Bassett 

7. Ireceived no information indicating that the Bureau's services 
were being utilized for political reasons. I do not recall receiving any such 
information of this nature nor am I aware of anyone else in attendance 
solicitating or obtaining any purely political type information. Ido recall 
that each evening Mr. DeLoach talked by phone with Director Hoover and 
was occasionally in telephonic contact with someone, whose identity I do 
not recall, assigned to the White House delegation in Atlantic City. To 
the best of my recollection the only information discussed by Mr. Deloach 
was information received regarding demonstrations, etc. 

8. It was perfectly clear in my mind at that time and is still 
perfectly clear that the only reason for my presence in Atlantic City was 
for the purpose of handling and learning of those matters faeeee within 
the Bureau's jurisdiction. 

: 9. Ido not recall any specific instructions being given regarding 
confidentiality of my assignment. 

, 10. This assignment has not been discussed by me with anyone 
outside the Bureau. On Wednesday, 1/22/75, I received a telephone call 
from an individual who identified himself as Ronald Kessler of the 
Washington Post who stated that he understood that Iwas among a group 
of Agents in Atlantic City with Mr. DeLoach in 1964 during the Democratic 
National Convention. He further stated he understood that Iwas in charge 

‘of handling informants, including}|Julius Hobson, I referred Mr. Kessler 
to the External Affairs Division and advised him that I was in no position 
to comment on his inquiry. 

I had no specific knowledge while in Atlantic City during the 
panied eas { the Convention of any tesurs in operation. 

12. Ihave read the article in the Washington Post today by Ronald 
Kessler. While in Atlantic City all information received came through me 
by a special telephone, including intelligence information received by Agents 
of the Newark Office and the | Atlantic City Resident Agency. Messrs. DeLoach, 
Hanning, Adcock, Lixeve’éh and I were situated in one room from 11:00 am 
each morning until approximately 1:30 or 2:00 am that night. During that 
time Ido not recall hearing any discussions either in the room or on the 
telephone by any of the individuais including Mr. DeLoach which was of a 
political nature. 

2. 
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January 26, 1975 

‘ ; ALL INFORMATION CONT, To: Mr. Bassett | Heh ; U SSIFIED ; 
lela” BY 

From: John C. Cox ! Fyazwilly 

f 

In connection with questions set forth in teletype dated 1/26/75, 
the following responses are set forth: 

1. To the best of my recollection, I was instructed to report to 
the Atlantic-City, New Jersey, Resident Agency, by my squad supervisor, 
Mr. William Holloway, or the Special Agent in Charge of the Newark 
Division, Mr. Ralph W. Bachman. 

- 2. Iwas under the impression that I was being sent to the Atlantic 
City Resident Agency to augment the U. S. Secret Service detail. 

3. My assignment consisted of handling cases and leads that had 
previously been assigned to Special Agents regularly detailed to the Atlantic 
City Resident Agency. 

4, AslIrecall, Mr. Cartha DeLoach, former Assistant Director, 
was in the Resident Agency but my assignments regarding cases and the 
handling of leads were obtained from one or.-more of the Special Agents 
regularly assigned to the Atlantic City Resident Agency. 

5. Information I received as the result of investigations conducted 
was recorded in written form. This is because most of my work load 
consisted of Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle and Deserter 
cases. 

6. AsIcan recall, I was told by one of the Agents assigned to the 
Resident Agency at Atlantic City that I would be handling some of the criminal 
work normally assigned to regular employees of the Resident Ageney in order 
that they would be relieved for other duties. 

7. No. 

8. All the work assigned to me concerned criminal violations which 
I had worked in the past in my position as Special Agent of the FBI. 
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9. No. 

10. No. 

11. Not applicable. 

None. 

ant > 

12. 
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| 
To: Mr. Bassett Date: 1/27/75 

From: Hess John J. Creamer, Jr. EEE eR eee 

DATE 9 id! BVA 
The following are answers to questions concerning 

my participation in the coverage afforded the 1964 Democratic 
National Convention at Atlantic City, New Jersey, August 22 - 28, 
1964. 

\ 

(1) Instructions to participate in this assignment 
. were given by the C-4 Supervisor in the Newark Office. I 
believe that SA Vincent Murphy was’ the Supervisor at the : 
time. 

(2) I was told to proceed to Atlantic City to 
participate in a special. I did not know the details of the 
special but understood that it involved the protection of the 
President of the United States during the Democratic 
Convention. 

(3) Upon arrival in Atlantic City I was assigned 
to assist SA Billie D. Williams in the establishment of a 
technical surveillance on a store-front where a group of a ae 
demonstrators gathered. 

oe °(4) Chain of command consisted of Assistant 
._Director DeLoach, who was assisted by SAs Hanning, Linbaugh, 
Adcock, and Elmer Todd. I xeported results of monitoring 
to SA Elmer Todd by telephone. If he was not present, I 
reported to whoever covered his telephone.: 

(5) Results of information received were handled 
Orally over the telephone. I would assume that the results 

. were. reduced to writing at the command center. 

¢ (6) I was told that we were developing information 
to protect the President from violent action by demonstrators. 
I do not recall who told me but assume it was Mr. DeLoach 
who held conferences outlining our investigation. 

(7) No. 

.(8) I do not recall the exact instructions given 
or by whom, but it was my impression that we were conducting 
our investigation to protect the President of the United States 
from violence. The conferences I attended concerning these 
matters were held by Mr. DeLoach. 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
ration ovtside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Commit’ e and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
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(9) I was given the usual instructions to keep 
IMy.identity confidential. 

—— (10) I do not recall discussing this assignment 
with anyone outside the Bureau. Mr. Ron Kessler, Washington 
Post, called me on January 24, 1975, inquiring about this 
matter. I told him I would have to call him back, and I 
did not discuss it with him. 

\ 

(lL) I do not recall the name of the organization 
involved at the store-front or if they had a name. I know 
of no other group that was covered. I believe that 
Martin Luther King was covered and know of no other individuals 
who were covered. . 

> 

ee : 

(12) The monitoring of the group in the store-front 
consisted mainly in overhearing remarks about planned 
demonstrations in the vicinity of the Convention Hall and 
numbers of people involved. This was the type information 
I passed on to SA Elmer Todd. The surveillance was hindered 
by the fact that the demonstrators were usually away from 
the store-front. 

. I recall that I assisted in delivering equipment to 
SAs John Devlin and John Connelly at a large hotel in 
Atlantic City. I believe that SA Leo Clark was there and 

‘had arranged for some rooms for surveillance. I believe 
that they were surveying a room for coverage. I do not recall 
if SA Billie D. Williams was present or not. 
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| 
January 26, 1975 

To: Mr. Bassett | ALL INFORMATION CONTAINERS 

Ufye / SSIFI : 
BY ie From: John M. John M, Cary —a 

1. Assistant Special Agent in Charge Murdo oy Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, Office of the FBI. 

Ma Be Loaeh Os (jake 
2. Iwas advisedttite Surenn had received hformation there would 

possibly be disruption to the point of violent tactics used by various activist 
groups who planned to demonstrate at the 1964 Democratic Convention in 
Atlantic City, New Jersey. Inasmuch as the physical safety of the President 
and other officials at the Convention may be endangered, it was told to me 
that I should be present at the Atlantic City Convention since I was familiar 
with known activists from the Philadelphia and New York areas. I was 
instructed to intermingle with demonstrators outside the Atlantic City Hall 
where the convention was being held and be alert to any planned physical 

_acts to disrupt the normal convention program. 

ar fel eet ees gn 5 sername bane ar tee Laanhciensiesihietaietneedl ar thdhemntinidanimtennde ated meherbea es cen feet wt wk eed See wf aes 

= . ane : 

3. Tobe aware of any acts on the part of single individuals or 
groups of individuals which may have been volatile or disruptive by way of 
violence to the normal program for this convention. 

* 

Sante stvriaratn tanger ten ihe dns h ae nplemal wrt tale want Dae what mb fe 2% Cm ft g ant aan aN es Ae Aide ements 5 Arndale Ke _ . 4, Ireported directly to former SA Hobson H. Adcock and SA 
Elmer Todd. 

5. Information developed relative to this assignment was furnished 
orally. 

Lhe temtralilbeplin’ sen anentancadmachedte tiene ed 6. Its purpose, as related to me, by former Assistant to the Director 
Cartha D. DeLoach, was to be constantly intelligible as. to any planned or 
sporadic disruptive tactics by demonstrators at the Democratic Convention 
which may endanger the physical safety of attendees at this convention. After 
being in Atlantic City for approximately one day I was advised that the Bureau 
had receive information two knknown Puerto Ricans were supposed to arrive 
at the convention and make an attempt to take the life of President Johnson. 
Supposedly they were to carry a sawed-off shotgun in a violin case and 
would attempt to take President Johnson's life when he addressed the Democratic 
Convention. I was directed to attempt to identify the unknown Puerto Ricans 

, 
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and any information relative to their possible appearance in Atlantic City. 
Mr. DeLoach requested I advise him as to the best time for President » 
Johnson to arrive in Atlantic City by helicopter. M¥. DeLoach wanted my 
recommendation as to the least vulnerable time for President Johnson's 
helicopter to land, that is, when minimal dem onstration activity would be 
taking place. 

i 

i 

7. No. 

8. There was no doubt in my mind as to the instructions related to 
me by Mr. DeLoach that my involvement in the pemocreuc Convention was 
well within the Bureau's jurisdiction. 

9. I was instructed that this particular assignment was to be 
considered of a confidential nature and was to be discussed with only those 
who had a need to know, or whom I was directed to divulge nature and 
results of this assignment. 

10. Ne. 

11. I personally was not aware that any individuals or organizations 
were covered by technical surveillance. 

* 
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January 26, 1975 
\ 

- “ aol entatllictinn aga 

S * Tt eee . 

‘ 

20: r. Bassett ALLINFORMATIONCONTAINED 
HEREIN ISU ee al ! 

From a ssell H. Horner DATE A 

Reference is made to Bureau teletype 1/26/75, captioned 
"Administrative Inquiry" dealing with the 1964 Democratic National 
Convention at Atlantic City, New Jersey. My best recollection in con- 
nection with my participation in FBI coverage of this convention is as 
follows: | 

1. Lparticipated in the "special" out of the Newark Office on 
instructions of SAC Ralph W. Bachman, ASAC Karl L. Brouse, or Field 
Supervisor Conrad W. Thompson, Jr. 

2. My instructions at Newark were to proceed to Atlantic City 
with a group of Agents also assigned to the same "'special"’ and to receive 

' specific instructions from Senior Resident Agent Leo Clark relative to 
the assisnment. These assignments were given by Clark or in his &sence 
the Alternate Senior Resident Agent whose name I don’t Specifically recall: 
but who could have been Robert Tagg. 

3. My assignment was more or less to participate in a loose 
surveillance of the convention site to ascertain any “hot spots" that might 
develop as 2 result of efforts of a dissident black political group from 
Mississippi attempting to infiltrate the conventicn site and to disrupt the 
‘eonvention or usurp the seating of the Mississippi delegation. As a result 
of this assignment, surveillance teams were issued passes for the floor 
of the convention and conducted a surveillance of the Situation on the floor - 
during the convention. 

* 

4. A chain of command was developed by radio as we carried 
portable radios on the floor and reported to a central dispatcher (name now 
unrecalled but a Bureau Special Agent). It is understood that this infor- 
mation was coordinated with other information received and furnished to — 
SA Clark. } | 

a 7. * cate 
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5. No results of my efforts were reduced to writing and every- 
thing was handled orally. To the best of my knowledge, no written 
communications were prepared between Atlantic City and the Newark 
Office on this "special." | 

6. My recollection at this time with regard to the purpose of 
the asSignment was to develop information that might lead to the preventing 
of trouble or disorder at the convention, particularly as a result of Dee 
dissidents attempting to force themselves on the convention. 

%. There was no specific information ever received at any time 
that indicated that the Bureau's services were being utilized for political 
purposes. 

8. No information can be recalled relating to instructions 
received that would indicate that those issuing the instructions felt that 
this surveillance fell within the Bureau's jurisdiction concerning inves- 
tigations of terrorism, criminals, or other mlawful acts falling within 

' the Bureau's jurisdiction; however, in the same general time frame the 
' Bureau had been active in following civil rights demonstrations and to 

HW 55065 

my recollection I considered this an extension of that same effort. 

9. It is my recollection that all members of the "special" received 
instructions to the effect that the assignment should remain in the strictest 
confidence, and also that every effort should be made in carrying out our 
surveillance activity to remain anonymous. 

10. Ihave never discussed this with anyone outside the Bureau. 
No attempts have been made to interview me by any outside miividual 
on this matter including former Bureau personnel. 

11. At the time of the "special" I had no knowledge that electronic 
surveillances were being used. Since that time, however, an approximate 
11/2 years ago, as a result of my current assignment, handling electronic 
surveillances at Headquarters, and in connection with some inquiry which 
I cannot now recall, [became aware that two electronic surveillances were 
utilized at Atlantic City during the 1964 convention. One of these was 
Martin Luther King and the other a civil rights organization that I cannot 
now recall. 

12. Itis my best recollection that during the surveillance on 
the convention floor we worked closely with Secret Service details on the 
floor and that group was aware of our presence in the convention. 
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to a request by Mr. Mark Gitenstein of the SSC staff. This “* 
memorandum and its enclosures are provided for your approval 
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A copy of the memorandum is also included for r 
your records along with attachments. = 

re . There is also enclosed an SSC document captioned ° 
Summary of Domestic Intelligence Briefing, November 17, 1975," . 

‘ which was furnished to this Bureau by Mr. Mark Gitenstein of ae 
: the SSC staff on November 4, 1975. ~- 
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2 = Mr. Mintz | 
(L - J.B. Hotis) ) 

1 - Mr, Wannall 

hovenber 8; E4/3"° 62-116395 

Reference is made to en SSC document captioned - | 
“Summary of Domestic Intelligence Briefing, November 17,. : 
1975," which was furnished to this Buteau by Me. Mark | 
Gitenstein of the SSC staff on November 4, 1975. Pure a 
suant to a request by Mr. Gitenstein at that time, | , 
the following material is enclosed for use by the Com = 

_mittee for the proposed Hovenier 17, 1975, executive = 
¢ session: | 

: (1) Organizational [chart iain euthorized 
_ personnel complement for the Internal Security Branch, — 2 
“Intelligence Division, FBI, as of November 6, 1975. | 

| (2) Indtvidval erite-upe of the five iajor 
reorganizations in the Internal Security Branch, Intelli-- 
gence Division, FBI, requested by Mr. Gitenstein. These 

_ reorganizations took plaee in 8933. 1964, 1967. and 1973. 

—_——- ao) Chare-captto d "investigative Matters ~~ oo . oe 
| Received - Subversive Invest a Or = er 1955 - © : 

ge". + to 1975. - ee: ak ae en tee 

(4) Chart edpttoued ' tatiahiin Hatters 
Asvoe. Di Received - Extremist eens for the. period 1959" 
[Dep AD hones to 1975, ; . . ae | | Bs 

ee, ee 4) Chart cesittenl Meee Matters ee 
ee Reteived - Security Informants and Confidential Sources" | 
Gen. inv. for the period 1955 to 1975. There are no informant  —_ i. S 
Negi 4«=«OMUMbers disclosed on this chart; however, the chart shows ibs 
nell," the ebb and flow of = informants | for. the — “ | 

(Placer.  aindieated, — ag 
Spec. Inv. oe 7 sae JGD:tdp. coh.e” SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 

Lego! Coun, UEel ENERAL Telephone: Renz. - ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO THE ATTO! A 
Director Sec'y__ «MAIL ROOM([__] _ TELETYPEUNIT[_] =, ENCLOSU ae ln, 25 i 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

(6) Chart captioned “Investigative Matters 
Received = Extremist Informants and Confidential Sources" 
for the period 1964 to 1975, ‘fhere are no informant 
numbers disclosed on this chart; however, the chart shows 
the ebb and flow of extremist informants for the period 
indicated. 

(7) Individual weite-up concerning the 
reorganization of the Internal Security Branch, Intelli-~ 
gence Division, FBI, in 1970. This information was 
orally requested by Mr. Gitenstein on November 7, 1975. 

(8) Write-up captioned "Graft of Domestic 
intelligence Investigations" dated November 6, 1975. 

(9) Write-up captioned "Internal Security 
Threats ~ Subversive, 1955 to 1975" dated November 6, 1975, 

' (10) Weite-up captioned “Internal Security 
Threats - Extremist, 1954 to 1975" dated November 6, 1975. 

Enclosures (10) 

NOTE: 

Gitenstein requested the material being enclosed 
with this LHM for use in the briefing books being prepared 
for the Committee members who will be present at the planned 
executive session on 11/17/75. Most of the material has 
already been furnished to the SSC in one form or another 
with the exception of write-ups 8, 9 and 10, mentioned above, 
all dated 11/6/75. 
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SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 

ps CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TO: Intelligence Commynity Staff FROM: 
ATTN: Central Index 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

HOW PROVIDED Coheok: appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

| cocoment | onierine | [owrenview| [testimony | [omer | 12/12/75 

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

ALL INFORMAT
ION CONTAINE

D ' 

HEREIN | 
G Al 

DATE 

IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Manorandum and enclosures 

. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- 6. CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword) 

U 
Gral request 11/4/75 

. KEY woRDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis 

Organization and Staffing 
Sporating proeculre? 

re. «SUMMARY (See reverse side before comp letinz this item) 

Material furnished for use by the Committee for aaa LL/ 17/75 
executive session: Organization chart showlng authorized personnel 

-|-| ecomplenent for the internal Security Branch Intelligence Division 
5 i-"; as of 11/6/75;Individual write-ups of the five major reorganizations 

c-r~ in the Interal Seeurity Branch Intelligence Division, in 1955, 1964, 
a4 1967, and 1973;Chart captioned “Investigative Hatters Received - 
{2 Subversive Investigations” for the period 1955 to 1975;Chart cap- 

tioned ‘Investigative Matters Received - Extremist Investigations' 
f---3 for the period 1959 to 1975;Chart captioned “Investigative Matters 
ca" Reeeived - Security informants and Confidential Sources" for the 
aA <1 period 1955 to 1975; Chart captioned "Investigative Matters Receivadd 
= Ss Extremist informants and Confidential Sources: for the peridd” 1964: 
‘| to 19753 Individual write-up concerning the reorganization of \tl 

internal Security Branch, Intelligence Division, 1970; tr ~ 
eaptioned "Craft of Domestic Intelligence investigations » ab 76 L735. |- 
Vrite-up captioned “Internal Security Threats - Subversive, 1955 tq 
1975" 11/6/75;Write-Up ceaptioned "Internal Security Threats - . | 
Extremist 1954 to 2975" dated 11/6/75. 5 i : 

379| ,OA7tLO395 FMK:s fmk (4) cCCORTGENAL WTR LIATSON TO CENTRAL CO? 
taeda INDEX IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY MUNITY 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 

substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 

noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 

"6, 
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62736395 ALT, INFORMATION CONTAINED ce November 10, 1975 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .2 12 - Mr. D. Ryan 
DATE4-/4-9) BY. l"- Mr. W. 0. Cregar 

‘TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 
WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FORMER FBI 
SPECIAL AGENT €SA) ZL. HORNER 
BY SSC STAPF MEMBERS 

. 

The following concerns the interview of former FBI 
SA Russell H. Horner by SSC Stafk Members. 

On October 14, 1975, SSC Staff Member Barbara Banoff 
advised the Legal Counsel Division of this Bureau that ib was 
desired that Horner be made avaiiable for a Staff interview 
concerning his knowledge of COINTELPRO (Countarintelligence 
Program). Horner was subsequently released from his 
confidentiality agreement with the FBI for the purpose of the 
interview relating to the subject matter of COINTELPRO. 

There follows a statement which Horner voluntarily 
furnished the EBI concerriing the interview of hin. 

'On October 28, 1975, I was interviewed from 
approximately 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in Room 603 of the former 
Carroll Arms Hotel in Washington by Church Committee Staff 
Members Barbara Banoff and an individual believed to be 
Mary DeQreo. At the outset of Lhe interview I was presented 
an Advice of Rights statement which I signed. Aliso present was 
a couxk reporter whose name I do not recall. At the conclusion 

A] of the interview, Banoff stated it was not her feeling I would 
" be vecalied for additional interviews but that a copy of the 
” transcript would be made available to me for certification at 

aD ARN. @ hater date. 
Dep. AD Inv. f 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG 
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U. S. Senate Select Committee | 
to Study Governmental Operations 
With Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

Re: Interview of Former FBI Special Agent (SA) 
' Russell H. Horner by SSC Staff Members 

"The main thrust of the entire interview dealt with 
procedures and policy surrounding the COINTELPRO. EI was able 
to advise that I had been assigned to the unlit supervising the 
COINTELPRO from sometime during the Summer of 1968 until 1969 
or 1970, the exact date I could not recall. The entire inter-~ 
view was devoted mainly to how the COINTELPRO operated with 
little or no effort being made as to specific COINTELPRO efforts 
being discussed. Banoff was advised that we did not set policy 
on the unit level, that all COINTELPRO proposals were approved, 
to the best of my recollection, in the Birector's Office, but 
could have heen disapproved on the Assistant Director level. 
Banoff had a document written by former Supervisor Bernard A. 
Wells, and addressed to all offices, in July, 1968, which 
set out 1l specific areas where counterintelligence action 
micht be taken under the COINTELPRO. Miss Banoff went into 
each item in an effort to determine how or why each item 
appeared in the communication. It was mainly explained to her 
that the letter was apparently written following a survey of 
the field offices regarding counterintelligence activity that 
had taken place, She endeavored to find out whether the 
Inspection Staff had looked into the COINTELPRO both in the 
field and at Headquarters. She was advised that the Inspection 
Division would normally look Into this Program in both areas, 
but as to the nature of their inquiry, I would be unable to 
furnish any information and that Inspection policy was a matter 
for the Inspection Division to comment on. She inquired as to 
how the COINTELPRO was taken from the unit and I explained that 
after a peried of time following its initial institution, the 
Program was gradually deemphasized, became almost inactive in 
the unit and was finally txansferred back to the New Left Section. 
L advised her that it did not appear that the Program had been 
particularly effective in the New Left field. I advised that 
COINTELPRO existed during an entire different atmosphere in 
1968 = 1970 than thet prevailing now and that it wo.il be almost 
impossible to give such a Program fair judgment today. 

i De 
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U. S. Senate Select Committee 
to Study Governmental Operations 
With Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

Res Interview of Former FBI Special | Agent (SA) 
Russell H., Horner by SSG Staff Members 

"Miss Banoff inquired in the areas of anonymous mailings, 
the furnishing of information to cooperative news media, the 
use of derogatory information regarding the morals of leaders 
in the New Left Movement, and the general determination of 
parameters that constituted the New Left as far as the Bureau 
was concerned. Miss Banoff was cordial thmughout the interview 
as was Miss DeOreo." 

NOTE: 

_ Legal Counsel Division contact with Banoff was by 
Supervisor P., V. Daly. After the interview, Horner dictated 
his statement to an FBIHQ stenographer. 
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Memorandum reporting the results of an interview by SSC 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document; if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no, summary’ is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. en 
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{inteLLicence Coordination 

(Personnel File SAC Stanley S. Czarnecki) 

sate 
Enclesed is the original of a memorandust, with 

attachment, concerning an interview of FEI Special Agent. in 
Charge Stanley 5. Czarnecki by an SSC Staff Member. : 
enclosed is a copy of the memorandum, with attachment ; for 
forvarding to Mr. James A. Wilderotter, Associate Counsel to 
the President. 
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U. S, SENATE SELECT COMMETEER To 
STUDY COVERINENTAL OPPRATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (S30) 

Pe; INTERVIGU OF FRE SPOCEAL {G57 Ty 
GHARGE. (SAG) STANLEY S$. CZAni@cez 
GY SSC STAR? MEMBER 

: ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED f DATE Ib {ea BY Aasenldy 

she following concerns an intervie of 
SAC Stenkoey S. Czarnecki by SSC Stall Member. 

Om September 24, 1975, lis. Joba Smith, SSc 
Stafe Member, advised the FSi's Legal Counsel Division 
thet he desired toa interview Czarnecki concerning the 
FOE's investigation of Key Activists - New Lert. fhe 
PSE waived Gzarnecki's confidentiality agreement: with 
the FSi for the purpose of the intervie, 

| fttached is a memorandum dated Cetober 1, 1975, 
at Louisville, Kentucky, which is Czarneckita vepert of 
the results of the interview of him which took place 
September 26, 1975. 
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unin STATES DEPARTMENT OF ns 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Louisville, Kentucky 
File No. October 1, 1975 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS U 
DATE lola” weil 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FBI SPECIAL AGENT IN 
CHARGE (SAC) STANLEY S. CZARNECKI 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

On Friday, September 26, 1975, Mr. John Smith, 
Staff Member, SSC, interviewed SAC Stanley S. Czarnecki 
in his FBI office, Louisville, Kentucky, for approximately 
thirty minutes. 

Czarnecki was not advised of any constitutional 
rights nor was he requested to sign any waiver of rights 
form. . 

Mr. Smith stated that while he was in his 
Washington, D. C.; office earlier this week, members of 
the SSC staff, identities not mentioned, requested him to 
contact Czarnecki in connection with Smith's impending 

visit to his home in Louisville. Specifically, they re- 
quested Smith to interview Czarnecki concerning a 
memorandum Czarnecki had "signed out," captioned "Investi- 
gations of Key Activists - New Left," dated May 24, 1968. 
Mr. Smith stated he did not have a copy of this memorandum 
nor had he read it. He stated it dealt with requesting 
‘of Federal Income Tax returns of certain Key Activists 
from the U. S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Czarnecki 
advised he could not recall this specific memorandum nor 
its contents. Czarnecki advised Mr. Smith that he doubts 
that he had "signed out" a memorandum and then explained 
all of his correspondence was approved or "signed out" by 
a Unit Chief to which Czarnecki was assigned at any 
given time. It was further explained that Czarnecki had 
served in two Sections, eight Units, and three Divisions 
at FBI headquarters during the period September, 1967, 
through April, 1972. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 

outside your agency. . : 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FBI SPECIAL AGENT IN 
‘CHARGE (SAC) STANLEY S. CZARNECKI 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Smith asked Czarnecki if he had ever requested 
IRS to furnish the FBI any income tax returns on Key Activists 
and what procedure was followed in requesting same. Czarnecki 
explained he could have, however, could not recall if he 
personally had ever requested such tax returns; however, he 
does recall such requests were made on a selective basis. 
These requests were made only after careful review of the 
request and approval obtained by officials within the 
Domestic Intelligence Division. 

: Smith asked Czarnecki if he had ever seen any of 
the tax returns and what type of security was afforded them. 
Czarnecki advised he had seen some tax returns of Key 
Activists and believes the number was small. These returns 
as well as all documents located in the Domestic Intelligence 
‘Division were afforded top security and most all such material 
was reviewed on a need~to~know basis. 

Smith also asked whether the Bureau supervisor handling 
Key Activists had direct live contact with Internal Revenue 
service Agents. Czarnecki stated he recalls no direct contact 
was ever had with IRS people by the regular Bureau supervisors. 

Smith asked Czarnecki's opinion whether or not the 
Federal Income Tax returns should be made available to all law 
enforcement agencies to aid them in certain types of investi- 
gations. Czarnecki advised he could not speak for all of 
law enforcement, however, depending upon the type of investigative 
matter any and all information that could be developed on a key 
subject or suspect would be helpful. 

Mr. Smith advised Czarnecki that he may be back in 
touch with him in approximately three weeks and, if necessary, 
will have a copy of the memorandum which Czarnecki allegedly 
“signed out." 

- Qk . 
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CO-- ’ The FBI's Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part L section 
. Disciplinary Matters, Item Cc. Investigation, states as follows: 

"Any investigation necessary to develop compiete 
essential facts regarding any allegation against 

' - Bureau employees must be instituted promptly, 
and every logical lead which will establish the true 
facts should be completely run out unless such 
action would embarrass the Bureau or might 
prejudice pending investigations. or prosecutions . 

- in which event the Bureau will weigh the facts, 

| 

> 

toe 

ee eee é — 

ee £ 

eee 

‘along with the recommendation of the division 
head." 

The statement, "unless such action would embarrass the Buréau, a 
means that in such eventuality, FBI Headquarters desires to he advised: 
of the matter before investigation is instituted so that Headquarters would 

, 

i : * ° ° a - ° * = 

The siemens "unless such action...might prejudice pending 
investigations or prosecutions in which event the Bureau will weigh the 
facts’ means that in such cases, FBI Headquarters would desire to. 
carefully evaluate the propriety of initiating or deferring investigation of 

-adisciplinary matter where such investigation might prejudice pending 
investigations or prosecutions, 

: intineltel 

Nothing in this Manual provision isho deviate from the FBI's 
established nolicy of conducting logical and necessary investigation to — 

resolve possible misconduct on the part of its employees. . 
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patep _/]-(,-J5 In RESPONSE TO RECUEST(S) MADZ BY EITHER 

THE U. S. SENATE OR HOUSE-SELECT COMMITTEES ON INTELLIGENCE. 

THE COPY/COPIES OF THE "JUNE" MAIL DATED AS INDICATED BELOW 

_ HAS/HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THIS ENCLOSURE MATERIAL TO BE 

FILED IN THR APPROPRIATE HOUSTUDY OR SENSTUDY "JUNE" FILE 

“INDICATED ABOVE, LOCATED IN THE SPECIAL FILE ROOM OF THE 

RECORDS SECTION. 

DATE(S) ‘OF MAIL:_(L,-Q]- Ll 
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JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN 

PHILIP A. NART, AIICH. ZAGWARD H. BAKER, JR., TENN. 
WIAL.TER F. MON. SLE, MINN. HAARY GOLDWATER, ARIZ, 
WALTER DB. HUDDLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC, MATHIAS, Jit.. MD, 
ROBERT en es RICHARD $. SCHWEIKER, PA, | 2) Caz { en Ht certo s erate 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

o We ° J ". PREDERICK A. G. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL, SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

GURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINGRITY COUNSEL, 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 20510 

October 15, .1975. ae ee or 

* = a Me a - = a . " . 

s OS 

Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence ie f Me B 

Coordination OLA 
Office of the Deputy Attorney ad 
U. S. Department of Justice ea Vs 
Washington, D.C. 20530 . | ae of és 

. = os, A 
Dear Mike: "eget 

Sg, 12. eee es 

Enclosed is a request for documents 
pertaining to the Martin Luther King, Jr. matter. A 
Delivery is requested by Friday, October 24, 1975 “ 

Your cooperation is appreciated. 

ay EDopy 

John T. — 
Director 
Domestic pared Ones Task Force 

SY RED? Ue. Wte3 795 [NOE 

oh poe 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
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DOCUMENT REQUEST: 

@ All memoranda and other materials reflecting or relating to 
any and all efforts, steps, or plans or proposals to 
"discredit" and/or "neutralize" Martin Luther King, Jr. 

~All memoranda and other materials: reflecting that any of the 
following individuals.were aware of any efforts, steps, or 
plans or proposals to ne TSCregre: or "neutralize" Martin 
Luther King, Jr.: cae - or a ae e P 

a. President Kennedy ot ...) ALLINFORMATION‘CONTAINED © - 
b. President Johnson ey UNC lta av ate 

.¢. Attorney General Kennedy i = DATE. aE wall 

.- d. Attorney General. Katzenbach 

€ 

4 © 
‘individuals listed in Item 2 above were aware of any MECHOENOHS 

e. Assistant Attorney General Marshall 

All memoranda and other materials reflecting that any of the 

Survesl lances with SeSPece. to Martin Luther Jae are 2. es 

All memoranda and other Waeee oie which gee ae to ne | 
following statement which appears in the December 20, 1963 

‘memorandum from Mr. Bland to Mr. Sullivan, captioned "Communist 
Influence in Racial Matters, Southern Christian Leadership 
‘Conference, ‘Martin Luther King, Jr., Security Matter - C": 

The Attorney General, when granting authority for 
technical surveillances on the residence of 
Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), indicated 
he desired that coveracge be closely Mae cnee and 
evaluated in thirty days." 

Please include any materials reflecting or containing the above- 
_ described request, instruction, or indication.of the Attorney 

mam 

' AW 55035 

General, as well as any evaluation or justification which was 
consequently submitted to the Attorney General or to pene 
else in the Department of Justice. 

The identity:of the person or persons whose initials appear 
in the Upper left-hand corner ‘of Mr. Bland's’ December’ 20, 1963 ~ 
memorandum (identified in Item 6 above) underneath the 
words "Received and Justified - ok - 1/20/64." 

All memoranda and other materials reflecting the "Director's 
instruction that the Attorney General be given the results 
of this coverage™ as stated in the second paragraph of . 
Mr. Sullivan's 1/13/64 memorandum to Mr. Belmont, captioned > 
“Communist Party, USA, Negro Question, Communist Tae lens in 
Racial Matters, Internal gibt _ Communist. . 
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7. With respect to the:-March 4, 1964 memorandum from Mr. 
- °“ Baumgardner to Mr. Sullivan (June), dated March 4, 1964, 

captioned "Communist Party, USA, Negro Question, Communist 
. Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - Communist , " 
please provide: | 

a. Any materials relating, to "the memorial" ‘described 
on page 2; 

-b. Any materials in addition to the notation "Done, - 
8/6/64, D" indicating the accomplishment of 
recommendation (1). - _ me : 

, GC. Any materials an addition to the notation "Done, 3/10/64, 
E" indicating ene accompli snment of Recommendation (2). 

©) All memoranda and any other materials reflecting or pertaining 
to conversations or contacts between FBI personnel and former 
Special Agent Joe Woods which pertain to Martin Luther King,Jr. 

(9). Serial #94-3-4-61-355. 

: All serials commencing with | #94—- ~3- A 61- which contain Martin 

“Luther Reng Ss name. 

11. All aseeeiaie and information explaining or pertaining to the 
circumstances surrounding, or facts bearing on, the absence, 
disappearance, or present location of Mr. DeLoach's 11/21/64 
memorandum which is described in the first paragraph of the 
December 1, 1964 memorandum from Mr. DeLoach to Mr. Mohr, 
‘Captioned "Ben Bradlee, Bureau Chief, "Newsweek" Magazine, 
Washington, D.C." ; f a : 

12. All materials and any other information pertaining to the 
information contained in the third paragraph of Mr. DeLoach's 
December 1, 1964 memorandum (described in Item 11 above, to 
wit: . ‘that the’ FBI had: told him [Bradlee] Jee Martin Luther 
King was a (excised). 

13. All memoranda, other materials, and information pertaining to 
| the use or contemplated use of King electronic surveillance 

transcripts which would provide an explanation or elaboration 
for the "need" mentioned in the 12/10/64 "Addendum of C. D. 
DeLoach" to Mr. Sullivan's December 2, 1964 ."“blind" memorandum 
to Mr. Belmont captioned "Summary, Highly Sensitive Coverage, 
Martin Luther King, Jr.," dated December 2, 1964. 

14.) N¥let: dated 7/16/62, captioned "Martin Luther King, Security 
! Matter - C", which is referenced in the first paragraph of 

the Director's July 20, 1962 letter to the SAC, Mobile, 
captioned "Communist Infiltration of the Seuthern Christian 
Leadership Conference, Internal Security - c 

—= ‘ 
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The 11/21/61 communication from Atlanta which is described 
as follows in the penultimate sentence of the “note on yellow" 
of the Director's July 20, 1962 letter to the SAC, Atlanta, 
captioned "Communist Infiltration. of the eee ce Sens 

» Leadership GOR SEPGRCE! Internal pe CUREEY, - oe - ow 

As late as 11/21/61 the Atlanta Office Ane 
advised no. information has been developed on 
which to base a security inquiry on SCLC. 

The "New York letters to Bureau, dated 3/6/62 and 3/8/62" which 

are referenced on the first cover page of the 4/13/62 report of 
SA John J. Elliott, captioned "Martin Luther King, JE under the 
character "security Matter - €", 

@ 
@) The "Bulet 8/29/62" which is referenced in the last paragraph 

| of the Director's September 17, 1962 letter to the SAC, 
Savannah, captioned "Communist Infiltration of the Southern 
‘Christian Leadership Conference, Internal Security - C." 

> 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
: WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Addressee: 

CILYR [A] LHM (["]Memo ([—]Report dated 

U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE. t 
Caption of Document: nf, 

10/15/75 request, Items 1,3,4,6,8 
- 9,10,14,15,16,and 17” ’ 

g 
Origindting Office: FBI | , et 

chuck feof [iv / Delivered by: | ON... Date: il 7, 

Received by: Yih Lat 

Title: ff LJ > Cod, YZ AA 

Return this receipt to the. Intelligente Division, FBI 
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N CONTAINED RMATIO e 
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used underline for emphasis) 

if key words not listed are 

Information handling 
Operating procedures 
Surveillance, electronic 

8. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

Materials relating to Martin Luther King, Jr.: as to efforts te 
"discredit" and/or “neutralize” King and who was aware of same; 
cover communications which transmitted to White House and Attorney 
General memoranda containing information obtained from telephone 
ami microphone surveililances of King; memorandum 10/21/63 indicatirle 
Attorney General “asked that this coverage and that on King's 
residence be evaluated at the end ef 30 days''s identification of a 
settof initials on a 12/20/63 memo; Joe Woods meeting with Dir. 
Hoover 11/28/66; material relating to a specific file number; — 
specific dated communications relating to King and Comnaunist.- 
Infiitration of Souther Christian Leadership Conference for 
clarification of other commmications. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

® Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

@ Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 

pages may be attached if necessary. 
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Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

ins pectic 

Laboratory 

Spec. Inv. 

Training 

| 2- et. Mintz | 

11975, containing requests for materials concerning 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis) in 

‘ sn : 1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall 

: ee 8 
| Phe Attorney General November 8, 1975 

\ . Pe es 4) / / ay ae y 

: fo l ia cs “a 98 W. 0. Cregar ; ‘Y 
SY 1 -Mr. J. T Aldhizer Fae Sts 

A. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE area g 

OW INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED a 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFI Vie 

‘ | DATE BY YS 
| QU 

= 
Reference is wide to SSC letter dated Cctober 15, x 

; Enclosed for your ia and forwarding to the ( \, 

‘SSC is an original of a memorandum in response to all Items i ~. 

requested in the SSC letter of Uctober 15, 1975. NO } 
t 

~ 
. Also enclosed for your records is a copy of the WS 

memorandum which is being delivered to you with a set of a 

the materials which are being delivered to the SSC. 
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| ‘Enclosures (2) | 

: 62- 116395, | 

: 1 - The Deputy Attorney General 
1. ‘Attention: Michael £E. Shaheen, Jr. 

ux | Special Counsel for 
, CO 2 wae Intelligence Coordination 

| 

iA. copy of the SSC letter 10/ 15/75, is attached to 
Dep. AD ia Note/ 

ropy of enclosed letterhead memorandum. Exact copies 
Asst. Dir.: ; : 
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- Mr. J. A. Mintz | 
(l'- Mr. J. B. Hotis) | 

- Mr. W. R. Wannall | 
- Mr. W. O. Cregar 
- Mr. J. T. Aldhizer 

2116395 , - . ; | | November 6, 1975 , 

eer. os 

ry 

oer ha : 

e$s : J VERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
3 : P 
5 ! RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SEC) cont AINED 

. HEREIN [S UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE BY aD 

| . 
| Reference is made to SSC letter dated October 15 > 
(1975, containing requests for materiels concerning Mertin | 
‘Luther King, Jr. . ! | 

! The purpose of this memorandum is to effect delivery 
‘to the SSC of information and materials relating to requests | 
contained in SSC letter dated Gctober 15, 1975. : 

Its use ts limited to official proceedings by 

ntert may nut be disclosed to unauthorized 

ne without the express ap 

| Being delivered with this memorandum ere materials | 
i ¥elating to Items 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 16, 14, 15, 16, end 17. 

prepared in response to your request and is not 

sii roe the FBI , 
* 
S : Material being delivered in response to Item 1 includes 
s all memoranda located in the King file pertaining to FBI efforts 
7 to “discredit” and/or *neutralize’ King. It is neted that § —. 
= additions1 memoranda referring to efforts to “discredit” ici | 
yo 

your Committee and the co 

|are being delivered with meterieal in response to Item 3. 
|it is further noted that other FBI efforts to "discredit" 
\and/oz “neutralize King involved the glean of | 
|information concerning him BRACy 
.Government and those undertaken andan COINTELPRO (Count : 
gence Program). Documents pertinent to the latter two areas 

have been furnished the SSC in ee to previcus requests. 
This document is nation outside 

Ale 
Assoc. Dir. i 

oe perieen i Item 2 requests all menoranda and other meterials 
ee - \peflecting any of the following individuals were aware of 

Comp. Syst. NY @€Eorts, steps or plans or proposals to "diseredit''. Or 
ee Awe — “neutralize Martin Luther King, -Jr.: President oe F, | Files & Com. __ 

cen. iv. __. Kanmedy; President Lyndon B. Johnson: Attorney General .. | 
Nine iun Robert F. Kennedy; Attorney General Nicholés de B. “Reteeabach; 
Beth and Assistant Attorney General Burke Marshall. 
Pian. & Eval. 

Tenn —JTA:adn/eks 90 — SECRET MATERIAL ATTACHED 
eee Ue (8) ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY , AG 
Director Sec'y__. MAIL ROOM ia) TELETYPE UNG CJ ENCLOSYRE Vic 
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| “soure SELECT commnt Ta “ON [INTELLTOENCE ACTIVITIES (ssc) et 

| 
4 / In connection with ‘the ‘§8C‘s many varled and. voluminous «a 

es igequests for information relating to King, repeated reviews i 

'o€ the King end related case files and records have been made i 

_, - by FBI: Neadquarters - .(FBIHQ) personnel in order to be ig rity od 

: to such requests... Some of. these requests. have been so broad,. ' | 

: general and, in seine instances, duplicative in nature, thet | 
- la sextal-by-serial, page-by-page review of the King and related 

-€4les has been necessasy. Accordingly, a total review of the 

"King pad related ease files and records in response to Item 2 oe 

thee not been made in this instance. . ‘A review of the King file i 

‘in response to other items included in the October 15, 1975, | 
_wequest end a polling of ell Headquarters personnel involved : 

iim that and previous reviews did not result in the location . : ok 

- og gecollection of any information in FBIHQ files to indicate = = ff 

| amy of the aforementioned individuals wete specifically . oH 

aan \ avare of any. efforts , steps or plens or penn to ‘Ndtscredie” 4 

[OF "neutralize" King. at oe : bein | 

=. | 7 - te is,. of course, letaent that much aia de-' ee | 

a ner in the course of the King case involving himin jj °« f 

+ . getivitles of interest to the White House and to representatives . ff 

|.o€ the. Department of Justice, including Attorneys General | 
| Kennedy and Katzenbach, as well as Assistant Attorney General | 
-Marehall, was. such that it eould conceivably have been the _ 

- | opinion of one of more of the above individuals that.such = © if 
. | ingormation was } being provided to "diseredit® or "neutralize. ie 

ee oo . | ae 

yd ” Regarding teem 3, a a of the material jie 
: delivered involvescover communications which transmitted to - 

. -the White House end Attorneys General memoranda containing - 
+ <4n€ormation obtained from telephone and microphone survelllances i 
Hay Of: ‘King. . ‘While-thée-White House and Attorneys General were. 2...) & 

- mot specifically advised that the information provided was ae, ee 
_ primarily obtained from microphone surveillance, the =e : 

| of the memoranda’ furnished, including direct quotes, was. aa 
-. eouched in such a menner that it showld have bean. obvious, a = 
mbetophone | was the —— | 

ee 
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‘smuare si SELECT COMMITTEE ‘ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (886) hie 4 
(: | a ae | | eae. 

| a With respect to Item 4, it. is noted that in his | 

_°.: |iremorandum dated Cetober 21, 1963, which is being delivered, 
. Bvans’ indicated that. the Attorney General “asked that this’ — 

‘coverage and that on King’s vesidence be evaluated at the end 
. 19€ 30 days in light of the results secured so that the | 

: . | eontinuance of these surveillances could be determined ‘at thet 
> | lt4me:'* There is né indfecation the Attorney Generel desired a 

| _ to be advised of this evaluation, In the Bland to Sullivan. 
‘memorandum dated December 20, 1963, it is pointed out that | : 
ithe installations-on King. and the Southern Christian Leadership — 

1 

‘Conference (SCLC) were closely supervised,and evaluated and | 

x4 
| 

. 

- tam ow 
= ee 

‘it was' recommended and subsequently approvea by the FBI 
Director that these installations, be continued for an 
‘additional three months. These surveillances continued with 
| periodic: internal FBI. justifications. until 1965, S tegurteene, 
| of the surveillances being regularly furnished the Department | 

os | of Justice and other interested Government agencies. From — : 
|, 1965 to the discontinuance ‘of these surveillances in 1966, : 
-.the Department of Justice was furnished six-month justifications | 

‘ | {om this coverage. Copies of these memoranda of justification) : 
are bedng delivered 4n response to Item 4, aldéng with copies 

"| ¢etturned’ by the Department ‘bearing what appear to be the ! 
|| initials of Mr. Katzenbach in the upper right-hand corner. dis 

io 

of Regarding Item 5 and the Bland to Sullivan memorandu 
dated December 20, 1963, there appeer to be two sets of initials 
in the upper left-hand corner. The top initiels appear to be. — 
those of W. T,. Forsyth, dictator .of the. memorandum. Lower 
ceuteser® mes to be those of J. F.. Bland. 

’ : \ 

: Regarding Item 6, the routing slip tee ‘thie Director 
wae contains instructions that. the Attorney General be given results __ | 

-, of coverage as stated in the second paregraph of the Sullivan:  ._—- 
- memorandum to Belmont dated Jenuary 13, 1964.. This routing re 

_. Slip denotes enclosures. as the memorandum of January 13, 1964,” 
and a letter to the Attorney General. This letter is not aT 

_. being delivered because its entire contents are the rn a | 
, electronic Eee of King. a ea 

= ee 3 - a ; 
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ch sours 5 SELECT COMMITTEE on  eTIcaNCE AgrIvETTES 880) 

gee A in attempting to discover. spectite | {information 

- ‘relating to "the memorial" as requested in Item 7.a, it was. 

~ determined that all information in the files of FBIHQ —. 

"to "the memorial" was obtained by electronic surveillance of 

King: and is, therefore, not being . delivered. rn 

l Yeh: respect to Items 7 bend ¢, the notations “Done! 
.. 4n yecommendations 1 and 2 of the Baungardner to Sullivan 

.  “themorandum dated March 4, 1964, were made to indicate personal 
. * "delivery to the Honorable W. R. Jenkins, Special Assistant to 
-.. ‘the President, and the Attorney General, of memoranda dated | cb 
"March 6, 1964, summarizing the Willerd Hotel incident. | En 
oe ) Delivery was apparent ly. made by Me. C. D, DeLoach and Mr. ee. i 

_.. “iwho at that time had liaison functions with the White House fs 
-. }and Department of Justice, respectively. These memoranda to . 

. 'the Uhite House and Attorney General are not being delivered | 

"| because their entire contents. were obtained through electronic | 

s ah surveillance of King. No. other information could be located | 

"| in FBINQ. files re en. erat ‘notation “Bone! in recomendations 

Lend 2. | tee Oe. | a. t 
; et | 

| hides Item 8, isin files | at FBIHQ disclosed A 
| @ vecord on Only one Special Agent. (SA) by the neme of Joe Wopds.. , 
| This record indicates SA Joseph Ignatigs Woods entered on duty: 
August 30, 1954, and resigned October 20, 1962. Woods was) 

_ | subsequently elected Sheriff 'of Cook County, Illinois, and 
| im that capacity met with Director: Hoover en November 28, 1966. 

|. A memorandum from J. J. Casper: to Mr. Mohr dated November 28, 
1966, which reported results of this meeting, is being delivered. 
' The only reference to King during this discussion appears on 

-..:, page §. All other discussion points have been santana as not. 
ge a to the s5C cogs ty regarding King - , 

| 
I 

. : 4 

i 

saleteianeiandieatmen 

| ‘Item Ik requests all. ‘materials and information’ =. 
| explaining. or pértaining ‘to’ circumstances. surrounding, or °. | 

facts bearing on, the absence, : disappearance, or present =v 
location of DeLoach's -November 21, 1964,: memorandum. which, is. 
described-in the first paragraph: ‘of a Dacember 1, 1964, 
memorandum from aeeaee = J. ‘B Mohr ee "Ben ‘Bradlee, 

— 
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isa SENATE, SELECT COMMITTEE. oN INTELLIGENCE perIvEniis (80) 

. ' se : . é 2 ; ; wees . . i i . 
‘ ‘< . . “ . 

| : {- . 

» . . 

- — Chief, ieiiaaie Negezine, Washington, D Cc" AS: 

. | previously indicated to the SSC, an exhaustive review of 

| Logteal FBIHQ files, including abstracts of Delcach's | ; 

_° ' gerrespondence, failed to rasuit in the location of a. . 

. November 21, 1964, manorandom ee Mr. Bredlee and his 

| -sontack with FBIHQ. | 1, Seg y oo aa 

Vee, | This Bureau is iin possesion. of no ‘sdinenaitnn bearing 

-. on the absence, disappearance of present location of sucha = 
‘memorandum andthe’ fact that a reference to such a memorandum 

_in the December 1, en memorandum was erronecus cannot be — ! 
| discounted . : _ | 

Pod With aia to Item 12, it is not . fally clear ‘to. 7 

‘ this Bureau as to what is meant by the SSC's request for all | 
"| maiterfals and other information pertaining to information © 
| contained in the third paragraph of Mr. DeLeach's memorandum | 
, of December 1, 1964, captioned "Ben Bradlee, Bureau Chief =| _ 
| 'Newsweels! Magazine, Washington, D C.,;"* previously furnished: —_ 

| | to the SSC. If this request pertains solely to the extised ! 
material following the phraseology “that the FBI had told him 

a | ( Bradlee) that Martin Luther King was 4 ,* it. should be: 
noted that such information is the product of electronic | 
pres none of King and is, therefore, not to be made available. 

| | 
With respect to item 13, no information could be 

| lecated in FBIHQ files to explain what Mr. DeLoach meant by the. 
"need" mentioned in ‘his addendum ‘dated December 10, 1964, 
to the. memorandum of Mr Sullivan dated December 2, 1964, | 

_) Captioned "Summary, Highly Sensitive Coverage, © Martin Luther 
\ King, Jr." It shoudd be noted that the only use of information 
obtained from the transeripts of electronic surveillances of 

* King-was to incorporate such-information-inte commuinteations . 
- £or dissemination, Details of this dissemination have been 
| £urnished the SSC in response to’ previous requests. Therefore, 

in light of the use being made of the transcripts, it might be . 
presumed that what DeLoach had in mind was needing the | 
transcripts to be able to prepare higher quality communications 
for diasemination. | ‘This weld appear to be . eaepeneer by | 

» 

* ‘ 

5 
> 

* * . 1 
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| SENATE SELECT CoMr TEE oN INTELLIGBNGE server ES (SSC) 

i! 
. al eet 

| DeLoach's ‘statement that ‘eet was. ‘no "need" for the 

| transcriptions "right. a implying t there could be « a need x 4 

pat some future time. = CC | ee 

_ 

a ¥ . 

‘ 
- ' 

ee ee ere eo 

— 

a With sespect t to the excisions in satertels being. 
del ivexed. herewith, where no-notation appears as to reason 

for excision, the excision wes made for the reason that the pig 
‘dnformation actually summarizes or quotes from conversations == = =| { 

‘monitored during. electronic surveillances of King. In some | ar 

/ * ) eases, it ean be eadcertained precisely what information in 
- |. FBI files came from electronic surveillances of King; however, : 

.! ‘there exist: areas where documentation of the information = 
4g not precise and no accurate determination can be made. Aa i 

' Therefore, no assurances ¢can'be given that: portions of the ; 

". materials being furnished do not contain information developed 
asa panels of loeb surveil lances of sine 

‘ . 

te 

eee 

— 

“1 - The Attorney General 
¢ 

| 

ef 

cs 

- 4 
~ 
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Mr. J. A. Mintz 
(1 - J. B. Hotis) - 
Mr. W. R. Wannall 

Hovember 6, 1975 

Mr. W. 0. Cease 
Mr. J. G. Deegan 

Mr. R. D. Shea. -_ | 

nA SENATE SELECT COMMITT. 
oN INTELLIGENCE ACTEVETIES (Sse) 

4 ‘Reference is made to the September 29, 1975, SSC 
'gequest, forwarded to the Department of Justice by letter dated | 

September 29, 1975, Listing certain documents and other information; 

desired from the FBR. | 

Enclosed. for your approval and forwarding to the 

Committee is an original of a memorandum, with enclosure » 

partial response to the request. 

AAS ae 
PUD, 
rp 

\{- 

Conn vr. tree td 

- ate iS 

I | 
— ae” SS 

2 X, i Also enclosed for your records is a copy of 
vr ‘memorandum, with enclosure. | 

ALL'INFORMATION CONTAINED | Enclowerss {4) | DATE Hela By | es 

» > | 62116395 | t i b a 

2 - Deputy Attorney General 
7 ne ar EE. Ss 

i, i Intelligence Coordination 

ely epnecrt te 

Comp: Sys 

RDS: klm WA ‘ 

Ext. Atiairs> a 
Aa on 

‘ (10) og | 
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Dep. AD Adm. — 

Bep. AD Inv. 

Asst. Dir: 

Admin, 

Inspection: + A / EIOsung 
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ee ry 
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Spec. Inv. 4 os a 

So 
Training 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

Single copies of the 9/29/75 communications are atiached 
to the file copy of the enclosed LHM. An exact copy of the 
material being furnished is maintained in the office of the 
Senstudy 75 Project. Other pertinent files, eg. 157-00, Cominfil 
Mass Organizations, were reviewed by SA R. D. Shea. SA Shea 
also contacted SA L. W. Brady, Files and Communications Division, 
and his staff regarding the mechanics involved in the various 
consolidations of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC) file. In addition, SA E. J. McDonough, Civil Rights 
section, General Investigative Division, advised that particular 
Division not in possession of any material relating to Item 6. 
In Item 6, SSC refers to paragraph 1, page 2, of 10/23/72 letter 
from the Director to SAC, Atlanta, captioned "Communist 
Infilitration of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference(SCLC); 
Internal Security - C."' This is set forth as follows: AIL 
offices are cautioned that any information developed concerning 
the SCLC relating to racial matters must be reported under the 
racial matters caption. It should be noted that the Bureau 
maintains a separate file on SCLC relating to racial incidents 
(157-632). 

J s 

“ 
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od 
2 = Mr . Jy A. Mintz 

(1 - J. B. Hotis) 
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall 

63-116395 oO 1 - Me. W. 0. Cregar 

(OM cat IG 
MS nhs November 6, 1975 
rel - Re XN 
veeelyy 1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan 

1 - Mr. R. D. Shea 
U. S. SENATE SULECT COMMITTEE 

TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 
WETH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Reference is made to the letter from the Director of 
the Domestic Intelligence Task Force, SSC, to the Deputy 
Attorney General's Office dated September 29, 1975, requesting 
delivery of FBI material pertaining to Martin Luther King, Jr. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to respond to Item 6 
of the above request. 

item 6 requested materials reflecting authority for 
any instructions issued prior to October 23, 1962, with respect 
te developing “any information .. . concerning the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) relating to racial matters 
(which) must be reported under the racial matters caption," 
and the maintenance of "a separate file on SCLC relating to 
racial incidents (157-632}." (See first paragraph on page 2, 
of October 23, 1962, letter from the Director to the SAC, Atlanta, 
captioned "Communist Infiltration of the Southern Christian 

dn Leadership Conference; Internal Security - Cc"). 
i 
a 

| | . In respect to Item 6, an extensiva, exhaustive search 
Assoc. Dir. has. been conducted of pertinent FBI Headquarters files. However, 
Dep. AD Adm. Eis Search did not uncover any specific documents that disclosed 
Dep. AD Inv. 

asst. di: any Specific instructions being issued to FBE field offices 
ee regarding the above matter with the possible exception of one 

Comp. Syst. —_.. 

Ext. Affairs __document, which is enclosed herewith. em 

iles & Com, perl ail g 
Gen. Inv. 

all 
f 

This doeiniene ( Ss : s 
fl 

; ¢ vee, ts use limited to official 1; ; your Committee and the co; Sa Wiceal proceedings by : content 2 . 
Felephone Rite: nel without the express oY [nay not be disclosed to unauthorized perso 
Director See’y — MAIL ROOM [__] TELETYPE E OT oval oF the Pal * PS Al le —” CO or GP. : 50 95 9 20 ' 

bl hadbé io 1 ‘ 
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U0. 8. Senate Select Comnittce 

in regard to Bureau file 100-438794 captioned 
"Communist Infiltration of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference; Information Concerning, Internal Security - C,” 
this file began in 1957, as Bureau file 100-427079 for the 
purpose of collecting publie source information concerning the 
SCLC in connection with the racial situation. Bureau file 
100-427079 was changed to 157-632 on July 26, 1962, On June 26, 
1969, 157-632 was changed to the present file, 100-428794. ALL 
correspondence contained in the previous filles was consolidated 
into 100-458794, The vast majority of the corraspondence in 
100-4328794 is data pertaining to the Communist Infiltration of 
the SCLC. 

A review of the correspondence in this file relating 
to racial incidents has been conducted and it was found that 
the file did not contain any specific instructions prior to 
Oetober 23, 1962, with respect to develoning any information 
concerning the SCLC relating to racial matters with the possible 
e..ception of the document being furnished. : 

Enclosure 

1 - The Attorney General — 



AC, Atlanta 

Director, vol . 7 | : 
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” Sous | : Fa | 
“ SOULHERN CHRISTIAN LGADEASHIP CONFERENCE La“ ! 

IXPORMATION CCKOBANING tal oo as | 

- CAM BANSG CSCURTEY) 3 | i 
| 
| 

| , roe. 3 : i * « : noclored herewith for your information is a. 
| . gopy of an article concerning cantiorad opranization 
| 

| 

a 

=~ woieh apnearead in tine Auguzgt 17, 2957, isaus of the . 

SPittebursh Courler, * ve . . 

= In the sbsenee of any indication that the 
COMMURISt Panty has attamotead., or is attempting, to 
LukiLtivats this organization you should conduct no 
investigation in thig Batters .sovever, in view af 

iy the stated waepose of the otganigation you should 
- remain aiers for public source information cancerning 

L% in commection with the pacial situaticte 
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ae 7 "PRANK GCHURCIO, 104110, CHAIRMAN 

, a FOHH GO. TIAL, TEXAG, VICE CHALE MAN . 
PILI A, HASIT, MICK, TUWARD H. MAMSie, 39., TENN, : 

l VALTER FLL NOALS . DAU, VARHY GOLOWAITF I, ANITZ, ‘ 
WALTER: 0, HNULL? GItN, KY, 

} 
CUAHLE S IAC C. UIMATIUAS, Jo., MD, 

ROULHNT MORGAN, MC, RICHARD 8. EZHWLIKER, PA, + é . 

| GARY SE WHT, Cor, “oll 4 fap Sf f zur sae f : 
¥ALLIAM G. MILULCR, STATY DINTCTOR BUELL MmDILECELOAS RDECTUALE j 

FREOFAICK A. 0. SCHWANHT, JR., Chi COUNSEL ® = 
CUNTIS PM. SMUTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL SELECY COMMITTCEL TO ; 

QTIVUDY GOVOCRNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLICENCE ACTIVITIES 

(eursuanr to $. RES. 25, 84TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

.- September 29, 1975 

* 

“tw vt, 

Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General ‘ 
U. S. Department of Justice AINED 
Washington, D.C. 20536 ALL INFORMATION COND 

HEREIN I ico 6 aa 
Dear Mike: DATE LO 

Enclosed is a document request for materials 
oe 4 pertaining to,the King matter. *< : 

as 
Oye su 

pant, 

lL would like to set’ October 6, 1975 as a dead- 
Line for delivery of all outstanding previously- requested 
documents pertaining to the King matter and Oct nae iy 

- 4975 for delivery of “all documents requested on the 
attached list. 

e, 

I would also appreciate. your arrantting a briefine 
for Mike Epstein for sometime this week hy knowledgable 

. FBI personnel concerning: 

A. The present location and organization of any 
files and materials which were found to be in 

: William C. Sullivan's Bureau office when he was denied 
% Further access thereto in or about September 1971; and 

aN B. <A description of the contents of such files 
a \ ~~ materials. , 

FOR SPUTR IT EG LPN IED ENP A NO PET CO FATT ERNE Od ERR TENE f tort peaas 

‘ ; oe VOR Aa ROTI ET etal 

‘ SrA NENESNERAS RATS LES RIT ETRE ET LI TEE IL TB OT RN a Sa 

Finally, we’would like to have access to the 
Oe aicinadl of Justice files pertaining to Martin Luther: 

7 Ring, Jr. and/or the Southern Christian Leadership Confer- 
ne ence for the year 1962. The materials in these "DU"*“"§35 estos eevee 
AAV WLEL be reviewed pursuant to the terms of the procedural 
ey ‘pgreement between the Committee and the Department, & BEC, 5 1275 
S Rittsiabs sequent to review of such files certain items will be 
al to be screened for VAY ap 

; j t 

rr | tX 

. < 

oo . Ele 
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KING DOCUMENT REQUEST : 

: j 
o + « . 

S 

2 és 
a €@ fa 

¢ c . 

(DELETED) 

ALL ee ee CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNC SSIFIED 
DATE vf 

- 

All materials relating to rental ox other arrangements made 
by the FBI for the use of an apartment or premises located 
in the Peachtree Towers, Atlanta, Georgia, as a listening 
post, as well as all materials relatiry to the termination 
of such arrangements, use, and/ox. occupancy. 

< 

Access to ail Forms FD 185 and attachments (including 
forms entitled "Performance Rating Guide for Investigative 
Personnel") for Special Bao Alden F. Willer for the 
years 1960-1968. | .* 

Any materials reflecting dates upon which Special Agent 
William D. ‘Campbell, while attached to the Washington 
Field Office, was on special or temporary assignment at 
FBI Headquarters (Laboratory or ‘Intelligence Division), 
between January 1, 1964 and the date of his transfer to 7. : 
the Laboratory Division at FBI Headquarters. 

Materials which would reflect the authority and instructions 
issued for FLI personnel to surveil, monitor, investigate 
and/or report on civil rights demonstrations, protests, 
rallies, or marches which involved Martin Luther King, Jr. 
and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference prior to 
October 23, 1962, 

Materials: reflecting authority for and instructions issued 
prior to October 23, 1962, with respect to developing “any 
information. . . concerning the SCLC relating to racial 
matters (which) must be reported under the racial matters 
caption," and the maintenance:of "a separate file on SCLC 
relating to racial incidents (157-632)." (See first para- 
graph on page 2 of October 23, 1962 letter from the Director 
to the SAC, Atlanta, captioned "Communist Infiltration of 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Internal 
eens ~ ae 
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- 

7. All materials reflecting proposals, recommendations or 
decisions to include Martin Luther King on the Security, 
Reserve, Rabble-Rouser, and/or Agitator Index or list, 

“and/or his designation as a Key Activist, <ey Black Extremist 
Zop Functionary and/or Key Figure. 

8; All materials from August 28, 1963 to December 31, 1964 
which pertain to the diez iouticn by the United States 
Information Agency of a film of the march on Washington, 

7 dneludind such materials as concern or reflect contacts 
or correspondence between the FBI and the USIA or between 
the FBI and the White House concerning such film. 

9, SAC Letter No. 59-2, dated 1/13/53, including the Security 
letter atvcached thereto pertaining to Racial Matters. 

10. The Manual changes referred to in the Racial Matters section 
of the Security letter identified in Item 9 above. 

11. Memorandum from Mr. Rosen to the Director, dated 1/7/59 
captioned “Racial Matters" that is referenced in the 
proposed letter to all SAC/s which was typed on 1/7/59 and 
which became the Racial Matters section of Item 9 2 

lat if 

12. Memorandum dated February 11, 1960, from W. B. Wetie to - 
A. Rosen, captioned “Racial Matters." ; 

13.\\ airtel to all offices dated February 12, 1960, captioned 
"Racial Matters." 

14.° Memorandum Gated June 26, 1963, from Mr. Rosen to Mr. 

Belmont, captioned "Racial Matters." 

15. Airtel dated June 27, 1963 from the Director to all 
‘" continental offices, captioned "Racial Matters." 

16. Memorandum dated January 23, 1959, from Mr. Rosen to the 
Director, captioned “Bombing Matters or Racial Matters 
(New Classification). 

17. SAC letter ecnk on 1/38/59 which was attached to the | 
memorandum identified in Item 16 above. 

f 

«18. All versions of Section 122 of the Manual of Instructions 
which were.in effect oe L955 through 1965. 

* 29, All materials sorieeeing correspondence, contacts, or ~ } 
counmunications, or proposed corresponacnee contacts, or / 
conmunications, between FBI personnel and: 

ee i « = Bug 

ot nee tees wemeeane via” 

L Or AAA ooo nw arte ne masa 
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A. Samvel Riley Pierce, Jr. 

SN Sree ee ii rer 8 os a SS B. Dr. Frank R. Barnett. 

{See memorandum from W. Cc. Sullivan to A. H. Belmont, 
Gated January 8, 1964, captiones. "Samuel Riley Pierce, 
Jx., 280 rPark Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.") 

he’ 

20. All materials reflecting correspondence between any FBI 
' headquarters personnel and former Chief of Police 

Jenkins, Atlanta, Georgia, concerning or pertaining to 
Martin Luther King, Jr., and/or the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference from January i, 1960 eueong? , 
April 1968, ; 

21. All materials pertaining to (a) the nomination, and (6b) the 
[ selection, of Martin Luther King, Jr., for the Nobel Prize. 

. <: : “s 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Senate Select Commiteee 

11/6/75 
Addressee: 

[ILTR (5LHM [Memo [7]Report dated 
{ ~~ ee 

Caption of Document: RE SSC Request 9/29/75 pertaining 
to King. Response to Item 6 

v 
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FBI 3-- 

Originating Offige 2 : 
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| Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FBI 
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SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 

oe CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 
os 

TO: Intelligence Community Staff FROM: 
ATTIN: Central Index PBI 

| SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

| 1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
: for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

Pg oeocunent | [orierins [| [owrenview| [restimowy | [omer | ‘11/6/75 
| 

| 
3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN [$ UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE BY 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Memorandum and enclosures 

6. CLASSIFICATION OF 

INFORMATION (enter 
U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword) 

U 

. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) 

SSC letter 9/29/75, item 6 

. KEY woRDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

information handling 
intelligence collection 

. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

Materials relating to Martin L. King, Jr.: our file did not 
contain any specific instructions prior to 16/23/62, with respect 
te developing any information concerning the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference relating to racial matters with the 
possible exception of one document which was furnished. 

62116395 
PMK: £mk 

(4) ORIGINAL VIA LLAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDE 
IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75 

TMF AT AA RIT 

FEAT AS YELLOW s- PMG lake tabs 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 

3791 (6-75) 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

® Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

@ Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative, information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 

> 
=e 
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s 1 - Mr. J. B. Adams 
1 = Mr. Je A. Mintz 

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall 

The Attorney General November 5, 1975 

Mr. W. O. Cregar 

y Director, FBI Mr. S. F. Phillips 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

font [ant ‘ 

Enclosed is the original of a memorandum reporting 
the results of an interview conducted of former FBI Specinl --. | 
Agent James TF, Bland by SSC Staff Members. A copy of the a oe 
memorandum is also enclosed for forwarding toe Mr. James A. te 
Wilderotter, Associate Counsel to the President. 

Enclosures €2} {! = 

62-116395 Pe, = 
ee 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General oe 
Attention: Michael &. Shaheen, Jr. # 

Special Cainsél for : 
Intelligence Coordination 

i Lt - 67- (Personnel file former SA James F. Bland) 
ke . —, 

SFP smjgry | 
(10) it - 

LL INFORMATION CONTAI A 
ae sgt 

i 
eat = "0 BY aa ie 

3 

Dep. AD Adm. — 

Dep. AD tnv. —_ * 1k 
Asst. Dir.: \ \ 

Admin. * 

Comp. Syst. —— 1G Jed / 
} Ext. Affairs __ (iv “y 

| Files & Com. — H 4D 

Gen. Inv. 

Assoc. Dir. 

; 
% 

ae EPCLOSUAE 
= Intell. 

Loboratory 

Plan. & Eval. — 

Spec. Inv. 

Training 

Legal Coun. 

| Telephone Rm. — AN AHN 
| irector ay sg75 | TELETYPE UNIT [E } | A , Ov GPO : 1975 O - 569-920 
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: i - Mr. J. B. Adams 
1-Mr. J. A. Mintz 
1 = Mr. W. Re Wannall 

1 oe Mr. W. O. Cregar 

62116395 | November 5, 1975 

i - Mr. S. Fi Phillips 

U. Ss SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
TO STUDY GOVERIIENTAL OPERATIONS 

WITH RESPLCT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (ssc) 

SuCONTANED REg INTERVIEW OF FORMER FBI - 
ALL INFORMA N SIFIED _[° SPSCTAL AGENT (SA) JAMES F. BLAND 
NEREINIS ut - ayes \ BY SSC STATF iavBiRS SOS 
DATE 

The following concerns an interview of former FRI 
5A James TF. Bland by SSC Staf£ Members. 

On Septenber 3, 1975, Uland telephonically contacted 
the Lezal Counsel Division of the FRE te advise that he bad baen 
contacted by Martha Talley, SSG Staff Member, and was requested 
to make himself availabie far a Staff interview concerning the 
history of the Security Index and the PLRI*s relationship vith 
the Department of Justice concerning this matter. falley 
advised Gland that the SSC Staff had been given a detailed 
briefing concerning this matter by FBI Assistant Director 
We Raymond Usnandil of the Tnatelflicence Division. 

Bland was advised by the Legal Counsel Division 
that he had a right to counsel duxing the interviews however, 
the Bureau could not provide hic with private counsel. Ue 
vas informed that there were certain areas to wiich he may 
properly refuse te answer questions. Those areas concerned: — 

' (1) where responses night tend te identify confidential sources, | 
ta 2) information concerning sensitive investigative techniques, 

3} information derived from other Covernment asencies including 
foreign intelligence sources, ond (4) information, the disclosure 
o£ waich, could adversely affect ongoing lnvestisations. 

ao Bland was subsequently released from his confidentiality 
Dep ADI... BQEeeKent with the FOE for the purpose of the interview. 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. —_—____ Quy 

comp. S#.— ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG A ghee ‘) 
iles om, —_ 

i ty! 

baie ek eG ys (Personnel file former SA James F. Bland) spt me 
Ident. ‘ 9) hy s. oo 

Inspection \ if 

‘fell: SFP :m7 hy \ 

inate (9) 16 MD we bio. SEE NOTE PAGE THREE 

Plon. & Eval. — | | vA 
Spec. Inv. At / 

Training 

Legal Coun. [p 2a ss // = A iA Late f of cx: 

Telephone Rm. — Co ; “a _) nor ait df t cA 

Director Sec’'y —. MAIL ROOM[__] TELETYPE UNIT L__] ae 9 SURE ( hee 
sin Net as sees Voy di 
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U. &. Senate Select Committee 
to Study Governmental Operations 
With Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

Ret “Interview of Former FBI Special Agent (SA) 
James F, Bland by 88 Staff Members 

On September 18, 1975, SSC Staff Member Michael | 
Epstein requested of the Legal Counsel Division that Bland be 
released from his employment agreement. with the FBI for a 
Staff interview which was to be on the topics of the FBI's 
investigations of Martin Luther King, Jr., Stanley David 
Levison, Southern Christian Leadership Conference and Communist 
Influence in the Racial Movement. Based on the foregoing, 
Bland was subsequently further released from his employment 

reement for the anticipated interview covering these additional 
subject. matters. 

There follows a statement of Bland voluntarily 
7 olagaiaiaaaa to the FBI reporting the results of the interview of 
ULM» 

“Interview began approximately 2:00 p.m. and lasted 
mtil 4:00 p.m., October 13, 1975. Interview conducted by 
John ELLL££ - head of the Domestic Intelligence Task force 
and Martha Talley - attorney on the Research Staff. I was 
asked to sign and did sign a waiver of rights, Asked me my 
Bureau background, times of assignments and positions. 

“Interview concerned Security Indices - primarily the 
history of Security Index and related matters - Communist 
Index ~- Reserve Index ~ Sections A and B « Detcom and Comsab 
tabbing ete. 

“ General information of the mechanics of operation of 
the Index was furnished within my knowledge: That based on 
substantive subversive information an investigation was conducted 
avaluated on a number of levels both in the field and at 
headquarters and periodically evaluated thereafter; the Depart~ 
ment of Justice knowledge ~ approval - and review; the fact 
that the Index was an administrative device to efficiently 
handle matters relating to persons who could be potentially 
dangerous to the security interests of the U. 8, in the event 
of an emergency. 



¢ 

U. S. Senate Select Committee 
to Study Governmental Operations 
With Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

Res Interview of Former FBI Special Agent (SA) 
James F, Bland by SSC Staff Members 

“In addition it was clearly pointed out that the 
facts set forth in the investigative reports stood for them~ 
seives - contained no opinion or suppositions and that the fact 
a person was included on the Index was for administrative 
uses within the Bureau and the Department of Justice. 

“A Committee represeritative, Martha Talley, had 
previously indicated a desire to interview me, in addition 
to the above, concerning the investigation of Martin Luther 
King, Cominfil of the Civil Rights Movement, SCLC matter, and 
stanley Levison. At the conclusion of the interview she 
advised that she had spoken to another representative of the 
Committee and they did not desire to talk to me regarding 
these matters at this time,” 

NOTE $ 

Legal Counsel Division's contacts mentioned herein 
were through Supervisor P. V. Daly. Bland'’s handwritten 
statement was mailed to the Bureau and has been typed in the 
form as contained in the LHM. 
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SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
, CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE | BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TPDT o ATIN: | Central. Endex FRI | 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

oft eee eee h watts | 

- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

The Attorney General with a copy for forwarding to 
the White House 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Momorandum reporting the results of an interview by SSC Staff . 
Members of former Special Agent James fF, Bland 

. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- . CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, §, TS or 
Codeword) 

HA u 

. KEY worDsS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

ALL INFORMATION 
CONTAINED 

Operating procedures DATE arty 

. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item) 

Interviewed regarding history of Security Index also Martin 
luther King, Jr. and Stabley 5. Levison, Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference and Communist Influence in the Racial 
loverent. 

62-116395 

HEIR: file original via liaison to Central Community Index (4) in connection with SENSTUDY 75 nee seinem 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

@e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY ~ enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc.: If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 

~- 
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: 1- Mr. J. B. Adams 
1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz 
tL - Mr. J. Cochran 

The Attorney General November 6, 1975 

iL - Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Director, FBI 1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar 

a 1 = Mr. S. EF. Phillips 

U, S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
QN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES ¢Ssc) 

Enclosed is the original of a memorandum reporting 
the tesults of an interview of former FBI Section Chief 
Arthur J. Baker by an SSC Staff Member. A copy af the 
memorandum is also enclosed for forwarding to Mr. James A. 
Wilderotter, Associate Gounsel to the President. 

Enclosures (2) 

62116395 
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Attention: Michael ©. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination _ 
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« 1 = Mr. i B. Adams 

| Fr = iL i Mr. be A. Mintz 

| ‘--1 = Mr. J. Cochran 
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall 

62116395 November 6, 1975 

L- Mr. W. O. Cregar 
1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMILTTEE 
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATTONS | 

VWETH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES ¢€ssc) 

NED RE: INTERVIEW OF FORMER FBt 
ALLINFORMATIONCONTD'” | 7. SECPION CHIEF ARTHUR J, BAKER 
HEREIN |S i By nk > BY AN SSC STAFF MEMBER 
DATE [& 

The following concerns an interview by an SSC 
Staff Member of formex FBI Section Chief Arthur J. Baker, 

| On October 6, 1975, Baker contacted the Legal Counsel 
Division of this Bureau and advised that he had been contacted 
by Mary DeOree of the 55C who 2. him to appear for a 
Staff interview on October 9, 1975, concerming his knowledce 
o£ the FBI's investigations of Martin Luther King, Jr., and 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Baker was released 
from his confidentiality agreement with the FBI for the purpose 
of the interview within the scope of the above+indicated subject 
matbers,. 

On October &, 1975, Baker was advised by the Legal 
Counsel Division of his release from the Bureau‘s confidentiality 
acreenent and was also told that there were four privileged 
areas concerning which he did not have to atiswer questions 

A during interview. These areas concerned: (1) information 
ii: which might reveal the identities of confidential sources, 

(2) information concerning ongoing investigations, £3) informa- 
tion revealing | sensitive methods and techniques, and (4) 

ae information about or from third agencies, including foreign 
intelligence agencies, 

ee ae . Subsequent to the interview, Baker voluntarily 
Dep. ADI... LUEMisShed a written statement summarizing very briefly the 
a results of the interview, which statement follows: 

os 
pad, iG pm (Personnel file former SA Arthur J. Baker) 
Ident. ‘< 

Inspection SFP emt : ut , _- 

ese Saas (16) 8"? iul4 ee SEE NOTE PAGE FOUR A 
Plon. & Eval. : 
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U. S&S. Senate Select Committee 
to Study Governmental Operations 
With Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

Re: Interview of Former FBI Section Chief 
Arthur J. Baker by an SSC Staff Member 

“For information there is set forth below my 
recollections of a staff interview with the Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence. 

'€ reported to the Senate Office Building at 9:30 a.m. 
on October 9, 1975 and was interviewed by Mary DeOreo. The 
interview was concluded about 10:40 a.m. 

“Her questions were mostly general in nature about my 
work in the Laboratory. Her particular interest seemed to center 
around the Martin Luther King, Jr., case with special attention 
on the technical surveillances used. Apparently the reason I 
was called was that my name appeared on several memoranda 
covering technical discussions between Domestic Intelligence 
Division and Laboratory personnel indicating that the memoranda 
had been routed through me. 

"Her main concern seemed to be if I had any knowledge 
concerning transcriptions ox composites of any technical 
surveillance tapes being made in the Laboratory. TI had no 
recollection of any such tapes being made and so informed her.” 

On October 14, 1975, Bakex voluntarily furnished the 
following additional information which, in more detail, reports 
on the interview of him. 

The interview was not wnder oath and no statement was 
made te Baker concerning his rights. 

At the request of the interviewer, Baker furnished 
general background information concerning himself in respect 
to his FBI career. He entered on duty on August 12, 1940, in 
the Identification Division. On December 16, 1941, he was 
transferred to the Laboratory. He became a Special Agent on 
May 20, 1946, still assigned to the Laboratory. In June, 1955, 

m= 2 iw 
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U. S. Senate Select Committee 
to Study Governmental Operations 
With Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

Re: Interview of Former FBI Section Chief 
Arthur J. Baker by an SSC Staff Member 

Baker was asked if it was possible for anyone elise 
to make tapes and DeOreo mentioned the names of Jehn Matter and: 
Gharles Corbett, Baker's response was that anything was 
possible, but that it was not likely; and that he had no recol- 
lection of these people making tapes. | 

Baker was next questioned concerning security 
procedures in the Laboratory and the possibility of someone 
working there at night. Specifically, he was asked if someone 
worked at night, whether there would be any record of it. 
His response was that he doubted it. During considerable 
discussion on the subject of security in the Laboratory, Baker 
explained that security was tight because of the large volume 
of evidence always on hand in the Laboratory. 

NOTE: 

10/6/75 contact with Baker was by Supervisor P. V. 
Daly of the Legal Counsel Division. 10 /8/75 contact with him 

was by Inspector J. B. Hotis of the Legal Counsel Division. 

Debriefing of Baker was by Supervisor S$. F. Phillips of the 
Senstudy 75 Project. 
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SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TO: Intelligence Community Staff FROM: 
ATIN: Central Index 

es E'BI = 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

|_| vocument | forterins | | interview| [testimony | [orver | 42/6/75 

- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

The Attorney General with a copy for forwarding to the 
White House } 

- IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Memorandum reporting the results of an interview by 
SSG Staff Member of former FBI Section Chief Arthur 
J. Baker 

. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- - CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (Center 

U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword) 

WA 
U 

. KEY worDs (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

, ee ee aes ' ALL INFORMATION 
Operating procedures - ' HEREINIS UN ‘seriep 

| oe DATE Ip ay atl iM 

: SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item) 

Interviewed | reparding his knowledge of the Mattin Lather King, Jr. 
ease. wiah special attention on the technical surveillances 
used and as to his knowledge of any copies or composite tapes 
being made and sent to Mrs.King. 

a 

62116395 . 
FMK:fmk | — . : 
(4) ORGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY -INDEX 

IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75. Taras 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 2791 fee 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

@ Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 

substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 

noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no Sumas is required. Additional 

pages may be attached if necessary. 
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M . B. Adams 
Mr. J. A. Mintz 
Mr, W. R. Wannall 
Mr. W. 0. Cregar 
Mr, S. F. Phillips fot fant fend fend fot 3 4 3 @ 8 

§62-116395 November 6, 1975 

J. S, SENATE SELECT COMITTIER To 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. (6SC) 

RE: UNTERVIEU OF FORMER PRI SPECIAL 

AGENT (SA) HENRY G, ROUSE BY 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIF! 
DATE wold BY fn 

| the following concerns an interview of former 
FBi SA Henry G. Rowse by SSC Statl Members. 

In June, i975, the FBI learned from the SSC that 
the latter was considering interviews of a number cf 
present and former FBI employees, including Kovse. Rowse 
was. contacted by the FST and told that, in the event he was 
intervicwed, he Would not be required to ansver questions 
falling within the following four areas: (1) information 
which might identify confidential sources, (2) information 
which might reveal sensitive methods or techniques, (3) 
information from other Government agencies, including forcien 
intelligence agencies, and (4) information pertaining to 
ongoing, investigations. Kowse was also told that, if 
contacted by the SSG for interview, he could cali eollect 

nis the FBI's iagel Counsel Division for full information to 
assist him, including concerning his obligations as to 
contidentiality of information acquired as an FBI auployce. 

Dep. AD Adm. _ 

Dep. AD Inv. — ithout first obtainix from the PRE a vaiver as 
dest Dies BO his confidentiality agreement, Rowse submitted to incerviev 
Comp. ys. DY the SSC Staff and then voluntarily furnished the felloving 
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pp esl by Michael : Bpetein id femie 
Carzoli Avas Hotel 
‘Hot under oath - no mention of rights 
Subject: Ring | 
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ee "Henry G."towoa, formas Dusoau Supseviewr, retired 
2 ' Hareh, 1972. I was Supervisor iin Charge of the Security besk 

- im Atlenta, Georgia, from 1957 wacld 1964,vhen Iwas 
ee ee ee ee | 

' Division, I supervised the baniling of the Hartin Luther King 
investigation Seon epproximately 2962 until April, 1964, 
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| " Courisel Michael Epstein of the Senator Church's ! 
' select Committes on Intelligance Activities directed a Letter 
- to me in late September, requesting ar igre X appear for | 
| incerviet. ; akdet hd on the olen wequestin; as to what 

- =. tho interview ves chout and He replied 4 40 was in connection 
. ne nag pti me pry og the Martin luther King imvesti- 

 , gation, IX amrived et the Senate Office Building. at | 
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' mi See ee ee ee eee ‘| 
eed en SORE Te 5 ee Se Cer Hee ee , 

He displayed @® memorandum weieten by. Supervisor a. 
| ees Gurley Guring Besember, 1963, ¢oncesming «a conferences 
_ at Bureau Headquarters with fosmer Assistant Director : 

. STA gem Sullivan, Joseph Sizes, David Ryon, SA Robert tichols 
of the Atlanta Division and myself. Ue was attempting to } 
‘pick my brain as te what went on-in-chis confegence that _. 
was not ee ere on one Was 
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Memorandum reporting the results of an interview by SSC Staff 
Members of former Special Agent Henry G. Rowse. 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS up: DATE {0 aod. Byoge ds 
Director, HSI 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTED 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

A 
/ 

Reference is made to SSC letter dated October 15, 
1975, requesting: 1) Delivery of those FRI documents made 
available to the SSC for review pursuant to the SSC request Ay 
of August 26, 1975, Part II, I (decuments relating to FBT iL 
activity with respect to various women's groups); and 2) fre, 
access to all materials pertaining to PBI activity with a 
respect to the following: ; X 

‘ 
a. Women's National Abortion Action Coalition. ; at 
b. Furies. f { co 

¢.— Radical Lesbians \* 
d. The Committee to "Defend the Right to Live? a a 
e. Women’s National March on the Pentagon. Sn eS 
£. Women’s Bail Fund. a 
g. The Jeannette Rankin Brigade. : Ye 

“ S 

mBnclosed for your approval and forwarding to the “S 
Ssc is the original of a memorandum which constitutes the ‘3 
Bureau’s response to the above request. c. . 

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished for 5 
your records, <3 i 
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Mr. LBL. E. Dean 

November 5, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE 
ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Reference is made to the SSC letter dated 
October 15, 1975, requesting: 

1. Delivery of those FBI documents made 
available to the SSC pursuant to the SSC request of 
August. 26, 1975, Part IT, I (documents relating to FBI 
activity with respect to various women's groups). 

2. Access to all material pertaining to FRI 
activity with respect to the following: 

a. Women’s National Abortion Action Coalition. 
b. Furies. 
c. Radical Lesbians. 
ad. The Committee to Defend the Right to Live. 
@e. Women's National March on the Pentagon. 
£. Women's Bail Fund 
g. “The Jeannette Rankin Brigade. 

With regard to request number one ahove, copies 
of ail documents made available to the SSC for review pur- 
suant te the SSC request on August 26, 1975, relating to 
FBI activity with respect to various women's groups, are 
being delivered with this memorandum. 

ALl materials requested for access in request 
number two above are available for review with the ex- 
ception of materials pertaining to the Radical Lesbians. 
A review of PBI Headquarters files fails to reveal any 
FBI activity with respect to the Radical Lesbians. 
1 - The Attorney General ge 

LEDsba / 34, | oe 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Addressee: _____S SENATE SELECT COMMITTE 

Cc] Lik &] 4] LHM Memo Report dated _ 1/5/75 
U. S, SENATE SELECT C IT TURE ON INTELLIGENGY 
Caption of Document: ACTIVITIES ve 10/15/75 request 
for deliver ry of documents avaiiable pursuant, 
to 8/26/75 req. Part II, I and Access to ¥ 
material per tere Tae ae 7 women's groups. 
Originating Offig e: 

Delivered by: Otte. Date: Nav. 6, } 7S 

(Dee, Received by: 

Title: ES 
“ 

Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FB} 
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U. SS. SENATE SELECT COMMETTER oj wh 
| {TO STODY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS eS NW 

WITH RESPECT 1 INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) S 2 
| | oe RE: REQUEST FOR DELIVERY OF NATERIALS wen = Gh 

LRU SUPPLEMENTARY TO SSC REQUESTS OF Ko 
JULY 28, 1975, PART 3, D., AUGUST 20, NY 

1975, PARTS 2, AND =z ¢,. wee, 
we — 

9 

Reference is made te SSC letter dated September 18, 
2075, which requested aceess or delivery of materianis, many 
of which ovo supplementary te prior SSC reanests of July 28, 
3975, Part 3, B., and August 20, 1075, Part a, 1. A, 

On October 29, 1975, Me. Lester Seidel, S8C Staff 
Hember, requested delivery of materiais relating to the 
following onterories of SEC request of Eeptember 18, 32075: 

2. Files on Warren Commission Critics 

3. C, Bobby Bakor Investigation 

This is ta advise thet the miterials requested 
by Mr. Seidel will be delivered with this memorandum, 

L~ The Attorney General 
' he Ee 
ors i Ppa 

fr? RM: jv are 
\ <a) ’ Rs ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG vate CS 

\ ras .' 

Assoc. Dir. wh aw A ae 

Dep. AD Adm. — NOTE: ae ee oN Vir | 
Dep. AD Inv. aN as 

pat Os '. Material per request of Mr, L. Seidel, SSC Staff 

eae. Member, on 10/29/75, is ready for delivery, The passage of 
Ext. Affairs these items to SSC has been cleared with. appropriate personnel 
Soe oes of the General Investigative Bivision, “ 
Gen. Inv. 
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SUBJECT: BOBBY BAKER case; 
Refusal of FBI to honor 
Departmental request for 
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Request For Name Check sal President 

BACKGROUND: 

DATE: 
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1-19-67 
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Callahan 
Conrad 
Felt 
Gale 
Rosen 
Sullivan 
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Trotter 

Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 
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NTAINED: ue 

The President, through his Special Assistant, Marvin 

‘Fred Dick, Narcotics Bureau ; 
Robert E. Jordan I, Treasury Department 
George Gafiney, Narcoties Bureau 
Jack Miller, former Assistant AG, Criminal Division, Department of 

Fred B. Smith,: Narcotics Bureau 
oe 

Watson, has requested a name check concerning the following individuals 
who apparently were involved in the joint decision by the Department 
and the Narcotics Bureau to utilize a recording device in the Baker Case: 

wt > may 
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“According to Watson, the President has specifically 
* inStructed that he wants this matter handled as discreetly as possible, 
‘that no record be made of his request, and that the results should show 

INFORMATION IN BUFILES: 
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each of the above individuals. 
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1- Mr. Gale 
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Ail eelevences and main files to the above individuals 
have been reviewed. Attached are separate blind memoranda conceriite—“—~- 
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” whether any of the above individuals were close to former Attorney 
| General Robert.F. Kennedy. 
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M. A. Jones to Wick Memo 
RE: BOBBY: BAKER case 

Qaes o= 

. former Assistant Attorney General Herbert J. Miller, Jr., our file 
/ review and our Liaison representative with the Narcotics Bureau, 
' developed no information indicating association of these individuals 

with Robert F. Kennedy. | 
7 . 

RECOMMENDATION: | - &F ed 

_ That the attached. blind memoranda be furnished by 
liaison to the” ‘White House for the President. 
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| ge - ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED : 
, | — 8 : . | parelN IB UNGLASSIFIED yo 

: She 4 _ FRED DICK ce Br spthaldy 
: " ‘ . af 

. . ; ° : : : 

Fred Dick is currently the Regional Supervisor of the i 
San Francisco, California, Office of the Narcotics Bureau, having - Ge 

i | been assigned to this position since approximately ce 1985, . 
| Prior to this assignment, Mr. Dick-was the Resional Supervisor in _ & 

charge of the Los Angeles Gifice of the Narcotics Bureau, and held 
that position at the time the Wayne G, Eromley incident took place in 

; ee 1965, 
2 ohar > x @ b 

- 

™ The Los Angeles and San Francisco Cffices of the FEY 
. have noted that they were not aware of any information of a derogatory 

| nature concerning Mr, Dick, and could furnish no information relative 
to any association between Mr. Dick and former Attorney Ceneral 
Robert I. Kennedy. It has been determined that no backeround-tyne 
investigation was conducted by the FBI in connection with Mr. Dick's 
ersployment with the Federal Government, 

nese enhaewrtree Melphes “Sach nye uticeeass 22s 
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NOTE: See M, A. Jones to Wick Memo dated 1-19-67, captioned, ‘Bobby 
Baker case; Refusal of FBI to honor Departmental request for usage of 
mecOnee device in Los Angeles; Peder. ad Name Check By President. "' 
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als a January 19, 1967 

e 3 ALLINFORMATION CONTAINED 
a 7 ROBERT ELIJAH JORDAN a NCLASSIFIE 

so. DATE 6D BY i 
& - ~ i 

Jordan is Staff Assistant to David C. Acheson, Spec ial 
Assistant to the Secretary (#or Enforcement), United States. Treasury 

j Department. He is a former Assistant United States Attorney for tne 
a = . District of Columbia when Acheson served as United States Attorney 

for the District. 

Aten Het et cise & OS + ¢ ex 4 a8 8 * , a geie po etd ass 

Sone at South Boston, Virginia, on June 20, 1936, 
; L Jordan was raised and educated in that community before receiving 

B.S. an@uL.BU. degrees, respectively, at the Mascachusetts institute 
of Technology and Harvard Law School, both at Cambridge, ifas sachus tt 
Betore accepting the position of “Assistant United States Attorney ror tie 

- District of Columbia, in 1963, Jordan lived and was employed in the 
Boston, Massachusetts, ares. 

ie 

it is understood that Jordan was the subject of an 
applisant-type investigation conducted by the FEI in 1963 whenhe , 

.. applied for the position of Assistant United States Attorney. This 
investigation was ftavoreble excevi for tntormation that his first marriage 
was a 'snotgun wedding'' which led to divorce shortly after a chiid was 

* born of this union. * | 

ow Ob make te) eteenehs depends wanisedadie. 164 56 7 

5 

- There is no ae association between Jordan and former 

Alenia General Robert F . Kennedy. 

ok poe’ + i (9) | 
Tolsur , 
JeLoarh 

WONG sce ee 

Hick NOTE: See M. A. Jones to Wick memo dated 1-19-67, ational “Bobby ~ 

~-asper 

4 wa re soe nd Mp athe cant Be Sees SOFT eb s ides t $0 0h trent ude (ash bev omnnes tio ‘etechetant pecan as 

zallchon-—---___ Baker Case; Refusal of FBI to honor Departmental request for usage of 
<"—_——-__ recording device in Los Angeles; Request For Name Check By President. " 
FAO enninnnrereerenee 

Aosen — dissoms- 

ial This document is prepared in response to 2 your request and is not for diss 

Cavel nation avts*: i our Committee. Its.use is limited to official proceedings by 

ie your Co% nm’''-e and the content may not be disclosed to NOTE Person- 

tolnes nel: without the express approval of the SSI. . 
Senden watt RooML—] “TELETYPE UNIT L_ | ) 
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wr 
. DATE e 

HEREIN Ip U OSV Ane dally January 19, 1967 

GEORGE HF, CAFY Ta 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF NARCOTICS 

' -  PREASURY DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, D.C. oe 

~ Captioned individual is a long-time career employee 
* of the Bureau of Narcotics who has risen thr cugh the ranks. He 

graduated from the United States Naval Academy in 20460. It is 
BSah understood he will shortly approach his 25th year in combined Federal 
™S <3. service. «No background-type investigation concerning his rederal 
ie : 5 employment has been conducted by the FEL 

Ses: ae ‘ ; 

ee 28 There is no oe association between Mr. Gaffney and 
Sc... former Attorney General Robert Xennedy. However, it is known that he 
eaS.5 has participated in high-level conierences with him dealing with mutual 
S ee problems in the organized crime field. As @xecutive Assistant to the 
BS3 5 - Commissiotier, Bureau of Narcotics, Gaffney attended a conference of 
s gg® high-level Government officials with Attorney General Robert Xennedy at 
-3gg* the United States Court House, Foley Square, New York City, on March 20, 
eo 8 ‘1963. Gaffney has also been a member : the re on Organized 
28 38 Crime, cuateien aavettag Association of Chiefs of Folice. He particisated in 
s.<2 the preparation of a report.by that eee which was orinted in 
S388 October, 1964. Gaffney's contribution was a creditable account of La 
wes Cosa Nostra's paxticlontion in narcotics traffic. 

a in connection with the recent disclosuze in the newsparer 
€.8 dealing with the Bureau of Narcoties' involvement in the monitoring 
ct incident regarding Wayne G. Bromley on March 26, 1565, it is under- 
& Stood that Gaifney is greatly chagrined at his Bureau's involvement in 

the incident. Ne explained that 4 the Bureau of Narcotics had any 
knowledge that the FSi had originally turned down the Justice Department's 
request for its assistance in the rnonitoring incident on March 26, 165, 
the Bureau of Narcotics would have had nothing to do with the affair. He 
implied that the Bureau of Narcotics was ‘sucked in" by the Justice —.. 
Department in complying with their request which at the time avveared 
reasonable and legal and their acquiescence.to the request. was. based strictly 
on their desire to cooperate with another agency. 

NOTE: See M. A. Jones to Wick memo dated 1-19-67, 
(8) captioned "Bobby Baxer case; Refusal of FBI to honor Depart- 

mental request for usage of recording device in Los Angeles; 
Request For Name Check By President, 
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maiL room (_] teyervec unt] Check By Presiden*® " 

J ary 19, 1967 | : 

HERBERT JOHN MILLER, JR. 
- 4 

my Oe eS t e 
| 

_ he 1966-67 edition of "Who's Who in America" reflects 
that Werbert John Mlilier, Jr., was born in ‘linneapouis, sfinnesota, on 
January 11, 1324, Ne received the A.A. degree at The George Washin ston 

' University in 1247 and the LL. E. dogree there in 1949, He was admitied 
to the District of Columbia Bar in 1949 and practiced law in ‘vashing-~ 
ton, D. C., from 1949 to 1961, In 1859-80, he served as attorney for 
the court-appointed Board of Sionitors for the International Srotherhaod of 
Teamsters, Chauifers, Werehousemen and Helpers. 

Mr, Miller was appointed Assistant Attorney General in 
charge ofthe Criminal Division of the Department of Justices in 1961, He 

_ Served in this capacity under Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, as 
well as for a period under Nicholas Xatzenbach, before resigning to return 
to the private practice of law in the District of Columbia in 1960. iin. Milk 
is a partner in the Washinetcn law firm of idiller, McCarthy, Evans and 
_Cassidy--wnich firm has registered with the Department of Justice under 
the Registration Act to furnish legal services to the government of the 
Bahamis, Nassau, Bakamas. In addition, sir, Miller has served as 
Chairman of the President's Commission on Crime in the Bistrict of 

- Columbia. r ea Penee. Bry WANE NE 

, 4 . One of Mr. Miller's law partners is Courtney A. Evans, 
aformer Assistant Director of the FEI atr. Evans entered the FEI 
in December, 1940, and retired in December, 1964, From 1281 throach 

. 1964, he handled liaison with the office of the Attorney General and had 
numerous oificial and social contacts with Robert F. Kennedy. Bf. Evanst’ 

. Cloge relationship with Robert Kennedy continued following his retirement 
from the FEI. = 

™“ 

- F.5d bie tid 5 thee 1 

During Robert Kennedy's tenure as Attorney General, 
‘Mr, Evans had a number of discussions with him concerning the use of 
microphones by the FBI; and iy. Evans personally prepared official 
memoranda for FBI files reflecting not only Robert Kennedy's knowledce, 
but his enthusiastic approval, of the FEY's use of microphone surveil- 
lances in criminal-type, as well as security~type, investigations. Ina 
meeting with two FBI officials at the Bureau's headquarters on 
December 24, 1065, Mr. Evans discussed contacts he had had with, 
and information which had been furnished to, Robert iZennedy and other 
Justice Departmental officials who had served under Robert Kennedy 
concerning the use of the microphone surveillances by the FLL Nonetheles 
soon aftewthis meeting, ir. vans furnished Robert Kennedy a letter / \, 

: / 
NOTE: See M.A. Jones to Wick memo dated 1-19- 

Baker case; Refusal of FBI to honor Dep 
usage of recording device in Los An 

i 
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denying that he had talked with him, or had given written material to 
Robert Kennedy, about the FPI's use of microphones. 

On December 10, 1966, in connection with the public 
aenials that Robert ennedy imew about the DBI's use of ee 
while he was & ttOrney Ceneral, Robert Sennedy released to the pres 
the letter which Rir. Evans had written him. The letter was dated 
February 17, 1955. To it, Mx. Svans ialsely stated that he “did not 
discuss the use of" microphones by the FBI with Robert Kennedy 
aquring his tenure as Attorney General--2nd further that Mr. Invans 
did not ‘know of any written material that was sent'' to-Robert <ennedy 
Yat any time coneerning" PBI microphone surveillances. 

On December 11, 1968, the #BI released to the press 
two memoranda which had personally } been prepared by Mr. [vans in 
the Summer of 1961 relatine to discussions he had had with the then 
Attorney General Eennedy concerning use of microghene surveillances 

the FBI. Reportedly, the release of these memoranda (which prove 
the stateménts in the —— released to the —— py Hobert Kennedy 
on December 10, 19365, to be false) caused a rift hetween these two men: 
and Robert Sennede, if is said, no longer speaks to Mr. Zvans. 

Another document which was widely publicized in 
December ‘ 1966, in connection with Robert :; pred s denial that he 
knew of the *BI's use of microphones was a letter which the then 
Assistant Atterney General Herbert Hiller wrote to Senator bam d. - 

' Ervin, Jy., on — 25, 1931. In this letter, Mr. Miller indicated 
knowledge of the = BI'g use of 78 wiretaps and 67 other electronic listening 

Rovices. r _ 

The Decermber 11, 1985, issue of "The Evening Star” 
of Washington, D. C., contained an article. citing the letter which 
Herbert Miller had written to Senator frvin on May 25, 1961. The 
December 11, 1956, newsynaner article stated that "Miller himself 
pointed out that the istter did not mention illepal eavesdrops--the kind 
involving physical trespass on private proboriy." It then quoted Miller 
as commenting, "I sincerely doubt that anybody in the Department knew 
that there was any trespass in placins of these devices. I did not imow 
and I wager that the Attorney General did not know there was trespass." 

(Regarding Herbert Miller's above-cited statement of 
denial, it should be noted that an official memorandum was sent to the ° 

° * 
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>. 
then Deputy Attorney General, Byron R. White, by the FBI on 
May 4, 1961--three weeks before Mr. filler wrote his letter to 
Senator Ervin. The memorandum had been prepared in connection 
with the contemplated annecarance of Attorney General Kennedy before 
@ committee of the United states Senate. It dealt with the a authority 

, Underlying the FeiI's use of microvhone surveillances and said, "...in 
the internal security field, we are utilizing microphone surveillances 

' on a restricted basis even thouch tresnass is necessary to assist in 
uncovering tne activities of Soviet intellizence agents and Communist 
Party leaders. inthe interests of national safety, microphcne survail- 
lances are also wilized on a restricted basis, even though trespass 
is necessary, in uncovering major criminal activities." Thus, there 
is no question that the Justice Department was notified of the FBI's use > 
of micropnones involving trespass early in Robert iXennedy's 
administration as Attorney General.) : 

In February, 1981, at the iiiadt of the then Deputy 
Attorney General, Byron R. W nite, the BI conducted an investication 

a “OL Herbert Miller in connection with the position of Assistant Attorney 
Genergl in charge of the Criminal Division. The investization was 
favorable. It did reflect one traffic citation for passing a red light 
in Maryland in October, 1960, which resulted in Mr, Miller's paying 
a fine. 

_ Mr. Miller's nomination as Assistant Attorney General 
was confirmed by the Senate on March 2, 1361. In commenting upon 
Mr, idiller's nomina a0, the'Chicago Sun-Times" editorialized on 
February 25, 1961, "..,it may seem strange that the Xennedy adminis- 
tration, which has been enthusiastically putting worthy Democrats to - 
worg since January 20, would tap a member of the GOP for the post.... 
We suspect that, among others, Teamster Czar Jimmy Hoffa will get the 
message, Since July, 1959, Aiiller has been chief counsel for the board 
of monitors which was created by the U. 3. District Court to keep Hoffa's 
operation of the international Brotherhood of Teamsters under surveile- 
lance.'' (A profile-type feature article concerning Herbert Miller in the 
December 13, 1966, issue of 'The New York Times" credited him with 
having "directed the ficiia case through four indictments, three trials and 
four 2ppeais" in his role as Asgistant Attorney General. it stated that 
Mr. iiiller "caught Mir. Kennedy's attention” when "Air. Kennedy was 
counsel for the senate committee investigating the teamsters (and) 
Wir, iiiller was the lawyer for the court-appointed board cf monitors 
Supervising the union's asfairs."' This article also commented upon the 
fact % Mr. Miller was a Republican at the time of his appointment in 
i961 
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On May Ti, 1961, Assistant Attorney Gensral Miller 
testified before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the senat e 
Judiciary Commitiee nnd expressed himself as favoring the passage of* 
legislation to authorize limited and controlled interception and disclosure 
‘OL telephone eonversations. 

4. 

o 

i By memorandum dated March 25, 1965, Herbert Stiller 
. yequested the FEI to monitor and tape-record a prop osed meeting of 

: Robert Baker, Wayne Bromley (former associate of and Government 
witness against Robert Baker) and Clifford Jones Gormer Ideutenant 

_ Governor of Nevada) to be held in Los Angeles on the evening cf 
. March 26,1965. Herbert Miller's memorandum requested that this 

be accomplished by attaching a transinilting device to the person or 
Bromley. The #5! refused to honor this request. 

-In December, 1364, Herbert i filer was said by the 
Department of Justice to baa candidate for appointment as Judve of 

* the United States Circuit Court for tne District of Columbia Circuit. 
In April, 1965, he ceased duty as Assistant Attorney General. 

On July 12, 1965, Micholas Katzenbach, ywho then was 
“ Attorney General, advised the FBI that he (Kaizenbach) had suggested 

to the President that Herbert Miller be designated to serve as Chaizman 
of the Presideni's Cominission on Crime in the District of Columbia, 
Nicholas isatzenbach stated that the President reacted favorably to iis 

— _ suggestion. On July 16, 1865, Herbert Miller's appointment to serve 
? as Chairman of the Cormmission on Crime was formally announced. 
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FRED BURTON SMITH } 

: Smith is a career civil servant with the Treasury 
Department where he now serves as General Counsel. Eorn on 
danuary 27, 1915, at Syracuse, Now: Zonk; «favtiirationied wih wee” Gag tee sabe sree eatwclont ty 9 cdnak amar duals fel oS ate: 

_ Princeton University, Princeton, Hewsscreen,; vend Syracuse 
University, Syracuse, New York, where he received A.B. and 
LL.B. degrees, respectively. Before commencing employment 

‘ with the Department of the Treasury in February, 1543, he was 
employed for three years with the Syracuse, New York, law firm 
of Hancock, Dorr, Ryan and Shove, 

2, 
+ 

: a? It is understood that Smith was the subject of a 
backeround-type investization conducted by the FBI in i285 prior 
to his appointment as General Counsel, Treasury Department. 

_ A suminary of this investigation, "a. copy of which is attached, was 
" furnished to the White House in March, i966, (16 1-43 62) 

There is noe known association between Smith and 
former Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy. 
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NOTE: See M. A. Jones to Wick memo dated 1-19-67, captioned, 'Bobby 
Baker case; Refusal of FBI to honor Departmental request for usage of 
recording device in Los Angeles; Request For Name Check By President, " 

<N 
This document ts prepared in response .to your request and ts nbt for dissemt- \ 

ration outsiie your Committee, Its use 2s limited to of ficial proceedings by 

unur Committce and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

ancl without the express approval of the FBI , 
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tae MAY 7962 EDITION 

: GSA GEN. REG, NO. 27 

‘ " Assoc. Dir. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | 

ee nee Dep. AD Adm._ 
Bape AD Gave as . Memorandum a 
Comp. Syst. ___ 

3 Ext. Affairs __ 
Mr. Min DATE: 11/3/75 ie & Com. — 

Gen. Inv. 

ident. 

FROM : W, M. Mooney \t/ ee 

Laboratory 

Plan. & Eval. 

supjecT: INTERVIEW OF RAYMOND SMITH. eet 
ENATE SELECT COMMITTEE lieaeliceva: 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y —_ 

Attached are the questions asked and answers given during 
captioned interview, to the best of Mr. Smith's recollection. It should be 
noted that the questions are not necessarily in the order asked and some 
names are phonetically spelled. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information. 
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— @ INTERVIEW OF RAYMON@orrTs 

On 10/23/75, I was interviewed by two members of the Senate 
Select Committee, Mrs. Mary DeOreo and Mr. Mark Gitenstein, at the Dirksen 
Building in the office of the Senate Select Committee. The interview began at 
10:30 a.m. and ended at Noon. I was not advised of anything pertaining to my 
rights. 

ee ee, . 

The following are questions asked and the answers I gave, to the | 
best of my recollection: 

QUESTION: When you went to the platform that morning - was it the day after “ 
Mr. Hoover died, or two days later ? 

ANSWER: I can't remember. 

QUESTION: On that particular morning in question, what did you do? 

ANSWER: I went out to the platform and I found the truck sitting funny and I 
wasn't sure if I had a flat tire or what. I checked the rear tires, but 
found the tires were up so that I figured something was on the truck. 
I can't remember if the truck was locked or what, but when I opened the 
truck it was loaded with cabinets from front to back. I questioned my 
supervisor, Tony Codi, about the cabinets on the truck. To his knowledge 
he didn't know where they came from. He went around to the front office 
to check and was told that the cabinets were to go to Mr. Hoover's house. 

QUESTION: Who gave Codi the message to take the cabinets out to Mr. Hoover's 
house ? 

ANSWER: It could have been Mr. Marsden or Mr. Gregory. I don't know which. 
Tony double checked to find out who was going out to Mr. Hoover's house 
after I questioned him if the moving crew was going. I was told there would 
be no one going, but there would be a car following the truck. 

QUESTION: Did you recognize the car or did you see it? 

ANSWER: I couldn't tell the car from any other car out there in the street. 

QUESTION: Did the car beat you to the house? 

ANSWER: I didn't know if the car beat me there or not because there were other 

cars parked there. 

QUESTION: Where were the cabinets unloaded? AbL ibe ay CONTAINED 
pare LOI Leathe fee unl 
DATE 

ANSWER: They were unloaded at the side gate. MH 
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QUESTION: Who helped you to unload ? 

ANSWER: I didn't know the people. 

QUESTION: Was anyone there that you recognized ? 

ANSWER: Yes. Miss Gandy. 

QUESTION: Did you know Mr. Mohr, the SAC from Washington Field Office or 
Mr. Dunphy’ and were they there? 

ANSWER: I wasn't sure of that day - I wasn't sure of Mohr or Dunphy;.. I didn't 
know the SAC from Washington Field Office. 

QUESTION: Did you know anyone in Washington Field Office. 

ANSWER: No. 

QUESTION: Did the people who helped you move the cabinets - did you recognize 
any of them - were they Agents or what? 

ANSWER: I didn't know. 

QUESTION: Were they dressed in suits ? 

ANSWER: No. 

QUESTION: Were the file cabinets full or what did they contain? 

ANSWER: I didn't know. All I knew was that they were heavy, that they contained 
some type of file because while I was unloading one of the cabinets a drawer 
fell open and I almost fell off the truck. They were manila type, light in 
color. 

QUESTION: Were they regular movers or what that helped you move the cabinets? 

ANSWER: No, because they were inexperienced in moving cabinets because I had 
to show them everything. 

QUESTION: Was this an unusual procedure ? 

ANSWER: Yes, but I didn't ask any questions. 
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QUESTION: Did the Bureau have their own crew? 

ANSWER: Yes, or they generally had GSA come in, according to how big a 
move they had. 

QUESTION: Were they all white or what? : 

ANSWER: I didn't see any Blacks - everyone was white. 

QUESTION: What was the number of cabinets ? 

ANSWER: There were 15 or more, I can't remember. 

QUESTION: How could all of them fit into his basement’? 

ANSWER: I don't know - [ just can remember how the cabinets were arranged 
in there (the basement). 

QUESTION: Were there other boxes and things there ? 

ANSWER: Yes. ne ce re ee oa 

QUESTION: The second move - was it the day after the first move ? 

ANSWER: Yes, I think it was. 

QUESTION: How many cabinets ? 

| ANSWER: Not as many as the first. 

| QUESTION: Did you have help in moving the cabinets ~ were they the same people? 

ANSWER: I did have help, but I couldn't say if they were the same people. 

QUESTION: After unloading the cabinets, what did you do? 

ANSWER: I reported back to the Justice Building. 

QUESTION: How long did it take you to unload the cabinets ? 

ANSWER: Maybe an hour or two, I can't remember exactly. 

QUESTION: Did you make any other previous trips out there ? 

ANSWER: Yes, Jesse Peterson and I took some cabinets or small safe files out. 
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QUESTION: At that time were any cabinets out there? 

ANSWER: Yes. 

QUESTION: How many? 

ANSWER: I couldn't tell, but not as many as I took out there. 

QUESTION: Do you know Annie Field, who was his maid? 

ANSWER: Yes. 

QUESTION: Do you know her well? 

ANSWER: I know her well enough as a friend. 

QUESTION: Was Annie's room in the basement? 

ANSWER: Yes. 

QUESTION: Would she have seen the cabinets ? 

ANSWER: I would think so. 

QUESTION: (This would go back to the series of questions on the movers. ) 
Could anyone else drive the truck? 

ANSWER: Yes. 

QUESTION: Who could drive it? 

ANSWER: Agents or anyone because the truck had been used for special 
assignments and it was no big thing for someone else to drive it. 

QUESTION: Did you keep official records on the trips that you made with the truck ? 

ANSWER: Mileage was kept, the truck was signed out every morning and in at 
night, but there were no other records kept. 

QUESTION: The day after Mr. Hoover died, Exhibits went up to move things out 
of his office - if the cabinets were up there, wouldn't Mr. Dunphy ~ have 
seen them ? 

ANSWER: I don't know if the cabinets were up there or not - I couldn't answer 
that question. 
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QUESTION: How did you get along with Mr. Hoover? 

ANSWER: O.K. Ihad a job to do. 

QUESTION: How did you get along with Mr. Tolson? 

ANSWER: O.K. 

QUESTION: On that morning of Mr. Hoover's death, where were you and 
what did you know? 

ANSWER: On that morning I had to pick up Mr. Tolson and I was told to go to 
Mr. Hoover's house and to wait until further orders. I waited until 
Mr. Mouten (ph.), Mr. Hoover's chauffeur, came out and told me to 
report back to the building. I questioned him as to what was going on, 
but he didn't tell me, he just said to report back to the building. 

QUESTION: Did you know if Mr. Tolson knew he was dead or what? 

ANSWER: I didn't know myself because I didn't find out he was dead until I 
got to the building. 

QUESTION: Had you made any previous trips out to Mr. Hoover's house after | 
his death? 

ANSWER: Yes. I took some plants from the Botanical Garden to his house. 

QUESTION: After Mr. Tolson's death, did you go out to the house to move any 
cabinets or anything ? 

ANSWER: No. 

QUESTION: Why were you sent to Quantico ? 

ANSWER: The mechanic job came open - it was something I had worked at 
part-time and when the job came open IJ applied for it and I was transferred 
down there. 

QUESTION: Were you drilled on anything ? 

ANSWER: No. 

QUESTION: Have you talked to anyone concerning the cabinets ? 

ANSWER: Yes. I talked to Jesse Peterson because I was trying to make him 
remember moving cabinets when we had to set the safe files on the platform. 
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QUESTION: Why did they use you to drive? Did they trust you? 

ANSWER: I don't know. I was just told to take them out there. 

QUESTION: Were the cabinets moved out of Mr. Hoover's house at night? 

ANSWER: I don't know whether they moved them in the day or night or what. 

QUESTION: Do you think GSA could have moved the cabinets from his house 
that night ? 

ANSWER: I don't think so. 

QUESTION: How did you know something was on the truck ? 

ANSWER: Just like you would come out the next morning and see something 
was wrong - I drove the truck each and every day and that's why I knew 
something was wrong. 

QUESTION: How did you get along with Miss Gandy ? 

ANSWER: Q.K. The only trouble I had was one time when I was told to report 
to her office to make a run out to the house to pick up some mail and I was 
told I had to take some other things out there and as. we were walking along 
she kept asking the same question over and over again - did I mind going 
out to the house, and I told her no. When we got to the outer office there 
were about 15 to 20 cases of soda. I was told to get a handcart to load the 
sodas and to get a car. I told her if I had known that I had to take the sodas 
out I would have brought a small truck around. She told me, "In other words, 
you don't want to go out to the house." I told her I did not say that. I was 
told '"You can report back downstairs" and I told her that was perfectly all 
right with me. I reported the incident to my supervisor, Mr. Gregory. 

QUESTION: Did you see Miss Gandy anymore after that? 

ANSWER: Yes, I had to take her to the doctor and the next time was out at 
Mr. Hoover's house. | 
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- OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL | 
2 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 | 

nov 381975 } ia th | 
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: a {! 
TO: vJohn A. Mintz, Assistant Director ‘! 

Legal Cotinsel Division | 
Federal Bureau of Investigation | 

\. FROM: Mickael &. Shaheen, Jr. 
Spécial Counsel for Intelligence ! 
* Coordination | 

Pr | 
SUBJECT; - Sanate Select Committee Request. | 

Attached is a request from; the Senate Select Committee 
dated October 28, 1975. Please prepare an appropriate 
response. 

| 

- | | -) ALL FBI INFORMATION CO | 
ok : 

HRRET £3 * 

D | 
I} cc: Paul Daly | 
N ; 
% | 
Pins | 
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~ © | 
— a 
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t | | 
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- - & DEC 5 1975 
if a ‘ . * 

" = ae pects ; Takia enn perme nmeny apf : 

: ‘ /- bebiwerton’ 
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FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAINMAL e * - 
‘ JOUN G, TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAINISAN 

PHILIP AJ HART, MICH. KOWARD It, & SR., TENN, : 
WALTEN F. MONOALE, fo MRS, a; BARRY GOLD . ARIZ, 7 
MOATT RD. tHONLE. STON KY, CHARLES MC MB TINAS, J, MD, 
ROGET MORG..N, N.C, RICHARD 3, SCHWEIKER, PA, cp 
GARY KANT, COLO. 23] bavi f ya { re { ree { LCCTe mT ICT 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, &rarr OInccTOR : tie Cas ¢ e 
PATOLRICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL, 

CURTIG 2. GMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
BYTUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(runsuANT To 3. AES. 21, 6TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

i . October 28, 1975 

Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20530 

Dear Mike: 

The Select Committee requests the following materials for 
delivery/access: 

f 
dal i. access to the Security Index cards recently disctover- 

i owka ed at FBI HQ under the same conditions as the access 
previously granted to the ADEX. : 

2. delivery of the following materials pertaining to cer- 
tain individuals on the Security Index (the names to 
be supplied following access to the Security Index 
cards): 

i} 

ae materials reflecting the reasons why the individual 
A 3 was placed on the Security Index; 

: b. materials reflecting any dissemination of informa- 
tion about the individual outside the United States 
government. 

7 

3. access to any other versions of the Security Index or 
lf the Reserve Index which may be in the possession of 

the FBI, including versions compiled by the New York 
City field office. 

cae 4 NT 

2 Ne 393 IND 
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Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Page Two October 28, 1975 

1,74 Oelivery of materials reflecting the reason why an 

(pifc : / 
FBi HQ file was opened and material indicating whether 
there was subversive or extremist activity with 
respect to the following organizations whose names 
and FBI HQ file numbers were provided to the Select 

Ge 

I 
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Committee on October 9, 1975: 

Communist Infiltration 
Council of Jewish Women 

Bast Bay Community Forum 

Knoxville Area Human 

Relations Council 

George Orwell Forum 
Yale University 

Emma Lazarus Federation 
of Jewish Women's Clubs 

Saugus Unitarian- 
Universalist Church Forum 

San Diego Peace Action 

Universities Committee 
on the Problems of War and 
Peace 

Communist Infiltration 
of the National Association 
for the Advancement of 
Colored People 

The Free University at 
Ann Arbor 

Champaign-Urbana Council 
for Discussion on Vietnam 

100-432543 

100~432848 

100~-433348 

100-434048 

100-434168 
.- 

» a] 

100-440365 

100-440530 

100-440833 

100~441132 

100-445323 

100-446029 
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Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Page Three 

Wellsprings Ecumenical 
Renewal Association 

. Northern Virginia Coalition 

October 28, 1975 

1L00-453618 

1L00-454103 
of Citizens Concerned About 
the ABM-Sponsored Town 
Meeting at Alexandria, 
Virginia, June 3, 1969 

Reservists Against the War 

Bald Hill Farm Commune 

Anti~Crosstown Coalition 

Washington Area Committee 
for Soviet Jewry 

Committee for Chilean 
Democracy 

National Conference on 
Amnesty Information Con- 
cerning 

National Conference on 

100-469726 

100-472039 

100-472814 

100-480590 

100-481206 

L00-481516 

100~481899 
Amnesty Information Con- . 
cerning 

Council for United Civil 
Rights Leadership 

Canadian Youth Corps 

Ormondsville Fellowship 
Club, Inc. 

Black Student Union, 
Brevard Junior College, 
Cocoa, Florida 

157-972 

157-1074 

157~5281 

2157-13416 

- 7 E-print tet nd deeaetnedeettieletettlemiambatethtahtate abby nchtinnnicetiore dontadente Adidaned aeiheh ccna Zotar ean “hidden 
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Michael E. Shaheen, Sry ESq. 
Page Four October 28, 1975 G 

ye Martin Luther King, Jr., 157-13791 ; {/ 
3 Memorial Center, Inc. €. 

r 
Z. Black Student Union 157-13994 

University of Nevada 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

aa. Greensboro Association of 4157-15692 
Poor People (GAPP) 

bb. American Christian * -YG7ad94993 
Action Council te 

cc. National Tenants Organization 157-26335 

Gd. South Carolina Council of 1157-27014 
Human Relations 

ee. California Rehabilition ‘1157-32882 
Center, Norco, California 

5, delivery of the following materials pertaining’ to nee 
ore COINTELPRO: ae 

ge ANG Mee ea 
acti \ a. copies of “draft" statements prepared for pote 
Cw ep 08! Mr. Hoover's “off record” report before the House ooh a 

aly? ; Subcommittee on Appropriations for the years 1955 om i. 
through 1972, concerning the Bureau's counterintel fama 

ts ligence program. (This is not to be confused with fi 
copies of the actual “off record" statement, given 
by Mr. Hoover, before the House Appropriations Com- 
mittee, which the Select Committee has already re- 
ceived.) 

b./ copies of Mr. Hoover's prepared testimony before J 
/ the House Subcommittee on Appropriations for the 

years 1955 through 1972. 

Yial which discusses the FBI's liability es 
respect to COINTELPRO. . 

- | Sy! . aot 

Cc. copies of any and all discussion papers, Brees , 

x releases, memos, correspondence, or any other mate-AAy 
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c Michael E. ‘Shaheen, Ixs;: Bsa: 
: ‘Pace Five October 28, 1975 

d. copies of all briefing books prepared for wi 
° Mr. Hoover with respec’ to White House conferetces; wy 

penaek iat us of testimony to Congress Or briefings 
to Members of Congress re COINTELPRO. 

e. "squibs" or briefing papers (talking papers) pre- Dye 
; pared for Mr. Hoover's meetings with visiting 

dignitaries re COINTELPRO. 

examples of incentive awards presented to agents ~ 
concerning their Pepe mee Gnoe in the eeees 
program. 

copy of buck slip attached to the 10/11/69 tele- 
type to the Director from New York captioned 
"“COINTELPRO, Black Nationalists", file 100-448006+ 
L377. : 

Sincerely, 

PPT Eb LY 
JON Ts BLE 
Director 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force Kone ete oe 7 8 

ee i Pe 

i") Pe TerTy Prag het7 rete oe rae ey at ek i ae ort 273 

* 

178° QI é BF wtgee ey etre nt, pare PS le a At 
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ode So e: Assoc. Dir. a 
FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIR} > | Dep.-A.D.-Adm if JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CH N . f / : 

. PHILIP A. HART, MICH. HOWARD H. , JR. TENN. ® Dep.-A.D.- - “4 
WALTER F. MONDALE, MINN, BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ, § Asst. Dir.: 4 WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY. | CHARLES MGC. MATHIAS, JR., MD. . ¥ ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA. “) o j Admin. _. GARY HART, COLO. MN f a ~Dt { SD { Comp. Syst i 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR yee CLES CUM Ext . A 2 . f FREDERICK A. 0, SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL : tale ffairs — . CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL, eo Cera ee Files. & Com. —. § . STUDY GOVERNMENTAL. OPERATIONS WITH ae ; 
‘ RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

» * (PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 
- t es cf 

AINED ero D.C. 20510 

ALL INFORMATION ae Laboratory 
HEREIN ISU ee September 29, 1975 Plan. & Eval. _ 

Spec. Inv. 
Training 

Legal Coun. 

y | : | Telephone Rm. —,1¥ 
Att@rney General Edward H. Lev1 Director Sec’y —_|f 
Department of Justice een, 

Pye D.C. 20530 % 

™ ' 
nO Dear Mr. Levi: ee ey OS 

At the closé of his testimony on September 25, 
Mr. Charles Brennan, former Chief of Domestic Intelligence 
Division, indicated that he could not answer a question 
posed to him by me. The question relates to the status of 
a so-called "closed" FBI Domestic Intelligence case file. 
Suppose that the individual who is subject of the file is a 
member of the military service or applies for employment 
with a federal government agency, and the agency requests an 
FBI name check. What information would be provided to the J 
federal agency by the FBI as the result of that name check? burr 
What information would be provided to that agency if the FBI ae 
conducted a background investigation on that individual? ee 

With respect to surreptitious entries for the pur- 
pose of installing electronic surveillance equipment, which 
are referred to on page three of the September 24, 1975 letter 
from Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., to myself, I would appreciate 
answers to the following additional 23 if YA 

a 
1. What has been the om, a= ch entries for 

each year S4ase 1960? 

81114 gos 4: 
2. What has been the aes of separatectange:S case isos 

_for each year since 1960? ;/ 

r ar Gt 6 1678 
3. What has been the total number of Se able 

targets since 1960? 5 eee mem 

I would also request access, under agreed upon pr 

Frank Church 

Chairman 

(ITPA WO) 
cc: M.E. Shaheen 

te Go 8 
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» Mnunited Stafes Senate 
SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

r RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

© OFFICIAL BUSINESS 

} 

HAwo DELWER 
a 
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Mr. Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 
FBI, Room 7162 
Pennsylvania Ave. at 10th 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
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FD-36 tev.-5-22-64) © 8 

FBI 

Date: 9/26/75 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

ee AIRTEL | 
(Priority) 

TO: IRECTOR, FBI (62-116395) § ATIN: INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 
WILLIAM VREGAR 

FROM:{ SAC, WFO (62-10744) 

NITED STATES SELECT COMMITTEE 
Ps INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES; SSC 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FBI SPECIAL AGENT f 
JOSEPH E, BATTLE, BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS ea 

f : ae 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original and’ 
seven copies of an LHM reflecting interview of SA BAITLE, which 
is self-explanatory. 

CONTAINED 

See 
DATE. 

“3 i —_ rs mg ca os < ~~ { ‘ 

i dioy ss ar ee ee. a4) 

\ 

re? aes t DEC 5 1975 
| ; \ : as Ope ae Sees 

<P wee 4 » ee 
~_ a ve / y eek 1 

ie tc \U UNS ; fee 
aan Qrureau (Enc. 8) . ‘ 
: -WFO - 9 1-WF 

ye zt 

_ £ JEB:pep (3) 
. = 

| Approved: 22 BON, eM Per ——___—_—_—— 

8 4 DEC 4 0 1975, Special Agent in Charge GPO : 1970 O - 402-785 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. September 26 9 1975 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

UNITED STATES SELECT COMMITTEE . 
be ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES _ SSC } 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FBI 
SPECIAL AGENT JOSEPH E, BATTLE 

BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 
--:«AEFORNEY MARK GIPTENSTEIN, 

MARY DEOREO, 
JOHN SMITH 

SA Joseph E. Battle was interviewed on September 19, 1975 
by the above SSC Staff ltémbers from approximately 10:15 until 
ll a.m. 

The interview was conducted in a ground floor assembly 
room located in the Russell Senate Building. 

Prior to the commencement of the interview, it is to be 
noted none of the SSC Staff (embers advised SA Battle of his 
constitutional rights nor did they indicate he could be 
represented by counsel in this matter. 

To the best of SA Battle's knowledge and recollection, 
the following questions were presented by the Staff filembers and 
the answers given by SA Battle are so denoted. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 3 
DATE loheahes agra 

This document contains neither 

recommendations nor conclusions of 

the FBI. it is the property of 

the FB] and is locned fo your agency; 

it and its centents are not to be 

distributed outside your agency. 

8 gs » 

fpr, off 
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Question’ (Q): 

Answer (A): 

Docld: 32989542 Page 157 

After the Director's death, did you 
remove files from his office? 

No. 

Weren't you frequently in the 
Director's office? 

No. 

Weren't you in the Director's office 
after his death? 

No. 

Were you ever in the Director's office? 

Yes.’ 

When? 

In 1951 while in training school 
in conjunction with the Director's program 
of meeting all new agents,and I saw him in 
1955 while at In-Service. 

Well then, were you ever in Miss Gandy's 
office? 

Yes, 

At the time of the Director's death? 

No. 

Well, when was it? 

Approximately a year or two before the 
Director's death. 

For what reason? 

I was told to pick up a package at National 
Airport and deliver it eotiss Gandy's 
office, which I did. 

-2- 



Q: Do you know what was in the package? 

As Yes, Miss Gandy indicated it was a 
plaque honoring the Director and she 
didn't know what she was going to do with 
it inasmuch as there was no more available 
wall space to hang it. 

-Q: Do you know Miss Gandy well? 

A: No, other than her official position. 

Q: When did you first meet her? 

A: At the aforementioned time. 

Q: Any other time? 

A: Yes. 

Q: When was that? 

A: In approximately April, 1972, I drove 
her from her residence to Bureau headquarters. 

Q: Why was that? 

A: It was a Saturday and the Cherry Blossom 
Parade was in progress, and she feared 
difficulty in getting through the Parade 
route to work. 

Q: When did you see her next? 

A: After the Director's death. 

Q: Under what circumstances? 

A: I drove her to the Director's house. 

Q: Weren't you in her office then? 

A: . No, I met her in the courtyard. 

“yo 
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—“ QQ: I thought you said -yeu=satd you didn't 
know her well. 

A: I wouldn't construe the above as knowing 
her well. 

Q: | What was the seine of driving her to 
the Director's house? 

A: She said she had to meet with some lawyers 
concerning the Director's estate. 

Q: Do you know who was present at the meeting? 

A: No. | 

Q: , - Were you? 

A: No, I waited outside. 

Q: Who ordered you to drive Miss Gandy? 

A: , Mr. Kunkel | 

Q: Weren't you on his squad? | 

A: No. 

Q: Whose squad were you on? 

A: The ASAC's, 

Q: Who was that? 

A: Ed Campbell 

Q: | Weren't you considered the #3 man in WFO? 

A: No. 

Q: Weren't you a supervisor? 

A:. No, a relief supervisor. 

Q: To Campbell? 

A: Yes, 
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Then wouldn't that make you #3 man? 

No. 

What are your duties? 

Presently I'm assigned to Squad C-4, 
and I'm assigned a variety of criminal 
cases, 

Be more specific. 

Well, I handle numerous extortion-type 
cases pertaining to the various Senators 
and Congressmen, I'm assigned the 
Washington, D.C. phase of the Hoffa case 
and I assist in bank robberies and other 
major crimes. 

What did you do on the ASAC Squad? 

I handled major criminal matters and 
drove the ASAC to the crime scene and 
assisted him at the scene,and I also 
worked personnel matters. 

Do you know John Mohr? 

No, other than his official position. 

You didn't know him personally? 

No. 

You never met with him? 

No. 

Did you ever remove anything from the 
Director's house after his death? 

Yes. 

What was that? 

Some cardboard boxes. 

als 
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Do you know what was in them? 

No. 

Were they official FBI boxes? 

I don't know what you mean by any 
official FBI boxes. 

Well, were they plain cardboard boxes? 

Yes. 

Were they sealed? 

Yes. 

How many times did you go on this 
assignment? 

About 3 or 4. 

How many boxes did you take out? 

About 6 to 8 each time. 

Was anybody présent? 

Yes. 

Who? | . 

Miss Gandy and Mr. Kunkel 

Anybody else? 

On one occasion, I saw the maid, Anna, 
and the chauffeur, Crawford, and a woman 
who Mr. Kunkel introduced as Mr. Tolson's 
secretary, but I didn't know her. 

What was she doing? | 

She was writing checks. 

ahs 
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e 
Did Miss Gandy have a desk in the 
Director's house? 

I don't know. 

Did you see any file cabinets? 

No, to the best of my recollection. 

Do you know what was in any of the boxes? 

Yes. | | 

What was that? 

- White shirts. 

Howdo you know that? 

Because Miss Gandy pointed them out. 

After you left the Director's house, 
where did you go? 

I drove to the loading platform at WFO. 

Who met visi there? 

Either Dudney or Shaffer. 

And then what? 

I helped unload the boxes and drove off. 

Do you know where the boxes were then 
taken? 

No. 

Didn't you and Mr. Kunkel talk about 
what was in the boxes and the purpose 
of these trips? 

No. 

> 
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Q: | . Why not? 

A: Because he never volunteered anything 
and I figured it was none of my business. 

Q: Don't you think this is kind of odd? 

A: No, I've helped other. people move and 
clean out their cellars and I considered 
this about the same thing. 

Q: Didn't you become suspicious and scared 
when you read in the newspapers that 
allegedly secret files were taken out 
of the Director's office and destroyed? 

A: No, why should I, as I said, before, 
I wasn't in the Director's office. 

Q: Mr. Battle, Mr. Shaffer states you and 
he removed boxes from the Director's 
office at the direction of Mr. Kunkel. 

A: Well, Mr. Shaffer is wrong. I never went 
to the Director's office with he or anyone 
else. 

Q; Have you discussed this matter with 
anyone else? 

A: Yes, with the FBI Inspectors who called 
me in. 

Q: That was when? 

A: In June, you can get the exact date 
from the 302. 

Q: Have you discussed this matter with 
anyone else? 

A: Well, you know Shaffer, Dudney and Dowling 
and I me up here this morning together 
and naturally the matter was discussed. 
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Q: Do you know or see a memorandum that 
was circulated by the Bureau concerning 
this inquiry? 

A: No. 

Q: When did you last see Kunkel? 

A: About 6 months ago, I saw him at an 
elevator bank in the Bureau and we 
exchanged greetings. 

Q: How about prior to that? 

A; When he left for St. Louis’ 

Q: | You haven't discussed this matter with 
anyone? 

A: No, other than the above. 

Q: How come Kunkel was transferred to St. 
Louis, there was a lot of publicity 
about it? 

A: | I don't know anything more about it than 
as you say the national publicity. 

! Q: Wasn't there a personal feud between 
Gray and Kunkel? 

A; If there was, I don't have any direct 
knowledge of it. 

9x 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Wa. shinet on, D.C. 20535 

File No. September 23, 1975 
#8 

| U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF CHIEF CLERK KENNETH SHAFFER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

.~ On September 19, 1975, at the request of the Legal 
Counefl Division, Federal "Burean of Investigation (FBI) - 
Headquarters (HQ), Kenneth Shaffer, Chief Clerk, Washington 
Field Office, appeared at the Senate Office Building for 
the purpose of being interviewed by the Staff Members of the 
United States Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 
Activities. 

The interview was conducted by Senate Select Staff 
| Members, Mary DeOreo and Mark Gitenstien. At the on-set of 
| the interview, Mr. Shaffer was not advised of his Constitu- 

tional Rights nor was he advised that he was being questioned 
| on a voluntary basis. 
| 

| During the month of June, 1975, Mr. Shaffer was 
| interviewed at FBI-HQ, relative to his participation in 

the handling and destruction of material from the residence 
and Justice Building Office of the late J. Edgar Hoover, 
As a result of this interview an FD-302 (Report of Interview 
Form) was prepared, Prior to the time of the interview by 
the Staff Members, Mr. Shaffer had not had the opportunity 
to read this report. Mr. Shaffer requested that he be 
permitted to read the FD-302 report. After a short conference, 
between the Staff Members, they agreed that it would be 
permissible for him to read the report. 

The interview by the Staff Members lasted approximately 
one hour and 15 minutes, 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF CHIEF CLERK KENNETH SHAFFER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

The questions asked by the two Senate Select Committee 
Staff Members were relative to above mentioned matter, 

The questions and replies set forth below are as 
best as Mr. Shaffer can recall. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 
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How long have you been the Assistant Chief Clerk 
at the Washington Field Office? 

Five years. I am now Chief Clerk. I replaced Mr. 
Dudney who was transferred to Headquarters. 

How long have you worked for the Bureau? 

Thirty-one years. | 

Do you know Mr: John P, Mohr? 

I have known Mr. Mohr personally for twenty-five years. 

Do you know Mr. Mark Felt? 

Yes, I do. 

Do you know Miss Gandy? 

I met her on two or three eceasl ons over the years. 

Have you ever discussed this matter with Mr. 
Mohr or Mr, Felt? 

No, I have not. 

After the death of Mr. Hoover, how much time lapsed 
before you began picking up cartons from his office 
for disposal? 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF CHIEF CLERK KENNETH SHAFFER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

A week or two. 

What was going on in the Director's office when 
you picked up the cartons? 

Personal effects were being packed and the rooms 
were being prepared for painting and redecorating. 

Do you think Mr. L. Patrick Gray knew what was taking 
place? 

LI really do not know. 

Did you see Mr, Mohr, Mr. Felt or Miss Gandy? 

No, 2 did not. 

Who did you see in the Director's office? 

I believe I did speak to Mr. Moten. 

Who is Mr. Moten? 

He was Mr. Hoover's chauffeur. 

How many times have you been in the Director's office? 

several times. 

{During the course of this questioning, I remarked 
that to the best of my recollection, I was not in 
the Director's inner office during this pertinent 
time.) 

How many times did you go to the Director's office 
to pick up cartons of material for destruction? 



U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF CHIEF CLERK KENNETH SHAFFER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Possibly two or three times. 

How many boxes were there? 

As far as I can recall, there were six to nine 
boxes. . 

Were the cartons marked in any way? 

As I recall, they were not marked, but were sealed 
when received and remained sealed until time of 
destruction. 

Did Mr. Battle at any time go over to the Justice 
Building with you to pick up cartons? 

Yes, I believe he did. 

(The interviewer stated that my reply was contrary 
to that of Mr. Battle. Mr. Battle indicated that 
he was not at the Justice Building with you). 

Did you ever go to the Justice Building alone to 
pick up cartons of material for destruction? 

No, I did not. 

If you had gone alone would you have had to account 
for your time to Mr. Dudney? 

No. 

Were you ever at Mr. Hoover's residence? 

No. 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC). 

RE: INTERVIEW OF CHIEF CLERK KENNETH SHAFFER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

Question: Did you see Mr, Kunkel in an automobile with Mr. 
Battle on occasions when cartons were delivered 
from Mr. Hoover's residence to the loading platform? 

Answer: I do not recall seeing him, 

Question: Tell us how you were advised that material was 
ready to be picked up? 

Answer: Mr. Kunkel would receive a telephone call and in 
turn would contact Mr. Battle and advise him. 
Enroute from Mr, Hoover's residence, Mr. Battle 
would contact the Radio Room and request that I 
meet him at the platform. 

Question: Were these cartons ever placed in the office of 
Mr. Kunkel? 

Answer: No. 

(For the record, I did retract this answer and 
stated "that the beginning of the project, they 
were placed in a toom within his office and kept 
there until it was time for destruction. After 
a time, they were taken directly to the disintegrator 
room, Mr. Dudney and I had the key to this room.'') 

Question: Is there another storage room in the Washington 
Field Office where the cartons might have been 
stored until time for destruction? - 

Answer: No. 

(Following the interview, in talking to Mr. Dudney, 
I then realized that the interviewers were referring 
to a walk-in vault where Mr. Dudney had placed 
material on one or two occasions.) 

Beye 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON. 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF CHIEF CLERK KENNETH SHAFFER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

What sort of material was in the cartons? . 

Photography, old personal letters, post cards, 
Christmas cards, etc., and other personal records, 

Do you recall seeing letters which had holes 
punched in them indicating that they may have been 
part of a file? 

Yes, there were some letters, but they were torn 
up and mixed in with other material. 

Do you recall seeing at least 150 to 200 3x5 index 
cards? 

No, but it is possible that they could have been 
mixed in with other material. 

If they were in a box, would the disintegrating 
machine be able to handle them? 

No, it would not, 

(The capabilities and operations of the machine 
were fully explained to the Staff interviewers 
at this time.) 

How long did it take for you to destroy the material? 

Between six to nine hours over a two week period 
of time. 

Is there any record which would reflect the time 
spent in the destruction of the material or the 
amount of material destroyed? 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF CHIEF CLERK KENNETH SHAFFER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

No 

Was there any destruction of material after the 
first week of July? 

No. 

Knowing that the Bureau Had its own disintegrating 
facilities, why do you think Mr. Kunkel was requested 
to handle the destruction of the material? 

Prior to Mr. Kunkel's becoming a Special Agent, he 
was a Clerical Employee assigned to the Director's 
office. Miss Gandy may have requested his assistance 
in the destruction of Mr. Hoover's personal papers. 

Why do you think that such precautions were taken 
in the handling and destruction of this material? 

The material was that of a prominent deceased 
individual and the contents need not be publicized. 

Are you assigned to een the disintegrator 
machine? 

No, we have employees assigned this duty. 

Why did Mr. Kunkel ask you and Mr. Dudney to 
personally handle the destruction of the late 

: Director's material? 

Answer: 

Question: 
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As Special Agent in Charge, Mr. Kunkel requested 
Mr. Dudney and I to handle and destroy all material. 
We did so without question. 

Early this year an article appeared in a local 
newspaper relative to the destruction of material 
from the office of Mr. Hoover. Did you read this 
article? 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF CHIEF CLERK KENNETH SHAFFER 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Yes, I did. 

How did this affect you? 

It really did not affect me. It became a private 
joke between Mr. Dudney and myself in that we 
may have made the newspapers, but did not realize 
we.were or would ever be involved. 

Did you read an article in "Time" or "Newsweek'' 
relative to the destruction of material from the 
office of Mr. Hoover? 

No sir, I did not, 

Did you discuss this matter with anyone? 

No, I did not. 

The interviewer emphatically stated that I did 
discuss the matter at the time I was interviewed 
as reflected by the copy of FD-302 in his possession. 

(I stated that I thought he was referring to a 
possible discussion with personnel assigned to 
the Washington Field Office.) 

There may have been other questions asked of me; 
however, as stated above these are the questions I can recall. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 20535 
File No. September 22, 1975 

U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF SPECIAL AGENT JOSEPH &. DOWLING 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS ~-~—~—SOSCS 

Special Agent (SA) Joseph E. Dowling, federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) was interviewed on September 19, 1975, 
at approximately 1:30 p.m. at the SSC Offices by SSC Staff 
Members Mary DeOreo and Mark Gitenstein. No mention was 
made by Staff iiembers regarding Constitutional Rights and 
no mention was made as to whether or not this interview was 
voluntary. 

SA Dowling was asked if he had ever assisted in 
the removal of certain boxes from the residence of the late 
J. Edgar Hoover. He replied that within one or two weeks 
after’ Mr. Hoover's death, he accompanied Robert G. Kunk 
who at that time was Special Agent in Charge of the Washington 
Field Office of the FBI, to ifr. Hoover's residence and assisted 
in removing six to eight cardboard boxes. These boxes 
were taken from the basement of the residence and delivered 
to the Washington Field Office of the FBI loading dock in 
the rear of the Old Post Office Building, 12th and Pennsylvania 
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. The boxes were placed on the 
loading dock in the custody of either Kenneth Shaffer or 
Thoms Dudney, FBI employees. 

Concerning the boxes transported from Mr, Hoover's 
residence to the Old Post Office Building, Special Agent 
Dowling advised the SSC Staff Members that these boxes were 
sealed with tape and that at no time did SA Dowling see what 
Was in the boxes. In addition, SA Dowling did not discuss the 
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U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF SA JOSEPH E. DOWLING 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

&. 
contents with Special Agent in Charge Kunk#e. SA Dowling was 
asked who was present at the Hoover residence when he made 
this trip. He advised SSC that he observed no one but did 
hear the voice of a female and recognized this voice as that 
of Miss Helen Gandy, a former member of Mr. Hoover's Staff. 

This interview lasted approximately fifteen minutes. 
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At 5:35 p.m. on November 25, Assistant ‘sidieesias General ve 
Pottinger of the Civil Rights Division in the Department telephonically — | 
advised me he had received a memorandum fromAttoriéy General Levi mr OS 
directing him to inquire into the testimonjug iven by EBLrepre: sentatives se 

and to conduct an inquiry into Bureau files cofeem: ing that matter. 
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hat matter for sometime, but that the inquiry to date:had "borne no 
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Novenber 28, 1975 

UY. S&S. SENATE SELECT COMMETTED 
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WETH RESPECT 
%O INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. (S5¢) 

RE: REQUEST FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING . 

TO STUDY 

THIS LIMGAU'S OPERATION OF INFORMANTS 
IN THE INTERNAL SECURITY FIELD 

Reference ic made to SSC letter dated November 7, 
1975, requesting inforration concerning this Boreru's. 
operation of informants im the internal security field 
and oral request of Staff Member Rabert Koliey on 
Novembex 26, 1975, for a summary of information 
regarding the basis for this Bureau's investigation of 
the Vietnam Veterans Acoinest the War/Winter Soidier 
Organization €VVAW/WSO) for inclusion in the public record 
of hearings scheduled for Decembex 2, 1975, and release 
to the news media. 

Information cancerning this Burear's operation 
of informants in the internal security field was 
forwaxvded to you by comomication captioned as above, 
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~ Mr. > Adams 
~- Mr. J.A. Mintz 

(1 - Mr. J.B. Hotis) 
~ Mr. W. R. Wannall 
~ Mr. W. O. Cregar 

RE: VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/WINTER SOLDIER 
ORGANIZATION (VVAW/WSO) So Becta 

1=- Mr. Hy By Beckwith ‘ 
1- Mr. R.L.Shackelford 

In June, 1967, Gus Hall, General Secretary of  , 
the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) commented on the forth- 
coming 1968 national elections. Hall stated that the CPUSA 
must develop guidelines for the political campaigns and must 
assist in the development of any 1968 campaign which was 
antiwar in character and not Limited to either major 
political party. On September 10, 1967, the CPUSA publication, 
"The Worker,” announced that the organization VVAW had been 
formed in June, 1967, as a nonmembership organization made 
up of Vietnam veterans who were opposed to the war. This 
conmunist publication provided the purpose of VVAW as 
epposition to the “unjustified” war in Vietnam. It announced 
that VVAW had joined “the dissent of millions of Americans 
against the war.” 

An initial limited inquiry was begun by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in September, 1967, 
to determine, through inquiries with established sources 
and public source material, if the CPUSA was directing or 
controlling the newly formed VVAW. This Limited inquiry 
failed to establish that the CPUSA, or any other subversive 

S organization, exercised direction or control over VVAW. The 
=U Limited inquiry did indicate that VVAW teadership appeared 
2 ef before the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) sponsored Militant 
ee 
«<2 

{ 

food fut N 

NTAIED FIEO is 
BY 

Labor Forum in New York City, but there was no indication of 
Ga any control by the SWP. With the absence of such direction 
=e or control by any subversive organization, the limited 
iti iG inquiry of V¥AW was closed in October, 1967. A similar 
fe = Limited inquiry was eonducted in 1968, resulting in an | 
= Cj updated affirmation that VVAW was not controlled or dominated 

by any subversive fsroup. This second limited inquiry was 
closed in May, 1965. During the limited inquiries in 
1967 and 1968, the National Headquarters of VVAW was 
located in New York City. VVAW activities were primarily 
devoted to participation in and organization of Agsoc. Dir, 

Dep. ADAdm-_-s'/§-s emonstrations opposing the war in Vietnam. No full 
aco... — investigation was conducted by the FRI of VVAW until 
Admin, August, 1971, when information from a variety of sources 
seat an dictated the need to determine the extent of control 
xt. atrs ; 
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over VVAW by subversive sroups and/or violence}prone 
elenents in the antiwar movement. Sources had provided 
information that YVAW was stockpiling weapons, YVAW had 
been in contacted with North Vietnam officinalis in Paras, 
Trance, VVAW was veeeivine funds from former CPpusA 
members and YVAW was aidine and financine U.S, military 
deserters, Additionally, information had been received 
that sone individual chapters throughout the country 
had been infiltrated by the youth erourns of the CPUSA 
and the SW, <A trend of inecreasad mliltancy developed 
within the VVAW and the possibilities of violence 
esenlated within the organization, Durine December, 
1071, V¥AW members forcibly and illerally occupied or 
surrounded public buildines and national monunents in 
New York: City, Philndelpbia, Austin, Texas, and 
Wastinegton, DPD, C. 

Durine 1972, the FRI estimated that VVAW had 
approminately 1,800 members and 102 chapters throuchout 
the country, VV¥AW cinined 23,000 menbers and 2389 chaptera, 
En 32972, some leoders and activists in the VVAW made 
trips to Hurope and Asia during which they particinated 
in conferences with vepresentatives and/or officials. of 
the Soviet Bloc, North Vietnam, ond the National 
Liberation Front (NLF} of South Vietnam, VVAW leaders 
gnformed the membership that VVAW had been asked to 
coorerate on an international level with many erranizations, 
includine communist or Maoist groups, describines these 
eroups as "onr fiends, When reporting on trivs to 
Paris, Moscow and Hanoi, VVAW leaders indicated the 
orranization was dedicated to ending imperialist 
rg and establishing a firm vrelatiorship with 
the NEF, 

in Sune, 1972, a delegation of fifteen VVAW 
nembers and Leaders attended n war crimes conference near 
Paris, The conference, which included representatives 
of North Vietnam and the NIE, was spensored by two 
Trotskyist organizations in France, One of the VVAW 
national officers addressed this conference and it was 
reported that the French Communist Party had paid for 
the expenses of the VVAW contingent at the conference, 

During Octoher, 1972, the National Steerine 
Sonmmittee {NSC} of VVAT ret and discussed the direction 
of VVAW and the need to nake it an anti-imperiolist 

#3 ~— Oe 
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political proup, rather than "just another rroup of war 
veterans, Most of the spexkers participating at this 
meeting expressed their views indicatines VVAW was 
utilioine a lierxict-oriented analysis of world problerns, 
Additionally, Lt was indiented that VVAM bad established 
voiotions with the irish Eepublican Army, had contact 
with the Ancolnans, and was attenmtine to establish 
tictson with the Peoples fepublic of China €PRec}, 

In April, 1O7S, the orranination chanced its 
mane to YVAU/Vinter Soldier Orcanization €VVAY/WS0), 
ne chance wis made in order ta absorb into the oreoni~ 
mation, individunis who were not veterans of nilitary 
SOrvicg. 

By April, 1979, VVAW/WSO Teadershin claimed 
to have comnections with over 200 ferairn organizations 
and tiiintsined that VVAW/i50 was considered a credible 
orcanination by these organizations, In October, 1975, 
vernroesontatives of VVAU/IICS ottended and participated in 
the World Peece Conrross, Noscoy, U.S.5.R, 

gn 1973, nn ideciorical spiit became evident 
within the national leadership of VVAN/WSG, The split 
arose between bthoso esipousins the Marxist-Leninist 
dectrine and those espousing the Marriste-Leninist 
doctrine nas interpreted -by NAC Tse tune, Buxine 1970, 
the anti-Maaist Magsvict<Eeninist rroun seered ta he 
deriinant and exprensed deterninntion in educatinr the 
VVAI/WSO nesherthip in thig dectrine, By 1978, VVAWZ/ilso 
was composed of nppvroninately 190 chapters with an 
estinated membershin of 2,000. Tne Notional Headquarters 
wis, and Still as, located tn Chicarco, Iitinoijs, 

By April, 1974, the NSC davoted itself to the 
theme of definine VVAW/HWSO as a politically oriented 
orgoniuation, capable of unitine with ns nany peonie 
ns possible to coneat U8. inpericlisn, The hone was 
xpressed that V¥AW/7S9O would becone part of the vancuard 

o£ the revolution within this country, Within the NS¢, 
dissatisfaction developed and was expressed by some a2 
the chapters concerning the VVAW/W50 publication, 
"Winter Soldier.'' The dissatisfied menhers clained the 
nublicoation refiected communist propacands rather than 

Sere bs 
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chapter activities, news about the Third World, ond news. 
Of activist croups. Additional disenchantment with 
Coviete=type communicn roportediy ranifest itself in the 
sendiny of a letter of censure to the Soviet Union, | 
protestine the rape of a fenalio VVAW/VSO deleente to the ° 
World Peace Council, held in Hoscoy during 19738. V¥Vay/ > 
WSO reportedly severed reatations with the CPUSA over 
this incident, 

En October, L074, VVAW/YSO held a National GY 
Orcanimins Conference desipned to initiate the bulidine 
of a fichtine, antieinperialist movenent within the U.5. 
military for the purpose of creatine disruption and 
dis ee within the military when the vevoluticon 
occurred, 

In Decenber, £974, the NSe voted to alicn 
VVAW/WSO with the Revolutionary Unien €RU}, Tris 
chanced their political nosition from oe larcely Mersist 
approach to one follovins a strict Maoist line. This 
alicnanent with RU creoted internal strife within VVAW/ 
WOO. Some chapters which rezvucsed to adept the Haocist 
line vere severad from thé national orcanizeation, kn 
June, LOG, sone of the VVAW/WSO chapters which did not 
support the National Office held a meeting in which they 
verified severance fron the national orranizeation and 
agreed to sek up on independent orranization, This 
rival croup was intended to be antd=imnervialist in 
nrture, but, ta dato, its future isn not certnin, 

The current National Office of VVAW/WSO is 
a infivenced by RY and caulid develon inte an 
+ PONE. 

- hrourhout its history, VVAN/WSO has not been 
a well-~discinlined, theoreticaliy consistent organization, 
The various chapters never ricidiy followed the dictates 
and policies presented by the National Office. There 
have been instances of rejection of the National Office, 
eoncents both on nan ehapter and 2 recional basis, The 
cessation of the 0.5, involvement In the war in Southeast 
Asin substantially decreased the nembersiiin of V¥AN/WSO, 
humerous individuais and nany chapters withdrew from 
the ovcoanization, Chopters and rerions were dissolved 
or consolidated, 

— ie | 
| 
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In 1974, FBI field offices were inetructed to 
anniyze the chapters and recions in their respective 
tervitorics, Ef the bocal orcanination did not subseribe 
to the policies of the National Office ond were not : 
Warxist-Leninist groups advocating the overthrow of the e 
Governnent, the investigation of the local organization ¢ 
was to be terminated, Most of the Incal chapters and 
rections contimied to be nominally affiliated with the 
nuxtionvide VVAW/WSO, but the spidnterine and the internal 
tdedlogical disputes demanded close examination of the 
jocel positions of each xvesion and chapter, Many of the 
investicetions of the various chapters were closed, not 
because they were no lencer active, but because of their 
nnparent failure to folkiow the Marxist-Leninist 
ravolutianary posture of the National Office, No current 
natiomide nenbership ficures are availiable for VVAW/WSO 
because FRY investication is limited to specific chapters 
which are revolutionary in nature. Currently, the most 
netive of these chapters exist in Chicaso, Miivaukee, 
New York and San Diego. 
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UNITED STATES Boo Assoc. Dir. 
Dep. AD Adm. —. 

Dep. AD Inv. 

Memorandum Meta 
con. Se. — Da 

O 7 Mr. J. B. Adams DATE: 11/21/75 . Files & Com. _ 
Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

J inspection 

FROM : Legal Coy seth bebo 
; ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED age 
: HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED fi eT 

SUBJECT: HARRY MORGAN; DATE a Training 
VE SE LECT COMMITTER Telephone Rm. 

ON IN <a 
j E LUIGE Ch... 

Director Sec’y __. 

Ab 11:05 a.m., on November 21, Harry Morgan, former SAC, 
telephonically advised me that he had just received a telephone call 
from Gary Grace, a reporter for the Cincinnati, Ohio 'Post'’, whose 
telephone number is 513-721-1111. Grace requested a comment from 
Morgan concerning testimony by Mr. Adams on November 19 before 
captioned Committee in which it was mentioned that Mr. Morgan was 
the author of a memorandum June 3, 1968, which described a 
COINTELPRO operation against Antioch College. Mr. Morgan asked 
me for advice as to what his response to the press should be. I reminded oe 
him that he was still bound by an employment agreement requiring his | 
secrecy and I suggested to him that it would be appropriate for him to / 4” 
refer the press inquiry to FBI Headquarters for comment here. Mr. regan 
said he understood and accepted both of these suggestions , however, he 
would like to respond to the press inquiry with the limited statement that 
he was aware of the testimony by Mr. Adams and if Mr. Adams said that 
he (Morgan) was the author of such memorandum that he considered it to be 
true. I told Mr. Morgan that I saw no difficulty in his furnishing such an wy 

| : observation. He thanked me and terminated the call. 
¢ 

ax I advised Mr. Coll, Press Service Office, of conversation with 
| cf Mr. Morgan and alerted him to the fact that his office may receive a call 
| aa from Gary Grace. 

eh 
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PLAINTEXT TELETYPE URGENT 
\\ ae 

TO SAC, PHILADELPHIA NOVEMBER 24, 1975 

FROM DIRECTOR, FBI -<_) 1 - Mr. Sheer 

(CAMDEN ACTION. Lose @ bey 2 ‘a5 ’ 

REPHTEL TO THE cena 975. 

FOR INFORMATION OF PHILADELPHIA, ROBERT W. HARDY, DURING 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON NOVEMBER 18; 

1975, MADE SEVERAL ALLEGATIONS AGAINST THE FRI. THESE 

ALLEGATIONS CENTER ON HIS ASCERTION THAT HE WAS THE LEADER OF 

THE CAMDEN GROUP AND ONLY BY THE FBI'S DIRECTION AND FINANCING | ,, 

WAS HE ABLE TO LFAD THIS GROUP IN THE ATTEMPTED BREAK-IN OF oH 

CAMDEN DRAFT BOARD. SPECIFIC ALLEGATIONS, IN MAIN, ARE seinen ' 

BY HARDY'’S INFORMANT REPORTS; HOWEVER, THE FOLLOWING STATEMEND~ 

IS NOT SPECIFICALLY REFUTED: "ON INSTRUCTIONS, I ONCE TRIED TO 

GIVE THEM GUNS, BUT THEY REFUSED." 

IT IS REQUESTED THAT SA MICHAEL M. RYMAN SUTEL STATEMENT 

TO FBIHQ CONCERNING HARDY'S ALLEGATIONS AS SET OUT ABOVE. 

END +3} 
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FBI 

Date: 10/1/75 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Te AIRTEL ! tA | 
(Priority) 1 

TO : Director, FBI (62-116395) \ 
Attention: INTD | Ale 

Mr. W. AP i, 
FROM > SAC, Louisville (66-2541) 

oe re “, i i g 

SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 75° Au zai eee \ 
i, Nigam. 2 Sane carina = {eles ‘ As Apaar\ bA 

i ReButel 9/25/75. eve {2 NOG 

As the Bureau is aware, Mr. JOHN SMITH is a former 
U. S. Attorney in Louisville. He is extremely friendly 
with many Agents of this office and volunteered that he 
has a brother who is a Special Agent in the San NEABeT SCO 
Office. ho , 

i 
” 

He arrived at 9:40 AM and departed at 11:35 AM. al 
conversation in my office lasted from 9:40 AM to 10:55 AM. 
Except for approximately thirty minutes, the majority of 
time was general conversation about his past activities 
in Louisville, people he knew in the Bureau, etc. Between 
10:55 and 11:35 AM, he was afforded a tour of the office 
and visited with Agent friends throughout the office. 

SMITH advised he’ believes public hearings of the SSC 
will continue until December, 1975. He advised hearings on 
IRS will be coming up soon and thereafter additional hear- 
ings on CIA "re letter openings," plus hearings with the 
National Security Agency. SMITH advised he apo coe 
getting off the Committee around 12/1/75 ; yo ee Se iO 

A a RECA, 7  / 4 ff, 
x Bureau will be kept advised in the event SMITH re- 
oe sees Ss SAC, noua a hs 
a” a ; 2 

oe a) ureau (Enc. 3) RM 
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a ac SSC: ww 
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a 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Louisville, Kentucky 
October 1, 1975 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN |S UNCLASSIFIED ‘ 

| DATE LB\{4 BY2¢ L. us 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FBI SPECIAL AGENT IN 
CHARGE (SAC) STANLEY S. CZARNECKI 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

On Friday, September 26, 1975, Mr. John.Smith, 
Staff Member, SSC, interviewed SAC Stanley S. Czarnecki 
in his FBI office, Louisville, Kentucky, for approximately 
thirty minutes. ee? | 

Czarnecki was not advised of any constitutional 
rights nor was he requested to Sign any waiver of rights 
form. 

Mr. Smith stated that while he was in his 
Washington, D. C., office earlier this week, members of 
the SSC staff, identities not mentioned, requested him to 
contact Czarnecki in connection with Smith's impending 
visit to his home in Louisville. Specifically, they re- 
quested Smith to interview Czarnecki concerning a 
memorandum Czarnecki had "signed out," captioned "Investi- 
gations of Key Activists - New Left," dated May 24, 1968. 
Mr. Smith stated he did not have a copy of this memorandum 
nor had he read it. He stated it dealt with requesting 
of Federal Income Tax returns of certain Key Activists 
from the U. 8S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Czarnecki 
advised he could not recall this specific memorandum nor 
its contents. Czarnecki advised Mr. Smith that he doubts 
that he had "signed out" a memorandum and then explained 
all of his correspondence was approved or "signed out" by 
a Unit Chief to whom’. Czarnecki was assigned at any 
given time. It was further explained that Czarnecki had 
served in two Sections, eight Units, and three Divisions 
at FBI headquarters during the period September, 1967, 
through April, 1972. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. ia i / / e PP, aon / / / 
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- U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FBI SPECIAL AGENT IN 
CHARGE (SAC) STANLEY S. CZARNECKI 
BY SSC STAFF MEMBER 

Mr. Smith asked Czarnecki if he had ever requested 
IRS to furnish the FBI any income tax returns on Key Activists 
and what procedure was followed in requesting same. Czarnecki 
explained he could have; however, could not recall if he 
personally had ever requested such tax returns; however, he 
does recall such requests were made on a selective basis. 
These requests were made only after careful review of the 
request and approval obtained by officials within the 
Domestic Intelligence Division. 

Smith asked Czarnecki if he had ever seen any of 
the tax returns and what type of security was afforded them. 
Czarnecki advised he had seen some tax returns of Key 
Activists and believes the number was small. These returns 
as well as all documents located in the Domestic Intelligence 

_ Division were afforded top security and most all such material 
was reviewed on a need-to-Know basis. 

| Smith also asked whether the Bureau supervisor handling 
| Key Activists had direct live contact with Internal Revenue 
! Service Agents. Czarnecki stated he recalls no direct contact 
| was ever had with IRS people by the regular Bureau supervisors. 

Smith asked Czarnecki's opinion whether or not the 
Federal Income Tax returns should be made available to all law 
enforcement agencies to aid them in certain types of investi- 
gations. Czarnecki advised he could not speak for all of 
law enforcement, however, depending upon the: type of investigative 
matter any and all information that could be developed on a key 
subject or suspect would be helpful. | 

Mr. Smith advised Czarnecki that he may be back in 
touch with him in approximately three weeks and, if necessary, 
will have a copy of the memorandum which Czarnecki allegedl 
"signed out." 

SIR is 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

t fa 
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Assté. Dir, __ 

Dep., AD Adm. — 

M, 1 - Mr. Mintz - Enc. Dep. AD Inv. __ 

EMOoTaN um 1 - Mr. Adams - Enc. ae ie 

 l- Mr. Wannall - Enc. Comp. Syst. 

. ~] - Mr. Cregar - Enc. oe 
T - Mr. J. DATE. 11/26/75 Gen. eee 

_]1 - Mr. Hotis ent. 

| 1 - Mr. Daly 0 ey 
| FROM : | e 

soa Legal ounsel AN ; AW Laboratory 

‘\ , Legal Coun. __ 

d a Plan. & Eval. 

SUBJECT: TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE SELE sae 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, NOVEMBER 19, 1975 - ‘Telephone Rm. 

Director Sec’y __ 

Attached is a copy of the testimony before the 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities held on 
11/19/75. The attached should be reviewed for corrections 
of a grammatical nature. Changes in. substance may be made 
by furnishing the Committee a written statement. The 
attached should be expeditiously reviewed and returned to 
the Office of Congressional Affairs by &lose of business 
12/1/75. | 3 See 

Tastimarg 9 janes [3 XA cdyms., Deputy Hrs?, 
f N/G e737 

RECOMMENDATION : Dideiay 
FOr at Be | i 

That the attached be expeditiously reviewed, cor 
rections made, and returned to the Office of Congressional 
Affairs by. close of business 12/1/75 for rane ittal to the 
Committee. Sieberick Le t, $8@ & 
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y FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN ° _ 
JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMA Dat Nov er 21, 1975 

WALTER F, MONDALE, MINN. BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ. < 
WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR., MD. 

Si mama = Wenifed Blates Senate 
WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 
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STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

{PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

TO: Honorable James B. Adams Ref: Hearing ie Domestic Intelligence 

Deputy Associate Director | ' Programs. 

November 19, 1975 
Date 

Copy #__5 

Attached is a copy of your recent testimony before the Select Committee to . 
Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities. Please 
review and return with your corrections entered directly onto the transcript in 
red or in ink. Do not retype the entire transcript. If necessary, an insertion 
should be stapled onto the page front, clearly marked to identify the point of 
insert. . 

Kindly mail the transcript in the enclosed envelope, which needs no postage, 
in time to reach the Committee by | : 

December’ 2, 1975 - . > 

If we do not hear from you by that time we shall assume that you have no 
corrections nor changes, and the transcript will be sent to the printer as it 
is, Your transcript must be returned, however, whether or not you desire any 
changes. It should not be duplicated nor distributed in’its present form. 

Please return this sheet with your transcript and ascertain the correct- 
ness of your mailing address, A copy of the printed hearing containing your 
testimony will be sent to you when published. 
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Date: 11/26/75 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL \ REGISTERED -MAIL 
(Precedence) 

TO: DIRECROR, FBI (62-116395) 

FROM: SAC, BUFFALO (62-2665) 
ne 

" SENSTUDY 75 
TShirt ee 

. Enclosed is an original and 8 copies of a LHM 
captioned, "U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 
Activities (SSC)." 

The enclosed LHM concerns interview of SA GARRY G. 
LASH by SSC staff members on 11/20/75. a 

Arrangement jof areas of inquiry in enclosed LHM NY 
is topical rather than chronological. 
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Buffalé, New York 
November 26, 1975 . — 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
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RF: INTERVIEW oF FRI SPECIAL 

SSC STAFF MEMBERS 
ANDREW POSTAL AND JEFF. KAYDEN 
ON NOVEMPER 20, 1975 

FF Oo patter ioseemeaveemin ay monde teenies ties aca nb er an at mae 
” Par tite 

t fe LH, +2 
“2 oe H 
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| hance of Saiecial cas LASH by ssc state 
: ‘Comnittee members was conducted in SSC office space. __ 

ns ‘The interview lasted eee ene: ii: ab we: 
" S33 1s PH o os 

: os Ps 

a Prior to the interview SA LASH wag aide of 
“ot ghe identity of the interviewers and that he was free to- 

| « lexeneise his rights at any time as guaranteed. by the = 
United States Constitution. 5A LASH was advised. that he 

- thad the right to have an attorney present and the right — 
| to have a United States Senator present, SA LASH waived . 

 * {both of these rights. He was also advised that the scope — 
jf the inquiry would concern the handling of MARY a COOK, 2 
fa former = informant, exclusively. . . | 

be A court reporter was present. who dfetated into 
ae recording wachine during | the: interview. ss 

8A LASH was net ‘sworn. 

. As follows are the inne directed es ‘BA A LAS 
ail the answers that ‘he provided Lb saiurtoronend to the best | oo 
- Recollection of ‘SA LASTS stay: : : 

Speither * oe ae i 5 ; ‘document -séiitain 
“mis clvsions: ok 
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“UNITED STATES SENATE ee ee ee ee ee 
J | SpEpen GOMMTGREE OW EY. 
ros | SPELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES oe, eee > er 38 

4d - - — ; 4 Pees gg eat OO Ra eT oe a ee a 2 ey 

| AMBREW POSTAL - SA LASH, what is your present cxploynent? ME odes 

wage : : ee aes 
[sa LASH a Special Agent oF the PRD 

ie ; chin eee tear, EN 
(POSTAL : | Where are you ‘assigned? ee ee ee 

| LASH oe oF Buffalo, Pai York . a _ a 

POSTAL i Were you assigned ' there during the Suamer 
OF 1973? | a i 

LAS sae Yee - ood 
eo ee Oe ee 

"POSTAL = ‘ Did yeu specialize in any type of Tee ae | 
jdnvestigations? . “Ses tien Teil! 

jin a. ae 
Mie ’ 

“ uasit -, ae ka “Yes, Internal Security investigations e¢ oy 

‘POSTAL Bid you have occasion to recruit “a. of 
ee Nary Jo Cook as an informant in aR |. 
oe o. . . gpganizetion known as Vietnam Veterans | | 

be ey eee Beas i : Against the Bar (YVAW) (Characterization || 
ae ee ee — | of which is contained in. appendix hereto)? 

gee, os NAsE a oe Yes. _ wae my | arr 

: ( /POSTAL _ ag Would you state hy: the Buffalo Chapter | eect 
os | ‘of the VVAY was being | investigated . Pin? 

o by the Fai? . 

. 

ms Pa ota 

Ba aie ae to et — 

se a 

3 * 

i 
2 

te 

Cas - a 

+ 

wee 

oe 

T. do ‘not Feel that aan. ‘ined hd ie 
question within the seupe of the current, : 
interview. ee re : 

& g 
* a = 7 

= . 

- | POSTAL. - ‘Ss Nie Your aiankains at the tine Hee Gy Md 
eS 7 3 you handled Mary Ja Ce@RP oe 

inns eas Francie. Jenkins 
5 * 

se i . > s. . 

ae ee Sa : 

oy . 

Te a rata eda ayer ee ere ee 
. . . F- r 

* : 1 ' 

— 

- “POSTAL es . ho was your SAC. at the tine? ee a 

= . | bx pS | 

— 7 LASE ; | Righard Aah. Os pao Pah Mita : ue ae , Le Ss : - ; qi : , 
o. 

PE ae a eae epee ne ae coe a Ye * 

Pista, LF oy Mouke you “denceibe for: as the methods ok 
oe ee Gh e - Of. recruiting Mery Jo Cook. tt, Se ae 

bag Peet ERE te ci ve AS ae “pon discovering ‘thet. Mary Jo Coox. had” ee 
ee asad. Oe er attended Bema meetings of the Buffalo. aa 

TPT yen oGhapter of the VVA¥, 1 interviewed. her | 
-gonearning har attendance and indicated 
.to her that I-vished her to panes. an 
infor eaant. ‘forthe’ PR Me 

boss? Page 197 - 
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| POSTAL 

eee. pl he 

. 

DaTELLreEnce ACTIVITIES ! 

ae 
] : 

ive her? 
“Spee ifical Ly, . what

 instructions a id y
ou | 

ft teid her to becowe a  menher of the | 

‘Buffalo Chapter of the VUAW in. order - 
that she might gather information - 

concerning violent or radical activities 
_ engaged in by the organization es | 

‘that. specific area was Miss | Cook  aseimned be | 
to work Ain?” 

“Initially: she pecane ‘a ies of the 
,, meme an's group of the WAN. | 

a wy * 4, zs 8% 
‘Was this group of the vat eel il tn 

ae 

a8 

ee 

’ 

- any specific type of activity at the tina? 

cS believe at ‘this: point dia time they 
were trying to develop various 

“pid you ‘tell her she was to obtain. 
background information oongeraing 
“individuals in the group? 

z told. her te ebtain information Stee 
. Beabera of the WEAN ; 

; | - Wnat do you mean by “a member?” 

The VAN did not have nembership ee. 
-as such, however, I considered a 

pr Progra they. could implement in the future e 7 

- 
2.) 
i 

yerson who attends meetings of the Chapter 
or gives financial er ether support to be 

| a member of ene. organizat ion. 

what type of. bae ‘ x nnd inforaation aia 
she obtain? 

She obtained physical Semickecndie: avid 
_. . @ther types of background information . 

 guch ag pasidences or employment which 
would allow me to differentiate ae 

- thet individwal and other indiysauele... 
-_ the mits area. . | 
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UNITED STATES SENATE a. ee atte 2. 2 

| SELECT COMMITTEE OH | ” 4 | 

| INTELLIGENCE ee 

2. CE eae eT oe 3 yfek fete 

s 

| POSTAL B44 you have hor provide any vole 
joo a ee eee 

_ | _ dan the organization? 

1 | LASe 4 3 Y asked her to identify eins ‘individuaic’ 4 
: . | who had « capability ef enraging in fl 

radical op vielont activities. ©...» | 

JEFF KAYDEY - What is the difference betyeen violent won | OE 3 | and radi¢al- activities? - fie 
" Leo I iF | LASH- , Radical activities that are not violent: 1 5 7 | ee: ame those which are illegal or infringe a oe. te, “Bpon the rights of other citizens. —_s 

POSTAL Dad you have another Agent present with - iil 
| you when ro Pee cee ae Cook? : 

kA 8 Kea, Badd. ee ee ne eg 
| POSTAL | Fox what reason? > i 

be present duping fnitiel interviews | 
wath famale infos eee ts. —— | 

POSTAL = sa this Agent becone a handling Agent i | 
ar oe re OF Kary Jo Cook? Re es i 

| : LASH tt is a Fer regulation that tuo Agents es 
lea — | 

a ae LASE “ | cee Ho, he did not. He was merely present -_ i ee? et. ee | «| during the initial interview. ee 
oot nt 

POSTAL —. . Ot gene aid you first contact Hary Jo Cook? 3 | i 

A RASH dune, 1973 
a r: iff 

POSTAL | bid Mary Jo Cock attend nectings of the 
a VVAW with her boyfriend , whose mane we = 

Shall not mention?” : } 
Pn BA eh Her Patina ect ied eon Ri a : . : | ml 

has = ss oe z ‘believe “she aia. 

POSTAL — oo ‘Did she and her boyfriond ever sive. 
Sas Se ‘ jeint reports? | a | 

a BASH ‘LT ean not Sineubs that natter within i & 7 _ 3 $e the Roeee, of this inquiry. 

we EE te 
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i ‘UNTTED STATES SEMATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE On - 

| IMTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES - 

| “iss Cook eel that the objectives of - 
the WAN were ag follows: | 

To end the var in Viet War, to abtain 
better veteran's benefits, to upgrade — 

-: bad eonduct discharges, to ebtain 
drug treatment for votre: Ys this 
correct? . 

I believe. they enbraced those objectives | 
but they also had others. 

‘What were the other odjectivas? 
ei 

| 

st Dig She described then, the destruction of 
| ae wy. S$. imperfalifem aad the replacement of | 

our for of government with a socialist 
government, probably sedeled after the 
government of Red China. 

pid the ¥VAY ever engage in violent 
activities? | 

Yes. | 

| Could you cite some exanples? 

‘The first meeting she attended, for 
. example, concerned the planning of a 
disruption of a U. S. Marine Corps . 
Avaed Forcas Bay display in fuffaie. 
ether occasions actions vere planned 
which were illegal and. disruptive. 

Can you give any exenples ef violent 
activities by’ individeal members? | 

I reeali on one occasion several nembers 
in this orvanization told Miss Cook - 
that they felt the actions of an individual 
#ho wag arrested for a benbing on the 

~~ trivercity- of # | ee de ae 
. death, wera justified for political purposes. | 

POSTAL ag Sey: you know of | any ‘violent activities | 
P ‘a eS . «. that VVAW members actually. engaged in. 

_ Sinee the rn could. ——— he 
| whetoric? : 

BASH 0 On several oscasions neabers of the 
9542 Page 200 
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WAG have physically aagualted nanber's ‘of other: 
subversive groups in the Buffalo area. 

_ Mies cook has indicated that you rola 
> her that you vere interested attempts 

“oo... | by ether groups. te take over the ee ae 
co Mid thie ever happen? | | | ae 

 peabeneing: to. information saeided by 
_ Miss Cook, the Revolutionary Unien 

. (Characterization of which is contained 
in appendix hereto) was attezpting to 
take over the. UAH. > = Mae +. duterested. 

| pa Te da this. — 

‘POSTAL os 

“LASSE 

What. is the Revolutionary Union? 

| ghe Revolutionary. union is a Maoist 
ic: Subversive group. | sae, 

“Was: the Revolutionary Union atteapting 
te take over the Buffale Chapter? . | 

 Aecording to Mise Sook, they ware teyiiig *. 
to take over chapters in several areas. Beh ks oe 
of the country. and she said that they were _ 

|, ‘taking over the Yew York City chapter, . omen 

however, I cannot recall epecific attempts 
to take over the Suffalo chapter while ees 
oT wag handling Mies Cook. 

pie the Revolutionary Uafen ever take | 
over the VV¥AY? 

I cannot. answer that within the Goose . 
(ef this inquiry. _ os 

. . Bid you ‘consider the VAN to ‘pe. a 
oe oxggnization? 7, 

a 

Be y you now anything } about: “*cointelpro"? 

- cannot answer that. within the scope” 
~ this: Cicer 

. otf ; eee t 
- a 

- ¥ = 

‘s ' 
pe + « 

. a © = +". 
: . ar - - 

Bore * : . 
. 
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UNITED STATES. SENATE. 
SELECT COMMITTED O87. 
ITELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES: 

oe PosTaL © a eee - Bid you ever ase sitesi provided 
i tia. get by Mary Jo Cook in any. cointelpre-typs 

Poa iS i ne . aetivitdes such as getting memhers of 7 
hoo VAR Feed from their jobs or eo 4 
| ae: | : the parents a er 

hast 0 tte I 4i4 not. 

oa Postal . o owe pid you aver take any ee ageinet 
ee hy Mare ie Caek oe har Sanity? L 

 ¥ 6 I did not. 

phd You, ever engage an any. Adora ive 
a ee _/ 1@e seutralising action ee. the © | 
a ee, ae - “Jgpgantzation’ . 

PASH - a. engared in no ‘dieraptive addin ene 
ns | ... however, if I learned that. the organisation 

fae aa | wag planning senething illegal I would | 
en ee : alert the losal authorities and suff ieient 

police officers would appear at the scene to 
prevent trouble. YT feel this memtral ited Any 
planned illegality by the VAY. : 

: | Sid Hise Cook ever provide you with. 
* wading lists of the organization? 

Hiss Cook + provided me with any number of 
: Riste, “whether they were deseribed as 
pailing Lista ox a eal ie ge 

| Cannot? recall. | ek iy 

Did she ever aoe you with any. | 
contribution lists of the organizat lon? 

Not that I can recall. 

Bid you ever ‘tell her that you were | 
interested in determining if the 

 Orranication was ee fonds. fron 
foreign ‘sources. ese 

‘ 
I re ‘gw ee Becta cx fetes we - 

- os ~e- a a ae a =e a ee eee 

 ~LAS# - ts ate Leeper, specifically | recall tenting 
(ee rt 

| | POSTAL eh 7 Would you be. interested ‘a idl _ 2 
ar te ete (. 4§f the VVA¥ was receiving 1 funde from eae 

| oo hacia sources? PTS 

an - 7s 

f42 Page 202° ~ 
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. . be ae eat r UNITED ) STATES SENATE | | 

"SS EBeT COMMETTEE ON E 
.- EEELLIGEHCE, ACTIVITIES 

: RASH eae a 3 ae Yes Z would.” 

 posPAR 7 De. you ever find out ‘that the VAR. 
ta. ea was getting funds from ee sources? 

OS poggan, oe 2! Ns wnat fa you de with the nimas that 
Sy ge ty eee eee OS “were contained an these Liste? : 

0 CRASH ek woul review the liste to doternine | 
ol ls SP there. was anything significant ; 

-" @gontained in them an@ a great deal of 
them I would do nothing with and sorely 

'.. “eturn the lists to Migs Cook. She 
provided ze gith a lot of aaterial that 
 . had no interest in. | 

POSTAL © oe pha s ahe aver provide you with a 
ar ete 4  . defense pamphlet? - 

LASER : a oe tet that i can recall a | Se a oe f 

POSTAL - an oe pia ehe ee cen es es information 
2 -. |. ¢oneerming VAY defense strategies? | 

 LASH = oe Z believe she gave ne material euch | 
: Re reprints ef articles from "Payohology 

-. Today” and from a magazine calie@, ~~ 
- "Counter Spy” and oener saroreeteee or 

ae a ae ae that nature. : . oe ets | 

S POSTAL me a = pid she tell you that she was ees: 
. ie, 2 wee with the Attica Detense Connittes? 

| has Kew 
(to ae one what o ‘the Attica Defense Comnittee? ” 

LASH bee ee It. ig an umbrella-type organization 2 
| . 7, « --. gy whieh individuals who are interested 

_ dn defending Attica prisoners ag well _ 
.. .. eg individvale seeking their own: onde. 

oo, Reve, gotten together.” 

~.: POSTAL |. eo pid Mies Cook ever indicate that the. ce 
“A ae a eondelit of mail between 9 

the Attica Befense Committee and akc, 
. cody eae to - letters in ang out of = 

Ja 1? | ee 

0 BASH OE don't. reeall ner saying that. 
HW. 55085 DocId:32989542 Page 203 — : | we 
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POSTAL _ 
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POSTAL 

SH 

POSTAL 

BASH 

POSTAL 

—LASE. 

“POSTAL 

. LASA 

POSTAL 
LASH 
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pid she Kear XATK about SskweRoon: 
tactics or vitnesses to be used 
by. the Attica Defense commer yee 

Hot. thet < ean “weeall 

Did you ever give any information she 
provided to the Attica prasegutors? 

one whatsoever 

Did you aver eice Any kina | ‘of. information _ 
regardiag the Attica Defense Committee 

. te. others outside the PRI? 

-Y would pass on information concerning 
| eet ete. to the 

local authorities. 

Did she ever ‘talk about dencnstrations 
An the courtroom’ itself? | 

Kot that i ean reeall. 

a pia she ever provide. logistical — 
type inforzation —— Attica 

. denonstrations?: 

. Yes, ‘on.one Gceasion he was even. 
a “parade marshal’ at a demonstration. 

as there ever any violence at Attica 
defense Committee Renonstrations? 

On ore occasion another group whieh wags 
. marpehing in a dewonstration. planned 

to march out of. the parade and trash | 
.. ' the Chage Manhattan Sank in Buffalo 

provoking the police. This information . 
was brought to the attention of the police 
and it did net occur. And as I pesall, 
I also told Hary Jo Cook about this. 
Plan and might have prevented it fro 
happening. | | 

(Are any of the individuals who are actually 

Page 904 
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“Me : | “¢ Cannot anwes ‘that within the ‘scope | | 
- ee ee, eee oe this: inquiry ~ Mona ae ee ae ee T 

9. pégtan. =, that was the method of her providing .— 
Chg ee ee oe, ae i "you with reports? | one. 4 . 3 

ie ee |. LASH ae > he would provide. ne with information. © 
nm, a Sane ec ee _ either ia person. or by ‘telephone, which — 

Piet ee See es Ce oe would dictate to: @ stenographer, have 
ee - oe ee oe peduced to writing and have her sign. | 

oe ek POSTAL ae . ae pla these reperts antain background me a 

a oe ae . information, regardin ng individuals? | foe e 

oun 7 |. DASH: a oS | oa The: ‘game. ‘type. t desextvad: before; ‘payeical 
eee ae ae ee ee datas place of enployment » residence, ate. | 

ee a POSTAL : fe, vs pia she: give yee follow-up data. on: thie oat 
a ooo Ee eee ee » Sapapronns information? 5 0 

Pee ore ERO i a os | “Yes., If a paren ' ‘euceaged his: residence Se 
oF, ‘employment ghe would ‘tell Wie 

pia. he make conclusions in ‘her reporte? - 

factually, bie 
usfons © 

_ She ‘Peported | intoxeation 
te 

be J bélieve-¢he did make cenel 
ing the prep ansity for wiolenee 

a 

toot 

{Pat 

at — 

"ak. . 

a fer individuals An the. ‘organization. ae ee 

ie Ge ne oe Mise Cook. indieated, that: after. a while” eae ee ae 
eh oe ee o Pay re eee oe sha bean ‘to give you reports wherein . oes a8 

i ee ee ee ee ee several meetings would ba reported in =. 5 | 

aes a eet one report if these meetings concerned =. 
neg eee BE ag ce central hema. Ig this true? © 0 Fs 

Sg EIB se fe ae best T ¢an. péoall Miss Caok ‘gave we | 
eee ee ee ee = veserss on. each individual meeting She : Sues 

ee ‘ “pia. you! ever indicate go? Miss Cook. es ts 
ee “you had specific. questi . as oe io 

ee ee " Meohingtont ne ae ae. 

les ge Eh eannot recall saying thate 0 0 0. 
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(- UNITED STATES SENATE 
ECT COMMITTEE ON 

| INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES - 

POSTAL She stated that on oceasion you provided 
her with o list of questions which she 
said eame from Washington and sometimes 
ehe did not understand the questions. 

On occasion I would ask her questions 
about the organisation. TI sever gave 
her any list of questions that I said 

' game from Washington. On several 
eceasions I told her, in response to 

.. her questions, that the information she 
provided was sonetimes sent ta Washington 
since it pertained to V¥AYU nationally. 

._ X pointed out that this sheuld ealsz 
her fears that the FEI might be 
getting infermation from inforsants who 
are net telling the true story about 
the VVAW. I. aise pointed out to her 

‘that her infermation heing accurate 

POSTAL 

LASSE 

. POSTAL — 

LASER 

would in fact offset any nis-infermation 
that might come from another informant. _ 

Pid Mies Cook ever provide out of town 
reporta? | 5 3S 

Yea. Miss Cook traveled to other cities — 
and provided reports on activities in — 
these cities. 

Was she provided with the names of Agents 
and telephone numbers in these other cities. 

Yes she was. 

Wag this so she could report to these 
ether Agents7. 

. Ho. She was given the number for 
auergency purposes only, to be utilised | 
if she found out something that required 
immediate attention or if she suffered 

. geome personal emergency such 26 an 
automobile accident, ete. 

_Buring her trips to other cities and 
attendance at conventions, did she 
ebtain any decumente for the FEI? 

Yes. 

toe a at 



unrrep staves SENATE, Pe ae he VE | (SELECT COMMITTEE ON fo. a . a 
| ENTELLIGENCE acTIvirres 

| POSTAL Phat vas the nature of these documento? : 

7 rovided to the attendecs at. conventions. | 
| Some of these were pamphlets deseribing a 
YVAW activities, copies of YVAN newspapers, | | 
flyers concerning desonstrations and eed 
in other VWAW chapters, ete. es cone 

a ren F 

sas se 

Cr otek Se eee tty. ee aa a 

| 
| 
| 

| 

-uasi Any number of decumenté and handouts ware | &E 

| 
| 

| 
4 

| services? a ; Cs 

LASH - - Hiss Cook was he. On R , COD baste for <a 
fe ny 

: — . - What vas the method of payuent for Hiss cook's 4 , 

! | 
| 
| 

LO 
7 ~~ /Anforaation provided. ei SS 

| POSTAL a “Was she paid +r " | —— oo 

kasi Ke , 

af - POSTAL | - Phat i hcealaas ‘the an 
! | | paid monthly? | . 

ment that ae vas . | f 

j | LASH ae She was: paid on a monthly. basis cop for:. oh | 
ae | eee oe inasmuch as she — es 

prov & gree good deal of information every |. it 
eonth, she was ueually paid the maximm 6 = | £ 
anount permitted by PBI Readquarters,. «| 
therefore nonthiv en eee rere | 

| similar anounts. ey 

| 
| 

| 

> |posran 0 Bas she instructed to pay Sncone tax? Ae i 
one | | , i, i *; | 

| LASE 7 . .) She wag advised to traat all money’ . i 2 a 
she received from ‘the tanaka. income . ss 
and to pay appropriate taxes. ine ees | 

- POSTAL | | * . Yas she given any instructions on how 
ee _ oe TO. report hep ineons from the a ae 

> LASH ne oe tT cannet recall giving her any specific — ei | 
al inetwuetions, however; if I had Iwould 9° i i 
ee (Rave Gnetpaated her toe report It ag he 

yi miscellaneous. income or intone From — sp et, 
7 self-employnent, sonething of. that. nature. iis, S 

POSTAL =. ss err, these instructions to eonceal the. in 
Ln > faet that she was reesiving ene? - oe 

PORESTRRET aS rat funds? sha Ha Baan 

. aS pe : : Sep < ; = 7 
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| LASH = , = ee. No. This would inaide bean ‘to eonceal 
oe: oe | the fact that she was. an FBI ae | 

| POSTAL | sD pid you get Mary Jo Cook 2 job? | a. . 

LASH ss ee aided her in finding euployzent « na * 

POSTAL 4 a what were. the eirounstances? 

RASH ss | Mise Cook indicated’ that she was being, | 
' eriticized by meshers of her group : a 

fer being a “lumpen proletariat® (PH) | 
for not being gainfully employed. 
‘This is a Harxist term for anyone 
being supported by their parents | 
op Malfare, ete. She indieated that. | 
it would be necessary fer her to find 

| @ jeb and I centacted a social | | 
aequadintante of mine whe is employed __ 
by a Buffalo area bank, whe advised that — | 
the bank. is always leoking for tellers. 

. ZT advised Mies Ceok to go to the bank. 
| She did. and ‘She got a job ae a teller. 

| 

| 

POSTAL | nD Did Hary Jo. Cook feel she | was an 
A=. Yy | Agent Provacateur? 

EASH- = No. On the contrary, I ‘Feet if anything 
+. ge wasx-a. non-prevacateur since I. 

inetructed her to act in such a way as to | 
prevent any vielent or illegal act that might 

be Gieeuseed in her presence. I think she 
understeod this and acted in thie way. a 

POSTAL a _ thy did Mary JO Cock act as an informant? 

DASH 9-2 7 Hary. Jo Cook was an actual zember of the. “ 
eth ".  . YRAS ae well as being an informant for the | 

‘FBI. Sha reconeiied this in her aind 
by oe that she was providing .. 

the FRE with informatien that was objective | 
and true about the organization, as well as. 

. pReventing viclent. individuals fron taking 
_ over. the group, | . 

| . POSTAL =. | - Bhat vereeAtage of the group did you feel 2 : z ae was violence prone? 

LASH a a fr do not think I ean angwer that. 

ie 13. ee 
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_ UNITED STATES SEHATE 
. SELECT COMMITTEE on 

_ EERE ESESCE ACTIVITIES: 

‘POSTAL a Seat ts Fou cannot give, ‘BORA. approxiaation? 

individuals who.were not Saeee Ok alk all | 
in. violenee, as well as individuals who Ware - 

|. dpterested in taking up the gun and 
.. . fighting in. the streets ag a defensive | 

measure assuming that a vielent revolution 
would be started by the establishment. 

Thera were also individuals who. were 
. dnterasted. in initiating vielence. thesselyes - 

9 bring about their political goals... 
oo -Shat pergentage of | the sroup. each of | 
oo these. factions Represented: T -ecannet. say. 

O ABAYDEN 0D Could you indicate: * the ‘number of * 
Ms a . . wielent activities that the VVAV was 

.. involved in during the aici Ll = 
: ee Jo Coon 

-- LASH | | sos ee Aecoraing to Wiles Cook there were 

RAYE |. ae. ie 2 or 25? 

MASH Between 2. and. 28, 

OKAYDER - tary Jo Cook indicated that’ the VVAW nenbors a 
: . "+ sana the most loving and geod people she — a 

s re me Did: che: il aha that tes Be to: you? , oe 
* fH * % ‘i - oy . e ae a. oe . io 

“. . . , - - a . * . 
‘ = . . = + og em ; ; : ‘sts ‘| : ee 

* * . D oa . Fe . 4 - : * 1s “ ieee = 
2 Vw % . . . . 2 . = ‘ ra 

7 Rey ae a i ooh : 4 ' - ; r ‘ P se 
oP * AD L . ~ ‘02 * 3 . : £ . : se 

. ‘ . . . ‘ ‘ . ry 
, Pek . * . oe iim thn? S 8 % 4. . . ' 
1 & ot : zs a woe . , 4 . . 

wm . * ® oe ”. ~ “ = ‘ « 7 . - . f a 

. . 7 = t . i Bs 

. r . 

7 KAYDEN - ie te aie indleated that those pecpie 
Oe. Were se leving and good, how did. 

+, you Feel that they could engage in | 
a aa acts of violence. . “4 

“RASH —. . '£ da not mean to he facetious, but : 
as ..£ have read that the “Charles Manson — 

family” in California claim to love. 
- @ach other and are very interested 7 | 
in acolegy and ether geod things. _ — i 

dae “ta, eee °. fut I believe they certainly seen | ye 
ae See, er ee te he capable of engaging. in violence. a ee 

ate 1h —— i . nae a 

. é 

. “ 

fh oe ee ay Japan re 

ke Al vere 
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UNITED STATES SEMATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE om 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
POSTAL — 

 LASHE. 

 pOSTAL 

LASH 

POSTAL 
LASHE — 
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Miss Cook indicates that she felt | 

there ware other informants in the 

group. Bid you ever discuss other 

informants with her? | | 

dn one oceasion an individual came to Buffalo 

f¥on another part of Hew York state 

- whe was suspected of being an informant. 

The. group wanted to take action against him, . 

however Mary de Cook teld them they 

 ghould take no action, but rather should 

 gheek with VVAW nembers in his home area to 

determine if he was an informant. ee 

I believe at the time it was necessary 

for me to ack her about this situation 

s« ;q<pmeddiately after it happened and she © 

therefore suspected ve had. other 

informants in the erganization. = 
“Dia you indicate to her that if she — 

were to quit you would put ether inforuante 
dn the organization. whe would possibly 
net be as truthful about the VVAv 

ag she wast - oa ; i 

. Why did she quit? | | | 

Gerause she indicated that she vas haying . 

_ nightmares and suffering actual physical 
afflictions due. to her feare of being — . 

discovered as an informant. 

 ghe has indicated that she has had 
S° Yong political discussions vith you ~~ 

- where you disagreed with her on 

political issues. ‘Ie this correct? ae 

Yes, this is correct. . 

What prompted these diseussions? | 

She indicated on many occasions that —— 

as a member of the VVAW she was only © 

fearing political perspective from the. 

far left. She asked that I present 

‘her with an alternative perspective 

 whdeh I attempted to do. IT attempted | 
- “0 point out that there are two sides 

; - 35 an. 



“  gurrep STaTEs senate | a: _ SRLEcr comNITTrE oN ee _ INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
_EABH te every question. for example, | | (Cont.) = | i recall on one occasion she was told - Sa fe _. . by the VVAW that Bethlehem Steel in 

the Buffalo area had permitted a worker 
to die rather than shut down a blast 
furnace after a vorker had fallen | 
down into the furnace area. I checked — 
on this and told her that the true story 
wae that the worker had had a fatal heart. 
attack hefore falling into the dangerous 
area ané that immediately after his fall 
everything was shut down for his rescuc. 

POSTAL = ==—-————s—i«s«é A: Se: ndd@ate te you that she was 
- .especially coneerned about the atrocities 

at Attica Prison? _ | | | 

LASH = = Yes, she did, 
POSTAL . Hts you ever indfeate to her that you 

| talked to someone who had been there 
and said there wera no atrocities? 

LASH : Y indicated te her that I had talked 
- to a physician who had been there 

after the rebellion had been pnt down 
who had told me that the individuals 
he treated had heen injured during the 
period the prison was in the hands of - 
the rebellious inmates and net during 
the suppression of the riot. | 

POSTAL @ = Did she ever discuss political parties of  «--s WEth you? ws a 7 | 

LASH | The only thing I can recall ig her telling | 
‘ _ me that at some time in the future the — 

_ WAY will be a grassroots seelalist rarty 
an the United States. . a, ie 

POSTAL , Did she mention an individual named 4  Hartin Solestry (PII)? - i 

RASH = Bo you mean Hartin Sestre?. 

POSTAL, — Who is he? 

LASH | a te is a prison inmate I believe in 
3 Auburn Prison, 9° | : 

- 16 + 
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t convinced | 
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about the Martin Sostre Defense Connittee? 

felt 

Ho 

When she wanted to quit did you try te. 

her thet she should 

I believe so. 

On several oceasions 

POSTAL Is there a Martin Sostre Defense Committee? _ 

TASK par Y oe eee es 

‘posta wee, 

) LASH 

| POSTAL 

| BASH 

_ Dad aha. ever give you any information 

| keep her as an informant? 

: 
® 

Me 

a
y
e
s
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ou that she 7 ~ 
you on the pelitical. act 

. individuals? 

- | POSTAL ivities of these te 
! 

| 

Is it Bureau policy that 4nforeants report 

on political activity? - 

ec j 

t t don't feel that I ean answer either o 

these questions within the scope of the 

> inquiry. 
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APPENDIX 

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/ 
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION 

The Vietnam Veterans Against the War, formed in 
1967 by Vietnam veterans to protest United States involve- 
ment in the war in Southeast Asia (changed name to Vietnam 
Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier Organization (VVAW/ 
WSO) in 1973 to include non-veterans as members), has spone« 
sored numerous anti-government demonstrations, some resulting 
in violence. The VVAW/WSO National Office (NO) and some key 
chapters are infiltrated and influenced by the militant Revolu- 
tionary Union (RU) organization, and VVAW/WSO leaders have told 
members that VVAW/WSO is a revolutionary organization, not "just 
another group of war veterans." The current Marxist-Leniniste 
Maoist oriented NO, which promotes education of the membership 
in Marxist-Leninist»-Maoist doctrine and directs the organization 
into political growth along the same lines, has at VVAW/WSO 
National Steering Committee Meetings (nscM), in 1974, portrayed 
VVAW/WSO as a mass antieimperialist organization and a vanguard 
of the revolution eventually created by the masses. 

VVAW/WSO leaders voted at the December, 1974 NSCM to 
align VVAW/WSO with the RU, which organization follows a strict 
Maoist line designed to bring about violent revolution in the 
United States. 

4 < 
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APPENDIX 

REVOLUTIONARY UNION 

_ The Revolutionary Union (RU), founded in early 
1968 in the San Francisco Bay area, is a militant semi- 
covert Marxist-Leninist revolutionary organization 
ideologically oriented towards the People's Republic of 
China and the teachings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung. Its 
objectives as set forth in its theoretical publication, 
“The Red Papers," and in its monthly newspaper, "Revolution," 
are the development of a united front against imperialism, 
the fostering of revolutionary working class unity and 
leadership in struggle, and the formation of a communist 
party based on Marxism-Leninism-MAO Tse-tung thought, leading 
to the overthrow of the United States Government by force 
and violence. Members of the RU have been identified as 
collecting weapons while engaging in firearms and guerrilla 
warfare training. As of July, 1974, RU national headquarters 
was located in Maywood, Illinois. 
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Transmit the following in 

la 

y" 
" | : 

| 
| 

FBI | 
ae , 
\ Date: 11/26/75 | 

| 
| 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL wafer 
(Precedence) 

—— ee ln —— reiterate my meres |e eye eee eee 

ah 

Jet fs fio. freLoeat STH [2/298 E.- 

200 in 

“ 

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-116395) 

4 ie PHILADELPHIA (66-6690) 

CONTAINED _) sen 
ann can 75 J renee eee all 

NO Craw eerphiagent ae 

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and two 
copies of an LHM reflecting genérally the circumstances 
and content of testimony furnished by SA NEIL P. SHANAHAN (+? 
to the staff of the above styled Senate Select Committee . y 
on 11/21/75. 

For the information of’the Bureau, this 
testimony under oath was handled in a very relaxed but 
formal atmosphere, during which SA SHANAHAN was advised 
of his constitutional rights and not in any way pressured 
or harassed by the interviewers. 

Mr. SHANAHAN was sworn prior to answering questions 
but was advised that his testimony would be notarized under 
oath following the completion of the interview. Following 
the interview, the stenographer accompanied Mr. SHANAHAN 
to a notary public, who administered an oath and effected ; 
a swearing for the record. () ; \/ 

su ca LOS 75— ~ 

spans ae 0 kb TE 
(F: Bureau (62-116395) (Encl. 3) (RM) 

~ Philadelphia (66-6690) 

NPS:PAM 

(3) 

POT OM C9 = Se = et PONG i 2M Vee 

AN 28 1976 
Special Agent in Charge | 
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» UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

ile 
Zesbe 45 

1S 

RICA 

he ny b 
By oes) s , 4 nth 

de re-15t? 

Hi? 55085 

ae arate 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

November 26, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL wr yes 

Oe see aad OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: GARY THOMAS ROWE 

At 11:00 a.m., November 21, 1975, Special Agent 
NETL P, SHANAHAN of the Philadelphia Division of the FBI 
was interviewed under oath by two staff members of the 
above styled committee in the 01d Senate Office Building 
in Washington, D.C. Present during the interview and 
doing most of the questioning was Mr. ROBERT KELLY, and 
Mr. JOHN BAILEY, who identified themselves as staff 
members of the Senate Select Committee (SSC). 

Prior to any questioning, it was explained by 
Mr. ROBERT KELLY that SA SHANAHAN would be testifying 
voluntarily and that he had a right to be represented by 
counsel if he so desired, Also prior to any questioning, 
Mr. KELLY explained that he had previously interviewed 
GARY THOMAS ROWE, a former confidential informant for the 
FBI and would be asking questions prompted by information 
furnished to him by Mr. ROWE. 

After responding to questions of a general 
informative nature, such as when SA SHANAHAN handied 
Mr. ROWE, and the general dates of Mr. SHANAHAN's 
employment and assignments with the FBI, certain specific 
areas were covered and recalled by SA SHANAHAN as follows: 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

; - . et / . a 
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_ INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIRS (SSC) 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL 
OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO 

A guestion was asked concerning activities 
taken by SA SHANAHAN upon reteipt of information from 
Mr. ROWE that the Ku Klux Klan was going to immediately 
engage in some form of violent activity. SA SHANAHAN 
responded that upon receipt of such information, it was 
immediately reported to his superiors, and evaluated to 
determine what immediate action, such as dissemination 
to local authorities, etc., was required. A question 
was asked in this area directly on the issue of whether 
anyone in the FBI instructed Mr. ROWE to engage in any 
violent activities. Mr. SHANAHAN responded that at no 
time did he, or anyone else to his knowledge, instruct 
Mr. ROWE to engage in any violent activity. In fact, 
he was often instructed to avoid engaging in violent 
activity. 

At one point in the interview, Mr. JOHN BAILEY 
asked questions concerning whether SA SHANAHAN could 
express his opinion as to thé morality or ethics involved 
in certain activities which Mr. ROWE had reported.that he 
had engaged in. This question was re~phrased several times 
by Mr. BAILEY because of SA SHANAHAN's repeated statements 
that he did not understand the extent of the information 
sought by Mr. BAILEY. 

Another critical areac& questioning dealt with 
a statement made by Mr. ROWE that at some time during 
the trials of three members of the Ku Klux Klan, for 
killing Mrs. VIOLA LIUZZ0O, he had advised Mr. JOHN DOAR, 
Assistant Attorney General, that they had been introducing 
testimony from one Mr. LEROY MOTON, who was identifying 
himself under oath as the man present in the automobile 
with Mrs. LIUZZ0 when she was shot. Mr. ROWE had advised 
Mr. DOAR that Mr. MOTON was not the same man who was in 
the auto with Mrs. LIUZZO when she was shot. In response 
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UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT 
COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL 
OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO 
INTELLIGINCH ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

to these questions, Mr. SHANAHAN testified that Mr. ROWE 
had at some point during these trial proceedings, seen 
either in person or a photograph in the newspaper of 
Mr. LEROY MOTON, and had advised Mr. SHANAHAN that this 
man was not the same man he had seen riding in the car 
with Mrs. LIUZZ0. At the next opportunity, Mr. SHANAHAN 
contacted Mr. JOHN DOAR and had Mr. ROWE relate to Mr. 
DOAR his opinion concerning the identity of LEROY MOTON 
as the man present in the car with LIUZZO. Mr, SHANAHAN 
further testified that he did not know what, if any, 
impression this had on Mr. DOAR and the further content 
of the trial. 

At a point fhe interview appeared to be over 
and Mr, KELLY and Mr. SHANAHAN conversed off the record, 
during which conversation Mr. KELLY rélated that Mr, ROWE 
had currently had some difficulties with Mr. DOAR and the 
Department of Justice after the FBI had relocated him in 
another part of the country and that some of the statements 
being made by Mr. ROWE concerned his treatment by the 
Department of Justice after he was no longer under FBI 
control. Mr. SHANAHAN mentioned that he recalled that 
GARY THOMAS ROWE received a written agreement signed by 
Attorney General NICHOLAS D. KATZENBACH, which outlined 
what agreement would exist between Mr. ROWE and the 
Department of Justice. Mr. KELLY asked Mr. SHANAHAN to 
go back on the record and relate this under oath, which 
was done. Mr, SHANAHAN testified only that he had been 
present during negotiations between Mr. ROWE and Mr. 
DOAR about this agreement and had seen the agreement 
furnished to Mr. ROWE prior to Mr. ROWE's testimony during 
the Federal trial in Montgomery, Alabama. 
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